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In September each year, Children’s Books Ireland
launches a nationwide reading campaign with the
publication of the Inis Reading Guide. Through the
guide, we recommend the very best books in all genres
and age groups, enabling children – often with the
help of a parent, guardian, grandparent, teacher or
librarian – to find the right book for them. This year,
the campaign celebrates the special bond between
grandparents and grandchildren and the importance
of relationships across generations. The reading guide
includes a specially-curated section on this theme,
highlighting books for young people that feature
meaningful intergenerational connections.

Grandparents can learn a thing or two from their
grandchildren too – be it surfing the web or looking
at the world with the renewed wonder that children
inspire. In fact, studies show that grandparenting
is actually good for our health and can increase
life expectancy! What better way to cultivate and
strengthen this special bond than through storytelling?
Tá traidisiún uasal scéalaíochta againn in Éirinn agus
tá idir óg is aosta á spreagadh againn chun páirt a
ghlacadh ann i mBliain seo na Gaeilge. In October
2018, CBI’s reading campaign will be partnering with
Libraries Ireland for a special Children’s Book Festival
month. Visit your local library branch to find out more.

The bond between a child and their grandparent is
unique and enriches the lives of young and old alike.
Lived experiences and stories told by older generations
help the young to understand the world around
them and how it continues to change. Through these
relationships children learn about their heritage and
family background, helping them understand who they
are and where they come from.

Within these pages you’ll discover over 250 of the
best children’s books of 2018 and 48 brilliant books
published over the past five years that feature strong
intergenerational bonds. We hope you’ll find a book
you love and stories you’ll want to share! Scéalta – Ó
Ghlúin go Glúin.
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS IRELAND TEAM/FOIREANN LEABHAIR PHÁISTÍ ÉIREANN

Elaina wants to share
Margot & Me
by Juno Dawson

Jenny wants to share
Alfie and Grandma
by Shirley Hughes

Ciara wants to share
Joy by Corinne Averiss
& Isabelle Follath

In 2018, Children’s Books Ireland turned twenty-one
years old. We have grown from being a voluntary
organisation to having four full-time and one
part-time staff members. In our busy offices in
central Dublin, we strive to meet the demands of an
increasingly busy industry and society. At Children’s
Books Ireland our vision is an Ireland in which books
are a part of every child’s life and where meaningful
engagement with books is supported by passionate
and informed adults in families, schools, libraries and
communities all across the country.
This Inis Reading Guide is one of our most important
ways of sharing books. By recommending the very
best books in all genres and age groups, we can ensure
that children find the right book for them, often with
some help from an adult in their lives who can call on
this guide for inspiration.
We know that ‘one size fits all’ doesn’t work for books:
our CBI book doctors hold CBI Book Clinics all over
Ireland to meet with young people and talk to them
about their interests before prescribing great books
for them to read. They are the section editors of this
guide, which ensures they are up-to-date with the
very best reads available for young people.
Throughout the year, we also publish Inis magazine
online and in print, so our members can access
reviews of all the most recent titles. Our annual
international conference is another way of
highlighting the most exciting voices in children’s
books: we invite speakers from all over the world
We could not produce this guide without the
cooperation and support of the publishers, the time
and expertise generously given by our team of editors
and their reviewers, and the skill and imagination
of both our designer, Fintan Wall, and this year’s
campaign illustrator, Lauren O’Neill.
Children’s Books Ireland/
Leabhair Pháistí Éireann
17 North Great Georges Street, Dublin 1
Telephone: 00 353 1 8727475
info@childrensbooksireland.ie
www.childrensbooksireland.ie
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Kim wants to share
Julian Is a Mermaid
by Jessica Love

Daiden wants to share
The Storm Keeper’s Island
by Catherine Doyle

to come and address our audience over a weekend.
And the CBI Book of the Year Awards and associated
Shadowing Scheme recognises Irish illustrators and
authors whose work is extraordinary. As well as these
core projects, we work in partnership with festivals
and venues to ensure that young people have access
to wonderful events that help to bring books to life
for them. We are also honoured to administer the
Laureate na nÓg project on behalf of the Arts Council
and partners. Our overarching aim is to engage all
young people with books. In an effort to work towards
universal access, we run book gifting schemes to
ensure that books get into the hands of as many
young readers as possible. We are delighted to partner
with Brown Bag Films on the Bookbag initiative, with
ICLA and others on the Robert Dunbar Memorial
Libraries, and with the JP McManus Benevolent Fund
on Bookseed.
As a small team, CBI relies on the goodwill, hard work
and support of the many volunteers, interns, reviewers
and members who make our work possible.
Tá muid ag iarraigh labhairt le gach ball dár bpobal
agus, mar sin, cuidigh linn an scéal a scaipeadh
faoin tábhacht a bhaineann le leabhair agus le
léitheoireacht.
Please use this guide to find the best of new books
available and encourage others to do so. Pass it along
to friends and family. Become a member of CBI by
going online to childrensbooksireland.ie to help
support our work.
CBI would like to thank all our partners in libraries and
bookshops across Ireland. For more information about
events near you and resources to promote reading in
your school, library or community, visit

www.childrensbooksireland.ie
childrensbooksireland
@KidsBooksIrel
@kidsbooksirel
tinyurl.com/KidsBooksIrel
ROGHA LEABHAR INIS 2018–19

INIS READING GUIDE TEAM/FOIREANN ROGHA LEABHAR INIS
Each section in the Inis Reading Guide is edited by one of our CBI book doctors or by a children’s books specialist.
The section editors sort through a huge volume of submissions for this guide to select the very best titles for
each age range. Look out for the book doctors at the CBI Book Clinics across Ireland for your very own book
prescription.

Ruth Concannon is a proud Gryffindor, a reader-in-residence with Dublin City Libraries, a CBI book
doctor and an MA student of children’s and YA literature at DCU.
What is your favourite story to share? Unbecoming by Jenny Downham – a story that reminds us that
coming of age is unbecoming all of the ways we once were in order to become our true selves.
Baineann Claire M Dunne taitneamh as Gaeilge a mhúineadh in Institiúid Oideachais Marino, áit a
mbíonn sí ag aistriú agus i mbun taighde freisin.
Cad é an scéal is fearr leat a roinnt le daoine? Is breá liom an scéal Uinseann Donn le Tadhg Mac
Dhonnagáin agus Írisz Agócs a léamh le daoine eile.
Louise Gallagher has a PhD in Children’s Literature from Trinity College Dublin. She has been a CBI
book doctor since 2013.
What is your favourite story to share? Sabriel by Garth Nix – I can’t recall how many times I've
recommended it to people because I love the Abhorsen series so much!
Anne Gannon is a librarian in a Dublin city-centre library and an occasional book doctor with CBI.
She holds an MA in Children’s Literature.
What is your favourite story to share? Mr. Magnolia by Quentin Blake – I loved sharing this book
with my daughters when they were very young and perhaps I’ll get a chance to share it with
grandchildren one day. In the meantime, I’ll happily share it with children in the library!
Kim Harte is a CBI book doctor and has formerly been a board member, a CBI Book of the Year
Awards judge and Publications & Projects Manager at CBI.
What is your favourite story to share? Julian Is a Mermaid by Jessica Love – a sublime picturebook
that celebrates acceptance, belonging and being who you are.
Olivia Lally is a children’s books enthusiast who has worked as a book doctor, bookseller and book
buyer and is an eternal storyteller and book lover.
What is your favourite story to share? Shark in the Dark by Peter Bently – it reminds us that we can
overcome difference, that the littlest people can have the biggest ideas and that we are stronger
together.
Becky Long is a book doctor, broadcaster and (extraordinarily!) nerdy academic who can usually be
found behind her desk attempting to finish her PhD.
What is your favourite story to share? Homecoming by Cynthia Voigt – this story taught me what
bravery means and that, no matter how young or small you are, you can make a difference in the
lives of the people you care about.
Síne Quinn, MPhil Children’s Literature, is an editor working with Irish and international publishers
and authors, a CBI book doctor and coordinator of the Bookmarks Programme at TCD.
What is your favourite story to share? I Capture the Castle by Dodie Smith – this amazing tale has
captivated many a reader.
When she’s not reading or writing children’s books, Juliette Saumande is usually to be found book
doctoring, running baby book clubs or editing the reviews section of Inis magazine.
What is your favourite story to share? Babies: My Animals by Xavier Deneux – every new baby gets
one from me.

INIS READING GUIDE 2018–19
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CBI BOOK CLINICS & CBI BOOK CLUBS/
CLINICÍ LEABHAR LPÉ & CLUBANNA LEABHAR LPÉ

CBI BOOK CLINICS

Have you ever finished a series that you loved and
not known what to read next? Do you love movies
and video games but find reading a bit of a chore?
These are the kinds of questions the CBI book
doctors ask their patients at our CBI Book Clinics,
where we meet lots of young people and their
families and guide each child towards finding the
right book for them.
Since 2012, Children’s Books Ireland has been
touring CBI Book Clinics all over the island of Ireland,
bringing reading prescriptions to readers from
young babies to teenagers. From Lismore to the
Liberties and from Tyrone to Tipperary, CBI book
doctors have met six-year-olds who have brought
their best-loved books to show us, twelve-year-olds
who have exhausted their local library’s supplies,
teenagers looking for the latest book to share with
their friends and parents seeking inspiration for
new picturebooks to read with their little ones. The
CBI Book Clinic is a free-of-charge, drop-in facility
for all families, where children can consult with the
book doctor and walk away with their own reading
passport full of suggested reads. As well as being
jam-packed with reading activities to do at home
and in your local bookshop or library, the passport
opens up a world of engagement with books and
equips any young reader with the skills to learn
more about their own reading choices.
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The CBI Book Clinic gives us an opportunity to meet
young readers and their families. We also love to
talk to teachers who are sourcing a new class novel
and parents who are looking for tips to enthuse
reluctant readers.
Keep an eye on www.childrensbooksireland.ie and
on Facebook and Twitter to see when we’re coming
to your town, and watch out for a few special Twitter
Book Clinics to answer the adults’ questions.

CBI BOOK CLUBS

If you can’t wait for the CBI Book Clinic to come
to you, check out the RTÉjr book club blog at
rtejr.ie/books where you can catch up with all our
recommended reads. You can also join our RTÉjr book
club – go to facebook.com/rtejr and click the ‘sign
up’ button, it’s that easy! As a member, you will have
access to reviews by CBI book doctors, chances to
win amazing book hampers and you’ll discover great
books for your little ones to enjoy. Join us! It’s easy,
fun and free of charge.
Teachers may be particularly interested in CBI’s
monthly recommended read for primary-school
children in InTouch, the magazine of the Irish National
Teachers’ Organisation. The magazine is available to
read online at www.into.ie.

ROGHA LEABHAR INIS 2018–19

LAUREATE NA NÓG

photo credit: maxwellphotography.ie

Laureate na nÓg is an exciting project recognising
the role and importance of literature for children
in Ireland. This unique honour was awarded for the
first time in May 2010 to author Siobhán Parkinson,
who held the position for a period of two years.
Illustrator Niamh Sharkey was the second laureate
and held the title until May 2014. Author Eoin
Colfer then took on the role between 2014 and 2016,
followed by illustrator PJ Lynch for the 2016–2018
term. The current Laureate na nÓg is poet and
novelist Sarah Crossan, who will hold the title until
May 2020.
Sarah’s theme as Laureate na nÓg is
#WeAreThePoets, a two-year project inspiring
young people to express themselves through poetry
and verse. Sarah has a particular interest in working
with marginalised communities, and the project will
work within school environments and partner with
other organisations. Under the #WeAreThePoets
banner, she will collaborate with a team of
established writers and poets to deliver workshops,
as well as a national event showcasing the young
voices that have participated in her laureate

INIS READING GUIDE 2018–19

project. A Poetry Funfair will run at children’s, arts
and literature festivals across the country during
her two-year term, featuring black-out poetry
and more! Follow the project across social media
on #WeAreThePoets. Resources are available to
download from www.childrenslaureate.ie and we
hope that everyone will join in the fun.
Laureate na nÓg is an initiative of the Arts Council,
managed on the council’s behalf by Children’s Books
Ireland, with the support of the Arts Council of
Northern Ireland, the Department of Children and
Youth Affairs and Poetry Ireland. The honour has
been established to engage young people with high
quality literature and to underline the importance of
children’s literature in our cultural and imaginative
life.
For more information visit
www.childrenslaureate.ie
info@childrenslaureate.ie
@childrenslaureateireland
@laureatenanog

@laureatenanog
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CBI BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARDS/LPÉ GRADAIM LEABHAIR NA BLIANA 2018

Children's Books Ireland
Leabhair Pháistí Éireann

The CBI Book of the Year Awards are the most
prestigious children’s book awards in Ireland and are
celebrated every year in libraries, schools, bookshops
and homes across the country. The carefully selected
jury of adult readers and one young judge read, discuss
and judge up to ninety books every year, undertaking
the difficult process of selecting a shortlist from all
the submitted titles.
The CBI Book of the Year Awards are made up of six
awards. This year the Eilís Dillon Award for a first
children’s book was won by Meg Grehan for The Space
Between (Little Island Books) and the Judges’ Special
Award was won by Eoin Colfer for Illegal (Hodder
Children’s Books). The Honour Award for Fiction went
to Sheena Wilkinson for Star by Star (Little Island
Books) and the Children’s Choice Award, which was
selected by our shadowing groups, was awarded
to Laureate na nÓg Sarah Crossan for Moonrise
(Bloomsbury YA). The Honour Award for Illustration
went to Kevin Waldron for Chocolate Cake (Puffin)
and the overall CBI Book of the Year Award was
won by Deirdre Sullivan and Karen Vaughan for
Tangleweed and Brine (Little Island Books).
The opinions of young readers are a crucial part of
the awards, which is why the Shadowing Scheme has
been a key component of the awards since 2005. This
scheme gives young people of all ages the opportunity
to read and critique the shortlisted books just as the
adult judging panel does. Every shadowing group
leader is supported in selecting suitable titles for their
group to read – the shortlisted books can range from
picturebooks to teen or young adult novels, and each
group can read all the titles or a small selection for
the age and reading level of the group.
Signing up to the Shadowing Scheme is free of charge
and each group receives posters, bookmarks and a
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specially designed resource pack, as well as phone and
email support from CBI. Shadowing begins when the
shortlist is announced in March each year and groups
can sign up from February onwards. The shadowing
pack, developed in conjunction with children’s books
reviewers, teachers, librarians and other children’s
books experts, gives suggestions for reading diaries,
group discussions and creative activities tailored to
each shortlisted title. Teachers across the country
find the pack to be a very useful classroom resource
when encouraging children to read for pleasure.
Shadowing groups can purchase books at a discount
from International Education Services Limited
(www.iesltd.ie) or can work with their local librarian
to secure bulk loans or class sets of the books. They
can also keep an eye on CBI’s Facebook and Twitter
for book giveaways and competitions.
At the end of the shadowing process each group
is asked to score the titles they have read – lively
debate is encouraged and helps to develop the critical
assessment skills of each child or young person. The
votes from all the participating groups are collated
to decide the Children’s Choice Award winner. Every
year, a small number of lucky groups are invited to
attend the awards ceremony in May and present
the Children’s Choice Award to the winner. We also
produce a short film with shadowing groups, which
is screened at the ceremony and ensures that young
people’s voices are at the heart of the entire awards
process. Check out CBI’s YouTube channel for these
views from the shadowers.
If you are a teacher, librarian or children’s book-club
leader, or if you think your child’s class would like to
take part in a fun, enriching process and have their
voices heard, email daiden@childrensbooksireland.ie
for more information.

ROGHA LEABHAR INIS 2018–19

BOOK GIFTING/BRONNADH LEABHAR

CBI’s vision is an Ireland in which books are central to every child’s life, and in an effort to work towards
universal access, we run book gifting schemes to ensure that books get into the hands of as many young
readers as possible. To help schools in particular need, we have developed the Bookbag initiative, in
partnership with Brown Bag Films, and the Robert Dunbar Memorial Libraries, in partnership with the Irish
Copyright Licensing Agency (ICLA) and a number of supporting publishing houses. We also work with charity
partners throughout the year to deliver books into areas of need.

Robert
Dunbar
Memorial
Libraries
www.childrensbooksireland.ie

ROBERT DUNBAR MEMORIAL LIBRARIES
The Robert Dunbar Memorial Libraries are named in memory of CBI’s
former patron and long-time friend. Robert was a critic, editor and
teacher, a pioneer of the study of children’s literature in Ireland and a true
champion of children’s books and their creators.
Throughout his career as a secondary school teacher, he was instrumental
in the establishment and running of school libraries, and later, as a lecturer
in and commentator on children’s literature, he strongly supported schools
in building and maintaining collections of books that would enhance the
lives of their students.

Robert
Dunbar
Memorial
Libraries

www.childrensbooksireland.ie

As a way of honouring Robert’s significant contribution to our organisation
and to children’s literature and reading in Ireland, CBI, in partnership with
ICLA and supporting publishers, will make an award of three libraries
worth €2,500 each to three schools. We invite applications from all
schools, primary and secondary, in Northern Ireland and the Republic
of Ireland. The three-week application window for the 2019 cycle opens
on 24 September 2018. Visit www.childrensbooksireland.ie for more
information.

BOOKBAG
Bookbag is a children’s book gifting initiative, funded by Brown Bag Films
and delivered in partnership with Children’s Books Ireland. Our aim is to
get books into the hands of children in primary schools in Dublin – one
school is chosen each year – and to inspire a love of reading in young
people. We do this through gifting a book to every child in the school.
These Bookbags are for each child to take home and keep. The books are
chosen carefully with the aim of capturing the imaginations of avid and
reluctant readers alike. Bookbag also ensures that every class in the school
is visited by an author or illustrator.
These experiences can be a powerful way to encourage a love of reading
and bring stories to life. Bookbag assesses the particular needs of each
school we work with and, within the constraints of our budget, we aim to
address issues and build on strengths to develop a strong reading culture
within the school. The three-week application window opens on 24
September 2018. Visit www.bookbag.ie for further details.

Our charity partners:

INIS READING GUIDE 2018–19
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SCÉALTA – Ó GHLÚIN GO GLÚIN
ERIC HILL

SPOT LOVES HIS GRANDMA
PUFFIN 2018 (BOARD) 12PP £5.99 ISBN 9780241338155

Attention all grandmothers: this book is a perfect way to spend quality time
with the grandkids! Spot loves spending time with his grandma, from making
lemonade to gathering eggs from grandma’s chickens. With colourful and simple
illustrations, this new edition of Spot Loves His Grandma is certainly not to be
missed. (Age 0–2) [SD]
READ ALSO: Spot Visits His Grandparents

GILES ANDREAE illustrated by EMMA DODD

I LOVE MY GRANDAD

ORCHARD BOOKS 2018 (BOARD) 24PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408350638

‘My grandad is a special man, / If I can’t do it, Grandad can!’ – so begins this
charming rhyming boardbook about a boy and his favourite person in the world,
his grandad. Full of gentle humour – ‘I think my grandad’s lived for years, / That’s
why there’s hair inside his ears’ – this is the perfect book for reading aloud to a
younger child at bedtime (it’s wonderfully short!). The colourful illustrations by
Emma Dodd have bold black outlines and are full of expression and warmth. (Age
0–2, 2–4) [SW]
READ ALSO: I Love My Granny

TARO GOMI

I REALLY WANT TO SEE YOU, GRANDMA
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781452161587

Yumi wakes up one morning and really wants to see her grandmother, who has
the same idea on a mountain the other side of town. They both set off at the same
time and there is much confusion as they criss-cross the town before eventually
being joyfully reunited. Gomi uses a muted palette of browns, mustards and
yellows with the odd splash of pink and blue to create images that will delight
young readers. One four-year-old gleefully demanded that I read it again and again!
(Age 0–2, 2–4) [BLa]
READ ALSO: How to Hide a Lion from Grandma by Helen Stephens

MARGARET MCALLISTER illustrated by HOLLY STERLING

15 THINGS NOT TO DO WITH A GRANNY

LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781847809131

A children’s guide to keeping grannies happy, this lovely book consists of a long
list of funny and practical DON’Ts – such as DON’T hide an elephant in her
bed; DON’T give her a crocodile for her birthday; DON’T wear her pants on
your head; and, most touchingly, DON’T forget to share your granny with your
siblings. There’s also a few DOs, the most important being DO love your granny!
The writing is zippy and witty, complimented perfectly by vibrant illustrations by
Dublin-born illustrator Holly Sterling. (Age 2–4) [AN]
READ ALSO: How to Babysit a Grandma by Jean Regan and Lee Wildish
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SHARE A STORY
MORAG HOOD

WHEN GRANDAD WAS A PENGUIN
TWO HOOTS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781509850976

Something fishy is going on. Grandad has been spending a lot of time in the
bathroom, his clothes don’t quite fit and he keeps appearing in strange places like
the fridge! What could be happening? This sweet story featuring a grandfatherly
bespectacled penguin is sure to tug on the heartstrings of children and grown-ups
of all ages. Warm and humorous, Morag Hood’s bright and simple illustrations
add a charming contrast to this fun-filled story about getting older and a mix-up at
the zoo. (Age 2–5) [RC]
READ ALSO: The Frank Show by David Mackintosh

CORRINNE AVERISS illustrated by ISABELLE FOLLATH

JOY

WORDS & PICTURES 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781910277652

‘Joy is what makes your heart happy and your eyes twinkle’ Fern’s mum tells her.
But Nana’s joy seems to have vanished, so Fern sets out to catch some for her with
her special catching kit. While the joy in a puppy’s bounce, a baby’s chuckles or
the sun’s sparkle on water were impossible to capture, a visit to the park with Fern
brings Nan’s joy back, eloquently captured in the bright, bold images that enhance
an uplifting tale of intergenerational love. (Age 3–5) [VCo]
READ ALSO: My Grandpa by Marta Altés

BENJI DAVIES

GRANDAD’S ISLAND
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2015 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471119958

One day, Syd and his grandad go through a door in the attic and find themselves
on a beautiful island. And Syd’s grandad wants to stay. Benji Davies’s illustrations
are vivid and colourful, as bright as a child’s painting, and capture the wonder
of Grandad’s island beautifully. This gorgeously illustrated and poignant
picturebook is more than a story about dealing with loss. It’s a story about love
and memory that will comfort and delight readers of all ages, at all times.
(Age 3–5) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Grandma Bird

SHIRLEY HUGHES

ALFIE: ALFIE AND GRANDMA
RED FOX PICTURE BOOKS 2015 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781782955153

When Alfie goes to visit Grandma, he always has the most wonderful time.
Whether saving a neighbour’s pet tortoise or rescuing a lost sheep, there’s always
lots to do. And when it’s too cold and wet to go outside, Grandma shows her
adventurous side by creating an indoor expedition! This collection of three classic
Alfie stories highlights the unique bond between the generations. Hughes’s
detailed and delightful illustrations capture the essence of the stories and bring a
lasting sense of wonder and joy. A truly special book. (Age 3–5) [MEJ]
READ ALSO: My Grandma Is Wonderful by Nick Butterworth
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JEANNE WILLIS illustrated by BRIONY MAY SMITH

STARDUST

NOSY CROW 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788000697

A little girl dreams of being a star but she feels her sister will always outshine her.
Grandad tells her not to worry for we are all made of stardust, from the smallest
creature to the largest planet in the solar system. This book features a very unique
style of illustration, with much depth and warmth. Stardust greatly touches
the soul of the reader, reminding them that we all have worth and that our
grandparents are a great source of comfort in times of woe. (Age 3–5) [SD]
READ ALSO: Izzy Gizmo by Pip Jones and Sara Ogilvie

SIMONA CIRAOLO

THE LINES ON NANA’S FACE
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2016 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781909263987

A girl worries that her grandmother looks sad at her own birthday party. Nana
explains that, although the lines on her face may make her look worried, she
keeps an important memory in each one. We see her life through a series of
beautiful illustrations, starting with the endpapers and continuing over doublepage spreads. This beautiful story depicts wrinkles as something of interest
and evidence of a life lived rather than something to be erased. A nice way of
introducing concepts of beauty to young children. (Age 4–6) [BLa]
READ ALSO: When I Was a Child by Andy Stanton and David Litchfield

JOSEPH COELHO illustrated by ALLISON COLPOYS

IF ALL THE WORLD WERE …

LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS, FIRST EDITIONS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781786030597

This beautifully written and illustrated book deals with death and loss. A little girl
spends time with her grandad, hand in hand exploring and listening to stories.
The seasons represent the cycle of life here, with Grandad’s death, symbolised by
his empty chair, taking place during winter, while the blank notebook shows that
life continues and the role of memory and creativity during sad times. A gentle
and sensitive read for a young child preparing for, or dealing with, the loss of a
grandparent. (Age 4–6) [BLa]
READ ALSO: As We Grow by Libby Walden and Richard Jones

MATT DE LA PEÑA illustrated by CHRISTIAN ROBINSON

LAST STOP ON MARKET STREET

PUFFIN 2017 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780141374185

A young boy and his nana journey by bus to a soup kitchen in which they
volunteer. Hypnotically rhythmic text lulls us into the contemplative world of CJ
and his nana, in which the beautiful and the spiritual are never far away. There
is a very real warmth in the relationship between CJ and his nana as she imparts
deep wisdom with great humour and care. Robinson’s naïve illustrative style
evokes a child’s-eye view of the city and its inhabitants with great skill. Meditative
and endlessly enriching. (Age 4–6) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Grace & Family by Mary Hoffman and Caroline Binch
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JESSICA LOVE

JULIAN IS A MERMAID
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406380637

Julian and Nana spot some beautiful mermaids on their way home from the
pool, which inspires the little boy to play dress-up. But what will Nana think? An
incredibly beautiful picturebook with minimal text and gorgeous illustrations,
this book explores what it means to be yourself and to be loved unconditionally.
(Age 4–7) [LG]
READ ALSO: Ladder to the Moon by Maya Soetoro-Ng and Yuyi Morales

ROSS MONTGOMERY illustrated by DAVID LITCHFIELD

THE BUILDING BOY
FABER & FABER 2016 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571314102

Every night, the boy sits and listens to his grandma read and tell stories of the
great house she will build for him. When she is gone, the boy must build one for
himself, but soon he realises that Grandma is not all that far away. Illustrationwise, much care and attention are given to texture and form, making this a truly
beautiful work. Teaching children how to deal with loss and bereavement, this
wonderfully touching book tugs at the heart strings. (Age 4–7) [SD]
READ ALSO: The Heart and the Bottle by Oliver Jeffers

MAUDIE POWELL-TUCK illustrated by KARL JAMES MOUNTFORD

THE SPACE TRAIN
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781848699458

Jakob lives in a space station on the edge of a galaxy with his space engineer
granny, a grumpy toolbot and a robot chicken called Derek! Jakob finds the longlost space train but it’s rusty, battered and broken. With some riveting, welding,
hammering, trial and error, they fix the old space train and blast off across space,
having great adventures and finding new friends along the way. This stunning
book is packed with fun flaps and big, bold illustrations with a retro feel.
(Age 4–7) [MR-McG]
READ ALSO: Grandma’s from Mars by Michelle Robinson and Fred Blunt

LIZZY STEWART

THERE’S A TIGER IN THE GARDEN
LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781847808073

Attempting to cure Nora’s boredom, Grandma suggests she play in the garden.
According to Grandma, her garden is filled with wonders, including bird-sized
dragonflies, man-eating plants, a grumpy polar bear and, greatest of all, a glorious
tiger. Although Nora initially scoffs at Grandma’s ‘silly games’, she soon uncovers
an exotic jungle. Stewart’s illustrations are simply gorgeous, from the lush foliage
to the dazzling tiger. With plenty of humour and a touch of philosophy, this is
a splendid celebration of the imagination shared between grandchildren and
grandparents. (Age 4–7) [ED]
READ ALSO: Grandpa Green by Lane Smith
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TRACEY CORDEROY illustrated by JOE BERGER

HUBBLE BUBBLE: THE MESSY MONKEY BUSINESS
NOSY CROW 2015 (PBK) 96PP £5.99 ISBN 9780857635297

This book contains three short stories featuring Pandora and her granny, a witch,
each illustrated in strong shades of black, grey and green by Joe Berger. Granny
causes havoc on Pandora’s school trip when she lets the monkeys out and conjures
up a ‘whizzy water slide’ for the sea lions – making it a trip the children (and
the teachers!) will never forget. There is also a story about babysitting an unruly
toddler and another about a wilderness camp. Great fun for reading aloud.
(Age 5–8) [SW]
READ ALSO: the Top-Secret Grandad and Me series by David MacPhail and
Laura Avino

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by LAURA CARLIN

KING OF THE SKY
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 56PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406379198

King of the Sky is a book about dualities: then and now; there and here; them
and us. A young boy, recently arrived in Wales, forms a bond with Mr Evans, an
ex-soldier, a retired miner and a pigeon racer, whose mine-damaged voice speaks
‘slow enough … to understand’. Through this friendship we watch the boy and
the racing pigeon grow and flourish, as Mr Evans himself recedes and succumbs.
Laura Carlin’s award-winning illustrations depict this quiet and gentle connection
with great sensitivity. (Age 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Grandpa’s Guardian Angel by Jutta Bauer

PHIL EARLE illustrated by SARAH HORNE

GRANDAD’S MEDAL
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 64PP £4.99 ISBN 9781510102361

Martin’s beloved grandad was so brave in his youth that he has a special medal
to prove it. Now Martin has enormous fun with Grandad recreating past glories
around his memorabilia-filled house. But even adventurous grandads don’t live
forever, and Martin soon has to find his own type of bravery. The five short
chapters have full-colour, sympathetic illustrations on every page and these add
to both the humour and pathos of this thoughtful story of love, loss and a special
relationship. (Age 5–8) [AG]
READ ALSO: Looking for Yesterday by Alison Jay

SOPHY HENN

BAD NANA: OLDER NOT WISER
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 152PP £8.99 ISBN 9780008268053

Jeanie’s Bad Nana is an absolute delight. Entirely filled with mischief and lemon
sherbets, this twinkly-earring- and glittery-turban-wearing grande dame is not one
to be trifled with. Whether dealing with power-mad park attendants or furious
local historians, she always comes out on top. Expressive use of fonts alongside
witty illustrations in pink, black and white make this chapter book perfect for
emerging readers. While main characters are illustrated as white, classmates
and community members of diverse ethnicities abound. Tremendous fun for all
genders. (Age 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Gangsta Granny by David Walliams
14
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PIP JONES illustrated by ELLA OKSTAD

SQUISHY MCFLUFF: MEETS MAD NANA DOT
FABER & FABER 2015 (PBK) 80PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571302543

Ava is going to spend the night at her Mad Nana Dot’s house and is very excited –
from the illustrations, the reader knows that Ava’s mum is about to have a baby.
Nan is short-sighted and has misplaced her glasses so Ava and her imaginary pet
cat, Squishy McFluff, have all kinds of fun with this. Younger children will enjoy
hearing about Ava’s mischievous adventures, written in rhyme, and the lively
illustrations by Ella Okstad are full of colour, texture and pattern. (Age 5–8) [SW]
READ ALSO: Danny Brown and the Big Surprise by Brianóg Brady Dawson,
Michael Connor and Alan Nolan

JONATHAN MERES illustrated by HANNAH COULSON

MINT CHOC CHIP AT THE MARKET CAFÉ
LITTLE GEMS 2017 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781127568

Hurray! A first chapter book that combines an accessible text with an engaging
multi -layered story. Priya is a second-generation Indian girl whose parents’ pet
supplies stall is threatened by market forces, but Nana-ji’s quiet wisdom gives
reassurance that all will be well. Priya is a well-rounded character, fully integrated
within her multicultural community and obviously much loved – her name means
‘loved one’. Her relationship with her grandmother is particularly endearing. This
well-paced, sensitively illustrated book is highly recommended. (Age 5–8) [IB]
READ ALSO: Grandpa Was an Astronaut

MICHAEL MORPURGO illustrated by JIM FIELD

GRANDPA CHRISTMAS
EGMONT BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9781405284592

An illustrated book with a strong ecological message. Every Christmas, Mia
places her childhood diary at the bottom of her family’s Christmas tree. Inside is
a special letter her grandpa sent her when she was a girl, which she reads to her
own family. It says, ‘Live always in rhythm, in harmony with the earth.’ A book to
read to children aged 5+ who will understand the dangers of climate change. The
illustrations by Jim Field are full of movement and clever perspective. (Age 5–8)
[SW]
READ ALSO: Grandpa’s Garden by Stella Fry and Sheila Moxley

SALVATORE RUBBINO

A WALK IN PARIS
WALKER BOOKS 2015 (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406360066

A little girl and her sprightly grandad take a tour through the French capital,
taking in some of the main sights and vistas, from the busy Latin Quarter to the
Eiffel Tower. The playful, easy relationship between the two visitors comes across
in Rubbino’s relaxed yet stylish strokes. Food and wildlife feature everywhere the
pair go and the extra snippets of info relating to specific places, jobs or traditions
drive this firmly away from a dry guidebook or an overly saccharine selection of
postcards. (Non-fiction, Age 5–8) [JS]
READ ALSO: the Katie series by James Mayhew
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ZAZI, ZIWELENE and ZINDZI MANDELA illustrated by SEAN QUALLS

GRANDAD MANDELA
LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781786031365

Grandad Mandela meanders through the life and times of the South African icon
as his real-life great-grandchildren quiz their Grandma Zindzi about their famous
relative. The personal approach and conversational tone make the topic accessible,
but at times raise the issues of balance and objectivity. Expect outrage at the
description of the unfair apartheid system and plenty of questions concerning
context and chronology. Sean Qualls’s collage illustrations combine acrylic paint
and coloured pencils to great effect, exposing the grit and gravitas of the events
recounted. (Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 8–10) [JS]
READ ALSO: Nelson Mandela (Little Guides to Great Lives) by Isabel Thomas and
Hannah Warren

ELIZABETH LAIRD illustrated by PETER BAILEY

THE FASTEST BOY IN THE WORLD
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2014 (PBK) 176PP £6.99 ISBN 9781447267171

In their village home, Grandfather is the undisputed head of the family – no one
questions his authority: that would be disrespectful – so his decision to walk to
Addis Ababa accompanied only by grandson Solomon is final. Solomon is surprised
to learn about Grandfather’s courage and loyalty when young, but the old man
knows his grandson inherited these traits. He is also wise and has long recognised
and quietly nurtured Solomon’s talent for running long distances – his early support
is as inspirational as the ‘treasure’ he later bequeaths. (Age 8–10) [LM]
READ ALSO: The White Giraffe by Lauren St John

EMMA FISCHEL illustrated by CHRIS RIDDELL

WITCHWORLD
NOSY CROW 2014 (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857634177

Florence Skritchett is a very modern witch with all the latest gadgets. Her
grandmother, on the other hand, is eighty-three years old, extremely bossy and
will not be parted from her wand. And it’s a good thing she knows more about
ghouls than Flo. The first in Emma Fischel’s witchcraft series, Witchworld uses
magic to talk about the big themes in everyday life: family, friendship, loyalty and
connection. A must-read for anyone who appreciates how wise grandmothers can
be. (Age 8–10, 10–12) [BLo]
READ ALSO: The Witches by Roald Dahl

FRANK COTTRELL-BOYCE illustrated by STEVEN LENTON

SPUTNIK’S GUIDE TO LIFE ON EARTH
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9781447237570

Prez Mellows is sent from his home with his grandfather to stay with a foster
family who are loud, warm and unable to see that newcomer Sputnik is not a
dog but an alien intent on writing a guide to the best things about life on earth.
With Prez in tow, Sputnik engages in some wild, hilarious and slightly illegal
adventures, culminating in a reunion at the Shangri-La Nursing Home. This lifeaffirming story – funny and touching by turns – is a beautiful examination of the
relationship between a boy and his grandfather. (Age 9–11) [PNicI]
READ ALSO: Sam Hannigan’s Woof Week by Alan Nolan
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S.E. DURRANT illustrated by ROB BIDDULPH

RUNNING ON EMPTY
NOSY CROW 2018 (PBK) 208PP £6.99 ISBN 9780857637406

AJ’s dearest dream is to run on the same 2012 London Olympics track where he
saw his hero Usain Bolt win gold. His dream is put on hold when his beloved
grandfather dies and young AJ finds himself landed with the role of carer and
protector to his own parents, both of whom have learning difficulties. AJ has
to find a way to keep his family together, while taking solace and hope in fond
memories of his grandad in this heart-wrenching, beautifully told story. (Age 9–11)
[AN]
READ ALSO: Artichoke Hearts by Sita Brahmachari

LIZ KESSLER

NORTH OF NOWHERE
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2014 (PBK) 240PP £6.99 ISBN 9781444007930

After Grandad goes missing, Mia must stay with her gran in the boring seaside
town of Porthaven. A mysterious friendship is born when, on a docked fishing
boat, Mia discovers the diary of local girl Dee and begins exchanging diary entries
with her. Why do Dee’s entries refer to violent local storms that prevent them
meeting when Mia witnesses only blue skies? Mia is against the clock to uncover
the whereabouts of Grandad and her friend – but can she do it? A fast-paced,
gripping novel. (Age 9–11) [M-AR]
READ ALSO: The Invention of Hugo Cabret by Brian Selznick

JACKIE MORRIS

THE WHITE FOX
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 104PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781127391

Sol’s lonely life in the city changes when he hears about an Arctic fox on the
Seattle docks where his father works. In befriending the rare creature, Sol’s Inuit
connection to Alaska with his lost mother and grandparents makes him question
where he belongs. When the fox is caught, Sol and his father travel north to his
grandparents to release the animal, where Sol finds a new meaning to the word
home. Morris’s evocative watercolours and text make this a story that lingers.
(Age 9–11) [OH]
READ ALSO: Pax by Sara Pennypacker and Jon Klassen

KIMBERLY NEWTON FUSCO

CHASING AUGUSTUS
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571323029

Rosie has had to be tough since her intermittent mother abandoned her and
gave away her beloved dog, Augustus; and now that her father is recovering in
hospital from a stroke, she has met her match in her military-like grandfather. But
when the clue to her missing dog lies in the town recluse, Rosie learns that her
grandfather and the recluse are not who they appear to be. A terrific story that
explores why adults and children hide their true emotions behind hard exteriors.
(Age 9–11) [OH]
READ ALSO: Only Eva by Judi Curtin
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HATA ZÚ MHAMÓ
COIS LIFE 2016 (BOG) 62LCH €7.00 ISBN 9781907494604

Is í Siobhán agus a mamó príomhcharachtair an scéil seo. Nuair a theastaíonn
óna mamó éalú on teach altranais caithfidh sí dul i muinín an chailín óig. Le
teann crógachta agus grá, éiríonn leo lá iontach a chaitheamh i measc cairde agus
ainmhithe spéisiúla an zú. Ní dhéanann an t-údar iarracht deacrachtaí inchinne, ná
taithí an duine atá ag dul in aois, a cheilt ar dhaoine óga. Siméadracht dheas atá sa
chomhrá faoi hata iontach a mamó ag tús agus deireadh an scéil. (Aois 9–11) [CMD]
READ ALSO: The Granny Project by Anne Fine

H.S. NORUP

THE MISSING BARBEGAZI
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS OCT 2018 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781782691815

Tessa loves skiing and dreams of proving the truth of her grandfather’s stories
of the legendary Barbegazi, avalanche-surfing elves who dwell behind glaciers.
Gawion is a young Barbegazi whose sister Maeg goes missing – presumed captured
by the dreaded Elf-Hunter. Tessa’s grandparents are mostly ‘off-stage’, her Opa
recently dead and her Oma seriously ill, but they both exert a strong influence
on Tessa and on how this story unfolds. An unusual, tender and adventurous
dual-narrative story – by halfway through the book you’ll believe in the Barbegazi
yourself! (Age 9–11) [AG]
READ ALSO: Lob by Linda Newbery

MATILDA WOODS

THE BOY, THE BIRD AND THE COFFIN MAKER
SCHOLASTIC 2017 (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407178691

Since losing his family, Alberto has lived an isolated life on the edge of the
magical town of Allora, creating coffins for the townsfolk. Joy and exuberance
are suddenly brought back into Alberto’s world through a friendship with young
Tito Bonito and his colourful bird, Fia. But as Tito’s menacing father reappears,
Alberto and Tito must find a way to protect the new life they have created.
Matilda Woods’s debut is a heartwarming story of an unexpected friendship in an
evocative and whimsical setting. Unforgettable. (Age 9–11) [RC]
READ ALSO: Heidi by Johanna Spyri

SOPHIE ANDERSON illustrated by MELISSA CASTRILLÓN (cover)
and ELISA PAGANELLI (inside)

THE HOUSE WITH CHICKEN LEGS
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474940665

Blending the world of Eastern European folk tales and a touching, intriguing
relationship between generations, Anderson takes us on an enchanted, at times
dangerous journey. Marinka lives with her grandmother, Baba Yaga, in a house with
chicken legs. From time to time, it picks itself up and moves wherever it likes, as
Marinka’s grandmother needs to guide spirits between this world and the next. But
Marinka wants a different life, one beyond the bone fence, that includes living friends
and adventure. Enthralling, imaginative and simply beautiful. (Age 9–12) [MEJ]
READ ALSO: A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle
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CASSIE BEASLEY

CIRCUS MIRANDUS
CHICKEN HOUSE 2015 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910002575

When Micah’s grandfather falls ill he sends a message to a magical circus, to a
man called the Lightbender. Micah goes in search of this wonderful place that is
only apparent to children on the right side of imagination in the hope of saving
his grandfather. But strict Great-Aunt Gertrudis makes this almost impossible,
and as time runs out for Micah’s grandfather, so too does Micah’s chance of
getting the Lightbender’s assistance. A story of about love, loyalty and trusting
your imagination. (Age 9–12) [OH]
READ ALSO: Amulet by Kazu Kibuishi

CATHERINE DOYLE

THE STORM KEEPER’S ISLAND
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408896884

Fionn and his sister are sent to stay with their eccentric grandfather on the
remote island of Arranmore for the summer. Each generation, the island chooses
a new Storm Keeper to wield its power and protect its magic from enemies.
As Fionn’s grandfather steps down, the battle to become his heir unleashes an
ancient war. Combining fantasy, adventure and myth, Doyle offers a gripping
plot, an immersive setting and charming characters. Fionn’s relationship with his
grandfather is especially compelling, heightening the tale’s humour and heart.
(Age 9–12) [ED]
READ ALSO: Sea (the Huntress Trilogy) by Sarah Driver

PAULA LEYDEN

KEEPSAKE
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 180PP €8.99 ISBN 9781910411575

Ella and Johnny are horrified when Johnny’s horse, Storm, suddenly disappears
from her field. They know she’s been stolen and taken to the horse pound.
Only with the help of Ella’s granny can the two take on the pound authorities
and rescue their horse. Leyden’s fast-paced tale provides a snapshot of modern
Ireland and the power of intergenerational relationships. Tackling prejudice and
intolerance in a delicate and enlightening way, Leyden uses Ella’s family life to
draw the reader into an utterly believable world. (Age 9–12) [BLo]
READ ALSO: The Lotterys Plus One by Emma Donoghue

JON WALTER

CLOSE TO THE WIND
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2015 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910200179

In a war-torn country, Malik and his grandfather are attempting an escape.
Soldiers are invading their town and Malik’s mother is missing. Their only hope is
to gain passage aboard one ship – but the demand for tickets is high. And Malik’s
mother is still missing. A highly emotionally charged novel about the power
of family and the bond between children, parents and grandparents. Walter’s
capacity for storytelling draws the reader into Malik’s world and into the dangers
that beset him and the ones he loves. (Age 9–12) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Goodnight Mr Tom by Michelle Magorian
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IN DARKLING WOOD
FABER & FABER 2015 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571317578

Alice is sent to stay with her grumpy Grandmother Nell in this time-slip story that
features the relationships between children, parents and grandparents in times of
stress with wisdom and compassion. There are trees to save, sick siblings, a strange
school to navigate and parents who are not as able to cope as their children
might wish. Satisfyingly, the reader will likely guess the identity of Alice’s mystery
woodland friend as the author of the 1918 letters interwoven with the main
narrative just before Alice herself does. A great page turner! (Age 9–11, 12–14) [LJ]
READ ALSO: The Girl with a White Dog by Anne Booth

ALYSSA HOLLINGSWORTH

THE ELEVENTH TRADE
PICCADILLY PRESS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781848126893

Vibrant characters and a lively narrative draw the reader straight into this story
featuring Sami and his grandfather Baba who live in Boston having fled the
Taliban and their home in Afghanistan. A renowned musician in his homeland,
Baba’s prised rebab is stolen while he and Sami are busking so Sami tries to
recover the musical instrument. He is helped by friends in his new school,
hindered by others, and readers will encounter issues around war, migration,
family and culture as the story unfolds. Highly recommended! (Age 9–11, 12–14)
[LJ]
READ ALSO: Holes by Louis Sachar

LINDSAY EAGAR

HOUR OF THE BEES
WALKER BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 368PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406368154

Forced to return to her grandfather’s dusty ranch to help him transition to
assisted living, Carol is dreading a long summer of boredom. However, although
Serge’s mind is slowly being claimed by dementia, his magical stories capture
Carol’s imagination and teach her an important lesson about honouring her roots
and being true to herself. An emotional coming-of-age tale, Eagar’s debut is a story
that reminds us of the importance of making the most of life, regardless of what
we fear. (Age 12–14) [RC]
READ ALSO: The Memory Cage by Ruth Eastham

ALLAN STRATTON

THE WAY BACK HOME
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 256PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783445219

Constantly fighting with her parents at home and bullied by her cousin at
school, Zoe feels that her relationship with her granny is all she has. They are an
unbreakable double act. However, Granny’s Alzheimer’s is worsening and she
is moved to a nursing home. Zoe breaks her out and they embark on a journey
to find Zoe’s long-lost uncle. But as family secrets surface, it seems the past may
not be so simple. Raw and moving, this is a powerful read about a very special
friendship. (Age 12–14) [JD]
READ ALSO: A Greyhound of a Girl by Roddy Doyle
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KEREN DAVID

STRANGER
ATOM 2018 (PBK) 368PP £7.99 ISBN 9780349003054

In 1904, sixteen-year-old Emmy attempts to befriend a mysterious wild boy who
has stumbled into her local community. In 1994, Megan travels to visit her greatgrandmother Emmy for her 105th birthday. Megan won’t believe that her adoring
great-grandmother could understand the choices she’s made. Yet as Megan delves
into Emmy’s hidden past with a wild boy, she soon learns that they are bonded in
attitude and blood, with time being the only difference between them. (YA) [RE]
READ ALSO: The Price Guide to the Occult by Leslye Walton

JUNO DAWSON

MARGOT & ME
HOT KEY BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471406089

When Fliss and her mum move to her grandmother Margot’s Welsh farmhouse,
Fliss isn’t expecting a good time. She doesn’t fit in at her new school, misses her
friends and constantly bickers with Margot. Then one day she finds Margot’s
wartime diary. Fliss begins to learn that her crotchety grandmother was young
and in love once and is a complicated, interesting person just like Fliss. For those
who came of age in the nineties, the setting is delightfully nostalgic though it may
seem as distant to teens now as the 1940s does to Fliss! (YA) [KM]
READ ALSO: Apple and Rain by Sarah Crossan

JENNY DOWNHAM

UNBECOMING
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 440PP £7.99 ISBN 9781910989029

Katie is reliable and predictable, and though one impulsive move has backfired,
she is ready for the ‘unordinary’. Enter a stranger, Mary, the unconventional
maternal grandmother whose heedless and ‘unbecoming’ behaviour has resulted
in misunderstandings and heartache across generations. As Katie tries to make
sense of Mary’s increasingly rambling stories, she uncovers the secrets that have
so affected the extended family. If Mary lacked judgement, she never once lacked
courage – can she now inspire her daughter and granddaughter to live more
satisfying and less restricted lives? (YA) [LM]
READ ALSO: The Smell of Other People’s Houses by Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock

CLARE FURNISS

HOW NOT TO DISAPPEAR
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2016 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471120312

Hattie has just found out she is pregnant with her best friend’s baby. She doesn’t
know what to do. Then she meets her great-aunt Gloria who is suffering from
dementia, and together they go on a road trip to explore Gloria’s past before it
slips away from her. A moving story of hidden pain, the power of love and the
connections between generations. The relationship between Hattie and Gloria is
beautifully and delicately wrought and the two narratives intertwine well. Highly
recommended for older teens. (YA) [JD]
READ ALSO: The Sky Is Everywhere by Jandy Nelson
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ESTHER AARTS

LOOK, THERE’S A HELICOPTER!
NOSY CROW 2018 (BOARD) 12PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788000772

This attractively designed boardbook encourages small fingers to turn pages
through holes offering glimpses of the next moment as the unflappable helicopter
pilot and her co-pilot pigeon pull off a daring sea rescue. This engaging tale’s
perfectly executed rhyme and absorbing images will inevitably provoke requests
for repeated reading. [AP]
READ ALSO: Things That Go! by Ingela P. Arrhenius

INGELA P. ARRHENIUS paper engineering by DAVID HAWCOCK

POP-UP OCEAN

WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 30PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406365092

A great selection of natural creatures and man-made things to be found in or by
the sea greet the youngest of readers in this brilliant miniature pop-up book. The
palette is bright and stylish, and the paper-engineering somehow emulates the way
things float, swim or sway in the water. Super! [JS]
READ ALSO: Pop-Up Peekaboo! Under the Sea by Clare Lloyd and Elle Ward

MARION BILLET

LISTEN TO THE BIRDS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
NOSY CROW 2018 (BOARD) 14PP £7.99 ISBN 9781788002462

Brightly coloured, with clear and sweet illustrations, this boardbook is just
the right size for little hands. Real (and pleasant!) recordings of bird sounds
accompany the illustrations. The parent-friendly feature of an off-switch is
welcome, and replaceable batteries offer long-term value. [CO’B]
READ ALSO: Listen to Music from Around the World

KATRINA CHARMAN illustrated by NICK SHARRATT

CAR, CAR, TRUCK, JEEP

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408864968

Packed with blocky colour, this vibrantly illustrated text offers opportunities
to make all kinds of vehicle noises to the tune of ‘Baa Baa Black Sheep’
(with occasional unexpected guest appearances by said sheep). Its convenient
rallentando to ‘Yaaaawn sighs the red bus, zzzzz snores the train’ signals blissful
bedtime reading. [AP]
READ ALSO: Vehicles ABC by Jannie Ho

ÉLO

BIG DOG, LITTLE DOG: LIFT-THE-FLAP OPPOSITES
WALKER STUDIO 2018 (BOARD) 20PP £8.99 ISBN 9781406379495

A book of opposite dogs will provide endless entertainment for little animal
lovers. The brightly coloured and unusually textured dogs on display will attract
curious minds, and the subtle humour in the illustrations and comparisons
should delight parents too. One to read again and again. [SG]
READ ALSO: Surprising Birds
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illustrated by

BELLA GOMEZ

5 WILD NUMBERS

WORDS & PICTURES 2018 (BOARD) 10PP £9.99 ISBN 9781910277560

One fierce tiger, two stripy zebras and an assortment of their furry and
feathered friends familiarise young children with the numbers one to five, as
well as the animals and their environments, through rhyme. Recessed numbers
with sliding discs allow each shape to be traced to help develop learning by
touch. [CO’B]
READ ALSO: Count with Little Fish by Lucy Cousins

YU-HSUAN HUANG

MY FIRST ANIMATED BOARD BOOK: BABY ANIMALS
AUZOU BOOKS 2018 (BOARD) 10pp £7.99 ISBN 9782733859797

One of a series of movable boardbooks by the publisher Auzou, this sweet book
will fascinate and amuse young children. Each page shows a baby animal, with
some element of paper-engineering to push or pull. A lift-the-flap section at the
back adds to the fun, as well as the educational value. [LP]
READ ALSO: Elmer’s Friends by David McKee

ELSA MROZIEWICZ

PEEK-A-WHO?

MINEDITION 2018 (BOARD) 22PP £7.99 ISBN 9789888342686

Who says woof-woof? Who says meow? This super-smart take on the lift-theflap book uses a novel book shape and the canvas it provides to create a fun,
interactive game out of reading. Vibrant primary colours and folksy illustrations
should hold the attention of little ones. [LP]
READ ALSO: Where’s Mr Dog? by Ingela P. Arrhenius

VIVIANE SCHWARZ

ANIMALS WITH TINY CAT
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406371031

Fans will recognise this companion to Counting with Tiny Cat. Each simple
spread shows Tiny Cat dressing up as another animal. The limited text shows
the name and the noise of each animal. The two-colour illustrations are joyfully
expressive. This book is perfect for tiny people learning about animals. [MAS]
READ ALSO: Welcome: A Mo Willems Guide for New Arrivals by Mo Willems

NICOLA SLATER

HELLO ZOO

NOSY CROW 2018 (BOARD) 14PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788002301

A bright and sunny day at the zoo means everyone should be out in the
sunshine. Ludo the cat wanders around the animal enclosures finding animals
of various kinds to come out and play. Nicola Slater’s vibrant, classic style adds
finesse to this simple lift-the-flap adventure. [SG]
READ ALSO: Hello Farm
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LAUREN ACE illustrated by JENNY LØVLIE

THE GIRLS
CATERPILLAR BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781848577190

Female friendship is explored in this picturebook that traces a group of friends
from girlhood to womanhood. We are told that the friends are ‘as different
as they were the same’, and this celebration of diversity and difference in
friendship is among the book’s strengths. The illustrations support this,
charting the evolution of the friends’ individual personalities as well as the
continuing strength of their friendship as a whole. It is a beautiful book, though
it might appeal more to adults’ nostalgia than children’s interests. [KH]
READ ALSO: I’m a Girl! by Yasmeen Ismail

AKI

THE WEATHER GIRLS
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781509871308

In their yellow raincoats, the weather girls are here to take young readers
through the seasons in rhyming verse. The simplicity of the text – ‘A big bright
sun. Let’s have some fun! We swim and dive and splash and run’ – makes it
ideal for repeat readings at bedtime and is matched by the straightforward
illustrations. The typography varies in colour and size when noting something
wonderful about nature or an activity the girls engage in, modelling a kind of
girlhood that is active and enthusiastic. [CH]
READ ALSO: Ten Little Robots by Mike Brownlow and Simon Rickerty

MAC BARNETT illlustrated by JON KLASSEN

SQUARE
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406378658

The follow-up to the fantastic Triangle, and the second instalment in the
proposed ‘shape trilogy’, Square is a thoughtful musing on the nature and
subjectivity of art. Asked to create something ‘perfect’ in the image of his friend
Circle, Square struggles to understand how to achieve his goal but eventually
learns that even our frustrated efforts can transform things into something
beautiful. A wonderful reflection on the beauty of happy accidents, this will
charm long-standing and new fans of Barnett and Klassen alike. [SG]
READ ALSO: I Am an Artist by Marta Altés

ROB BIDDULPH

DINOSAUR JUNIORS: HAPPY HATCHDAY
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780008207434

Nine perfect eggs, ready to hatch – what can be inside? In Rob Biddulph’s
excellent hands we have nine colourful creatures and a huge sense of fun. From
the gorgeous endpapers to the fun rhymes and beautifully vibrant creatures
inside, there is a lot here to engage very young readers. [LO’H]
READ ALSO: Flip Flap Dinosaurs by Axel Scheffler
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JANIK COAT

LLAMAPHONES
ABRAMS APPLESEED 2018 (BOARD) 36PP £11.99 ISBN 9781419728273

Homophones are words that have the same pronunciation but completely
different spellings – so how are young readers supposed to tell the difference?
This is where Janik Coat’s Llamaphones comes in. This stunningly produced
boardbook will guide the young reader through a series of such homophones,
cleverly illustrated with the help of a green llama. Visually striking, Coat’s
design aesthetic is both compelling and accessible using clean lines and block
colours. Engaging, different and extremely quirky, this introduction to linguistic
nuance is simply essential. [BLo]
READ ALSO: Aleph

ROSS COLLINS

WHAT DOES AN ANTEATER EAT?
NOSY CROW 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781788002646

Anteater wakes up hungry but he cannot remember what anteaters actually
eat! He must go on an adventure and ask for help from other animals to see
if they know. This is a wonderfully fun book with an unexpected ending that
will amuse children and adults alike. Collins’s illustrations are expressive and
guaranteed to engage and entertain. A great pick for animal lovers – every page
is full of charming detail. [NG]
READ ALSO: The Mud Monster by Jonnie Wild and Brita Granstrom

TRACEY CORDEROY illustrated by STEVEN LENTON

SHIFTY MCGIFTY AND SLIPPERY SAM:
THE MISSING MASTERPIECE
NOSY CROW 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9780857639745

This is a good-triumphs-over-evil delight for readers of all ages. The wellconstructed rhyming text carries readers quickly through the narrative, while
the illustrations have so much to take in that we are at odds over whether to
continue or linger and absorb the intricate details. Twists and turns bring us to
a resolve where we think the masterpiece is destroyed … but is it? A witty story
with a great ending and lots to keep everyone interested. [AMQ]
READ ALSO: Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam

FEARNE COTTON illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY

HUNGRY BABIES
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781783446858

Hungry Babies follows the messy adventures of Rex and cohort. The hungry
babies adore food and some create quite a mess, often with their dinner down
their clothes and stuck in their hair! The book takes you through the food
choices of each hungry baby with a gorgeously illustrated picture to match. The
colour scheme is bright and each page features a little rhyme. An excellent book
to introduce young children to the idea of different foods and meals. [CC]
READ ALSO: Valdemar’s Peas by Maria Jönsson
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ANTJE DAMM translated by SALLY-ANN SPENCER

THE VISITOR
GECKO PRESS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781776571888

It is the charming light and symbolic use of colour in the paper-cut illustrations
that make this sweet story so engaging. A lonely older lady finds friendship
when a brave little boy comes to her house to find his lost toy. As the little boy
innocently entices the lady into communicating, the warmth of colour spreads
through her cold grey house and heart. There are worthwhile universal messages
here about inclusion and intergenerational interaction. [MAS]
READ ALSO: Firefly Home by Jane Clarke and Britta Teckentrup

PETER DONNELLY

THE PRESIDENT’S CAT
GILL BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9780717175413

Peter Donnelly’s unnamed but very recognisable Irish president is back and
this time he’s left the family cat behind after the summer holidays. How will
the feline make its way back to the Áras? This fun road trip reads like an ad for
sunny Ireland, with stopovers in some major sites and typical landscapes. The
busy pages are full of comic touches but never cluttered. The vintage feel from
the geometrical shapes of trees and cars is balanced out by a resolutely modern
palette. Great fun! [JS]
READ ALSO: The President’s Glasses

MALACHY DOYLE illustrated by HANNAH DOYLE

OOTCH COOTCH
GRAFFEG 2018 (PBK) 36PP £7.99 ISBN 9781912213382

Despite the curious title, Ootch Cootch is an adorable story of overcoming
prejudices and being kind. When none of the other animals will help because
‘Skunks are smelly’, a young badger steps up to the task. Malachy Doyle is a
noted author and joins his daughter on this, their debut joint project. The
illustrations are reminiscent of Axel Scheffler’s work, with chunky outlined
figures and saturated colours. This story of a little skunk separated from his
family is perfect for ages 2–4. [MAS]
READ ALSO: The Hug by Eoin McLaughlin and Polly Dunbar

POLLY DUNBAR

SOMETHING FISHY
TWO HOOTS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781509837991

The main character of this charming picturebook is a bewildered and grumpy
cat who would love some fish for his dinner. But his human owners seem
preoccupied with planning for a forthcoming arrival, which is not of the fishy
kind! This is a clever, funny and wonderfully illustrated feline variation on
the tried and tested ‘We’re having a baby!’ subgenre of picturebooks for young
children and will surely appeal hugely to its target demographic, who will love
the cat and empathise with his struggle. [BMcM]
READ ALSO: The New Baby and Me! by Christine Kidney and Hoda Haddadi
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ANNE DYCKMAN illustrated by ZACHARIAH OHORA

READ THE BOOK, LEMMINGS!
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783446551

An exasperated Arctic fox teaches three lemmings all about themselves so that
they’ll stop jumping off cliffs once and for all because, as every learned person
knows, lemmings don’t jump off cliffs! This picturebook debunks the famous
myth about lemmings with wit and imagination. While it entertains young
children with the misadventures of three endearing lemmings called Jumper,
Me Too and Ditto, it will also teach them about the importance of reading and
education. [BMcM]
READ ALSO: Dinosaurs Don’t Draw by Elli Woollard and Steven Lenton

POLLY FABER illustrated by CLARA VULLIAMY

PICKING PICKLE
PAVILION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781843653554

Picking Pickle is a captivating, clever caper for canine champions. This charming
tale draws the reader in with its adorable narrator, Pickle, as he brings you on
a guided tour of the dogs’ home, hoping that you will choose the right pet.
Pickle introduces a pack of cheeky hounds full of mischief and mayhem. This
simple and touching story captures the range of charming canine characteristics
through both heartwarming text and amusing illustrations. A book to be read
again and again! [SQ]
READ ALSO: Oi Dog! by Kes & Clare Gray and Jim Field

TOM FLETCHER illustrated by GREG ABBOTT

THERE’S A DRAGON IN YOUR BOOK
PUFFIN 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9780141376127

Out of a purple mottled egg comes an impossibly cute little dragon. But she’s
still a dragon and, if tickled, will breathe fire onto the pages of your book.
Thankfully, the narrator is on hand to give useful advice, encouraging young
readers to blow on the pictures, flap the covers and come up with their own
resolutions. Interactive and playful, full of colour and energy, this will elicit
plenty of giggles and demands for rereads. It may also tempt more reluctant
listeners closer to the reading action. [JS]
READ ALSO: Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus by Mo Willems

GILLY

THE DAY HENRY MET … DOG
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 32PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847179999

This is a vibrant picturebook about a boy called Henry and Dog who is looking
for a friend. It’s filled with a variety of fun illustrated typography that playfully
draws the reader’s eye through the story. The illustrations are attractive and
bring to life the feelings of the characters wonderfully. A perfect little story
about friendship and great for children who love animals. [ET]
READ ALSO: Grab That Rabbit! by Polly Faber and Briony May Smith
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CARLY GLEDHILL

MONTY AND SYLVESTER:
A TALE OF EVERYDAY SUPER HEROES
ORCHARD BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408351741

Monty and Sylvester are best friends who just can’t wait to be superheroes.
They’ve read the superhero manual cover to cover, they’ve got the outfits sorted –
they’re ready to go! With their first mission on the horizon, let’s hope they’re up
to the job … Carly Gledhill’s illustration style is as distinctive as it is unusual.
This quirkiness perfectly complements her two heroes and brings their exploits
to boisterous life. A wonderful story for any budding superheroes out there.
[BLo]
READ ALSO: Supertato by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet

CANDY GOURLAY illustrated by FRANCESCA CHESSA

IS IT A MERMAID?
OTTER-BARRY BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781910959121

A curious and playful pair of young children called Benji and Bel leave the
beach one morning and go on a brilliant adventure into the sea with a friendly
and eccentric Dugong, who insists that she is, in actual fact, not a Dugong
but a beautiful mermaid. This picturebook educates young children about the
endangered Dugong, a marine mammal of the Pacific Ocean, all the while being
funny, thrilling and visually stunning. [BMcM]
READ ALSO: The Singing Mermaid by Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks

EMILY GRAVETT

CYRIL AND PAT
TWO HOOTS BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781509857272

Cyril is the only squirrel in Lake Park. Sad and lonely, he is overjoyed to meet
Pat, a grey creature just like him … or so Cyril believes. Although the pair
quickly become best friends, the other park animals deeply disapprove of the
friendship, claiming that Pat is just too different. The scorned Pat flees into the
city but Cyril soon discovers just how much he needs his pal. With rhyming text
and buoyant illustrations, this warm and amusing romp shows how friendship
transcends difference. [ED]
READ ALSO: Bear and Hare: Go Fishing

LOUISE GREIG illustrated by ASHLING LINDSAY

BETWEEN TICK AND TOCK
EGMONT BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781405286596

A gentle story highlighting how things can happen in the second between
the tick and tock when the clock is paused and everything stands still. Follow
Liesel’s journey through the hectic city full of distracted people as she carries
out random acts of kindness and shows consideration for others. The warm,
atmospheric illustrations add to the story as Liesel returns colour, life and
happiness to the city. A thoughtful tale that acts as a reminder to readers to slow
down and be more aware. [SQ]
READ ALSO: Sweep by Louise Greig and Júlia Sardà
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MINI GREY

THE LAST WOLF
JONATHAN CAPE 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9780857550927

In a story that highlights the need for wild green spaces, Grey has created a
gem of a book! When Little Red goes hunting for a wolf in the woods, she ends
up finding The Last Wolf, The Last Lynx and The Last Bear. With a simple
mantra – ‘More Trees Please’ – Little Red proves that animals and people can
coexist. This beautifully designed book contains Grey’s trademark mixed-media
illustrations and clever references hidden in the scenes that will delight adults.
A perfect keepsake! [MAS]
READ ALSO: Little Red Reading Hood by Lucy Rowland and Ben Mantle

SUE HENDRA & PAUL LINNET

SUPERTATO: VEGGIES IN THE VALLEY OF DOOM
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471171703

Our vegetable-based superhero is back again, and this time he has to help his
veggie pals survive some prickly moments in Cactus Canyon and dodge danger
in the Valley of Doom. This is a brightly illustrated, fun romp of a book with
colourful googly-eyed cartoon veggies throughout, perfectly suited to helping
you convince your little ones that vegetables are super cool. [ET]
READ ALSO: Superworm by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler

DAISY HIRST

I DO NOT LIKE BOOKS ANYMORE!
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406369137

Natalie and Alphonse are back in Daisy Hirst’s new picturebook, and this time
Natalie is struggling with her reading. Finding that the words in her storybooks
look scrambled and wrong on the page, Natalie declares that she does not like
books anymore. The struggles of learning to read and wanting proper stories
are captured very well in this book, and Hirst’s charming, naïve style is perfectly
suited to the subject matter. An excellent book for struggling readers and
picturebook lovers alike. [LP]
READ ALSO: Alphonse, That Is Not OK to Do! by Daisy Hirst

MORAG HOOD illustrated by ELLA OKSTAD

SOPHIE JOHNSON: UNICORN EXPERT
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471145629

Sophie Johnson is a little girl who knows a lot – about unicorns! And she’s
keen to pass on all the information she’s collected about her favourite magical
creature. Surrounded by no less than seventeen make-believe unicorns, it seems
strange that Sophie manages not to notice when a real unicorn comes to visit.
A beautiful little story, full of humour and fun, from Morag Hood, wonderfully
illustrated and brought to life by Ella Okstad. Perfect for anyone with even a
passing fondness for unicorns. [BLo]
READ ALSO: Magical Pets by Anya Glazer
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MORAG HOOD

THE STEVES
TWO HOOTS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781509834839

Two puffins, both named Steve, argue relentlessly about who is older,
taller, faster, stronger and smarter before they forget all about their silly
competitiveness and become each other’s best friend. This sweet and sincere
picturebook about the rocky beginnings of a friendship is full of mischief and
is visually delightful, characteristics which will surely be appreciated by young
children. [BMcM]
READ ALSO: Cat and Dog by Helen Oswald and Zoe Waring

JARVIS

TROPICAL TERRY
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406378627

This charming picturebook tells the story of Terry, a fish too plain to fit in with
all the fancy tropical fish in his stretch of the ocean. But Terry has one thing the
rest of the fish don’t have and it may just be the most important thing of all …
Beautifully illustrated, this heartwarming story reminds readers of the value of
being true to yourself, no matter what is going on around you. Funny and clever,
it would make an ideal gift. [RdeB]
READ ALSO: Grandmas from Mars by Michelle Robinson and Fred Blunt

PIP JONES illustrated by LAURA HUGHES

QUICK, BARNEY, RUN!
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571327522

On a boring day, Ruby and Barney have to find their own fun. What else would
they do but fly off to the jungle? Told in rhythmic rhyme from the children’s
point of view, Ruby and Barney go deeper into their imaginary jungle. The
illustrations are stunning. The more the imaginative play takes over, the
brighter the colours become, until all the grey is washed away. While this story
takes place in make-believe, it does reflect typical family life and the joys of
childhood mischief. [MAS]
READ ALSO: My Bed Is an Air Balloon by Julia Copus and Alison Jay

JOHN KANE

I SAY OOH, YOU SAY AHH
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 48PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783708727

The first page of John Kane’s debut picturebook tells readers that there is
something very important they have to remember. When the narrator says
‘Ooh’ they must say ‘Ahh.’ This simple principle of read and respond underpins
an inventive story and supports a gloriously interactive reading experience. As
the story unfolds, Kane asks more of his readers, developing the verbal and
visual jokes into a genuinely funny climax. A gorgeously produced invitation to
be silly – UNDERPANTS! – this picturebook begs to be read again and again.
[BLo]
READ ALSO: Also an Octopus by Maggie Toduka-Hall and Benji Davies
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FRANCIS MARTIN illustrated by CLAIRE POWELL

DADDY HAIRDO
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S SEPT 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471147876

Amy has lots of hair – it just keeps growing and growing until, frankly, it
becomes a bit of a nuisance. Her dad, on the other hand, gets balder and balder.
Enterprising Dad learns all about hairdressing so he can style Amy’s hair into
the most improbable creations – Dad’s hairdos are the talk of the town! Martin’s
original story and Powell’s stylish, colourful drawings match well, with lots of
verbal and visual puns. Both author and illustrator have great fun with this
hairy subject – and you will too! [AG]
READ ALSO: I Don’t Want Curly Hair by Laura Ellen Anderson

SARAH MCINTYRE

THE NEW NEIGHBOURS
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910989012

A house full of animals is disrupted when they hear a rumour that rats
are moving into the basement. As this news spreads around the house,
the characters collectively experience a range of emotions that reflect the
apprehension a child might feel about welcoming someone new into the family:
excitement, curiosity, anxiety, fear and, finally, reassurance when at last they
meet the new arrivals. The busy, colourful illustrations are full of activity, with
plenty to notice on each page, adding to the increasing sense of chaos. [KH]
READ ALSO: The Noisy Foxes by Amy Husband

DAVID MCKEE

ELMER’S WALK
ANDERSEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781783446049

This beautifully illustrated book by David McKee heralds the return of family
favourite Elmer, the patchwork elephant. This story sees our hero move through
the jungle and meet his animal acquaintances, who are all too busy to slow
down and stop to experience life around them. Luckily, Elmer isn’t the only
elephant in the jungle who wants to appreciate what’s going on … A gentle and
mindful story, this gorgeous book won’t disappoint Elmer fans, while appealing
to readers unfamiliar with the character. [RdeB]
READ ALSO: Colour My Days by Ross Collins

ALISON MURRAY

THE LITTLE GREEN HEN
ORCHARD BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408340202

Dog, Sparrow and Squirrel help Little Green Hen take care of her apple
tree. Peacock, Fox and Cat don’t help when asked at first but then realise the
benefits when given shelter in the orchard during a flood. A delightful and
colourfully illustrated story based on ‘The Little Red Hen’ with an important
environmental message for young readers. [HMcC]
READ ALSO: That Fruit Is Mine! By Anuska Allepuz
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BAIRBRE NÍ CHUANAIGH maisithe ag SHEENA DEMPSEY

BLÁITHÍN AR AN bPOTA/OISÍN AR AN bPOTA
AN GÚM 2018 (BOG) 16LCH €7.50 ISBN 9781857919417/9781857919394

Insíonn na leabhair seo, do pháistí 2–4, scéalta Oisín agus Bhláithín agus iad
ag foghlaim conas an pota a úsáid. Déileáiltear leis na deacrachtaí a bhaineann
leis an gcéim mhór seo ar bhealach dearfach agus cabhraíonn na ceisteanna
idirgníomhacha chun suim an pháiste a choimeád. San áireamh leis, tá cairt
traenála agus greamaitheoirí geala ildaite don pháiste agus é nó í ag rá ‘Slán, a
chlúidíní’! Cabhróidh na leabhair seo leis an bpáiste triail a bhaint as an bpota
le féinmhuinín agus le dearfacht. [IC]

ISABEL OTTER illustrated by KATIE REWSE

THE GARDEN OF HOPE
CATERPILLAR BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781848577138

A garden can be a truly magical and hopeful place. When a young girl is
struggling to cope without her mum, her dad suggests fixing up their garden.
This beautiful, simple story shows how reworking a garden can help children to
cope with grief and rebuild a family. Gorgeous illustrations and lovely, clear text
throughout. [MBT]
READ ALSO: The Little Gardener by Emily Hughes

LOU PEACOCK illustrated by CHRISTINE PYM

TOBY AND THE TRICKY THINGS
NOSY CROW 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781788002653

Toby is a big boy now and can do big boy things! He can read his own bedtime
stories, pour his own milk and reach the top shelf. But there are some things
that are too tricky, even for Toby. Follow him on his quest to do the tricky
things all by himself when Mummy is too busy to help. A heartwarming story of
the love between a boy and his mother when a baby sister is added to the mix!
Beautifully illustrated. [CC]
READ ALSO: Almost Anything by Sophy Henn

TOM PERCIVAL illustrated by CHRISTINE PYM

GOAT’S COAT
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408881019

When Goat gets a new coat, he can’t wait to show it off to everyone. But during
his walk, Goat keeps running into people whom he could help with his coat.
Whatever will Goat do? With bright and beautiful illustrations, this is a sweet
story about making friends. [MBT]
READ ALSO: Lionel and the Lion’s Share by Lou Peacock and Lisa Sheehan
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TOM PERCIVAL

RUBY’S WORRY
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP ISBN 9781408892152

Ruby is a brave and upbeat little girl until one day she meets a worry. Ruby’s
bright world slowly begins to drain of colour as her worry grows and grows,
making her miserable, but how can she ever make it go away? Tom Percival’s
striking story reminds children of how important it is to talk about their
worries. The eye-catching illustrations and contrasting colours used throughout
make this a gorgeous and memorable story, perfect for raising the issue of
mental health with little ones. [RC]
READ ALSO: Perfectly Norman

LUCY ROWLAND illustrated by KATE HINDLEY

THE KNIGHT WHO SAID “NO!”
NOSY CROW 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788002080

Ned is always polite and does exactly what he’s told. Even when the dragon
swoops into town every evening, he runs inside when his parents call to him.
But one day, all Ned can say is ‘NO!’ And that night, when the dragon arrives,
this leads to a very unlikely friendship. Lucy Rowland’s wonderful little story
exalts the power of friendship and the joy of finding your voice, while Kate
Hindley’s beautifully detailed illustrations bring it to life. This will delight
readers of all ages. [BLo]
READ ALSO: The King Who Banned the Dark by Emily Haworth-Booth

SUZY SENIOR illustrated by CLAIRE POWELL

OCTOPANTS
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781848699359

This charming picturebook focuses on a modest young octopus who is
desperately trying to find underpants that fit him. Expertly told in rhyme, the
story follows the octopus on his travels through the ocean as he frantically
tries to get kitted out and meets other hilarious sea creatures. The humour
is enhanced by Claire Powell’s fabulous illustrations, which really convey a
bustling and sassy sub-oceanic world. Children will love this lively, madcap tale.
[RdeB]
READ ALSO: Please, Mr Magic Fish! by Jessica Souhami

NADIA SHIREEN

BILLY AND THE BEAST
JONATHAN CAPE 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781780080680

Billy keeps ‘all sorts of stuff’ in her hair, which proves handy on a trip through
the forest with her sidekick Fatcat that leads to an encounter with – the Terrible
Beast! This no-nonsense heroine is unimpressed with his roaring and scheme to
make Terrible Soup out of her woodland friends. The bright pencil illustrations
show us just what Billy plucks out of her hair each time to thwart the Beast and
make him a figure of fun rather than genuinely scary. Charming and witty. [CH]
READ ALSO: Princess Swashbuckle by Hollie Hughes and Deborah Allwright
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BRITTA TECKENTRUP

WE ARE TOGETHER
CATERPILLAR BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781848576582

‘We can change the world / With the power of words. / Let’s all rock the boat /
so our voices are heard!’ As the two children in this story engage in various
wholesome outdoor activities – flying kites, watching birds, sailing – the cutouts in the pages reveal more and more children joining them, forming a circle
and then ‘one big happy crowd’ by the end. This diverse cast is set against a
variety of rich, beautiful backdrops, emphasising both our shared humanity and
our shared habitat. [CH]
READ ALSO: Little Mouse and the Red Wall

ED VERE

HOW TO BE A LION
PUFFIN 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9780141376356

Leonard is aware that everyone expects lions to be fierce, but he is not. He
likes words, he likes to write poems and, to the horror of the ‘fierce’ lions, he
befriends a duck called Marianne rather than chomping her up! Several issues
are dealt with in this book, including the power of friendship and the need for
us all to be ourselves regardless of what others think. A warm and reassuring
story beautifully and appropriately illustrated in a palette of burnt oranges and
yellows. [VCh]
READ ALSO: A Lion Is a Lion by Polly Dunbar

ROWBOAT WATKINS

BIG BUNNY
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781452163901

Are you frightened of Big Bunny? This hare-brained story that hops between
parent and child goes amusingly out of control. The combination of escalating
silliness and appealingly messy images builds to a wonderful twist in the tail and
a smile for any young buns. [CL]
READ ALSO: You Can’t Let an Elephant Drive a Digger by Patricia ClevelandPeck and David Tazzyman

BRENDAN WENZEL

HELLO HELLO
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 52PP £12.99 ISBN 9781452150147

Hello Hello is a promising way to encourage young readers to become
compassionate animal lovers. As it introduces us to a variety of familiar and
strange creatures, the book showcases each animal’s distinctive features, from
their size to their disposition. The perfect rhythm and rhyme of this book is
instantly infectious. Readers will return to explore it again and again, with
something new to be found every time. The sharpened style of the illustrations
compliments the careful colour scheme, and its uniquely patterned design is
unforgettable. [RE]
READ ALSO: They All Saw a Cat
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JIM WHALLEY illustrated by STEPHEN COLLINS

BABY’S FIRST BANK HEIST
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408891193

Baby Frank wants a new pet – but unfortunately a new fluffy friend costs
money. With this in mind, Frank has no option but to turn to life of crime!
With very funny illustrations and slightly absurd prose, this book makes a
compelling argument for toddlers being the perfect thieves. [CL]
READ ALSO: Baby on Board by Allan Ahlberg and Emma Chichester Clark

JEANNE WILLIS illustrated by TONY ROSS

NOT JUST A BOOK …
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781783446025

This beautifully illustrated and light-hearted picturebook delivers an important
message for young children about the value of books. The little girl in the story
experiments with possible uses for a book; some of the ideas are silly and will
make children laugh. After captivating the young audience, the book touches on
the emotional, therapeutic and educational aspects of books, then ends with the
key message that a book is to be ‘read and loved by YOU’. [JN]
READ ALSO: It’s a Book by Lane Smith

RACHEL WOODWORTH illustrated by SANG MIAO

OUT, OUT, AWAY FROM HERE
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171331

Readers go on a journey with a young girl through the emotions she feels in
her life – from happy and glad to mad and sad – in this beautiful picturebook
by Rachel Woodworth and Sang Miao. Escaping to an imaginative realm when
things become overwhelming, our young protagonist shows us how she copes
when emotions are too much and, most importantly, how to travel back home
from that place. A sensitive, sumptuously illustrated book that would aid
conversations about feelings and coping mechanisms. [SG]
READ ALSO: My Own Space by Pippa Goodhart and Rebecca Crane

BETHAN WOOLLVIN

HANSEL AND GRETEL
TWO HOOTS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781509842698

We all know the story of Hansel and Gretel – or do we? Poor Willow the Witch
lives in her Gingerbread House and only uses her magic for good. However,
when she encounters rude brother–sister duo Hansel and Gretel, she must find
a way to put a stop to their endless guzzling, greediness and bad manners. This
madcap adventure sees an old classic turned on its head and brought to life
by stark and quirky illustrations. Hilarious and wicked – a new classic in the
making. [RC]
READ ALSO: Rapunzel and Little Red
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MARGUERITE ABOUET illustrated by MATHIEU SAPIN

AKISSI: TALES OF MISCHIEF
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 188PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911171478

Akissi is a mischievous young girl and this collection of short comics follows
her escapades with her friends in her Ivory Coast village. From getting a pet
and visiting the dentist, to sneaking into the cinema and playing tricks on
her brother Fofana, Akissi’s stories are full of anarchic humour and wild
imagination. Based on the author’s childhood in Abidjan, this fabulous book
offers readers a rare peek into life in another country, and I dare anyone not to
fall in love with its irascible protagonist. [LG]
READ ALSO: the Anna Hibiscus series by Atinuke

DAVID ALMOND illustrated by LEVI PINFOLD

THE DAM
WALKER STUDIO 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406304879

This is a true story of the construction of the Kielder Dam, now part of the
Northumberland International Dark Sky Park – the fourth largest in the
world. A father and daughter pay one last visit to the original site – calling
up memories of the times when people and wildlife still inhabited the valley,
filling it with the legendary music and song of the region. The haunting and
stunningly beautiful pictures and simple prose will make sure that the history of
Kielder Valley will never be forgotten. [JG]
READ ALSO: The Boy Who Fell off the Mayflower by PJ Lynch

PHILIP ARDAGH illustrated by ELISSA ELWICK

STICK AND FETCH INVESTIGATE:
BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 144PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406376449

Sally Stick and her dog Fetch are the world’s best detectives! In this lovely book
we are treated to three of their exciting and clever cases in which they must
use their wits and cunning to get to the bottom of each mystery. Wonderfully
illustrated in yellow throughout, children will laugh and learn as Sally explains
terms and clues to Fetch who, despite his advanced vocabulary for a dog, still
needs some help! Perfect for reading aloud or as a starter novel. [LLe]
READ ALSO: Foxy Tales: The Cunning Plan by Caryl Hart and Alex T. Smith

GRAHAME BAKER-SMITH

THE RHYTHM OF THE RAIN
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781787410145

On opening, the reader meets Isaac playing peacefully in a pool of water, high
up in the mountains. From this, the story flows to trickling streams, rushing
rivers and the wide-open sea. A few drops of water can reach the other side
of the world and are important to everyone they come across. With bold and
powerful illustrations accompanying it, the continuous life cycle of rain is
portrayed excellently in this story. [MMcD]
READ ALSO: Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth by Oliver Jeffers
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AARON BECKER

A STONE FOR SASCHA
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 48PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406382457

This wordless picturebook from Caldecott Honor-winning writer Aaron Becker
deals with the vastness of time, space, love and loss. An artifact’s journey from
rock to pebble, and its journey across the ages to the hand of a young girl in
need of comfort after the death of a beloved family pet, is vivid, moving and
expertly crafted. Becker draws people and nature with equal warmth and
import. A book to encourage young thinkers and to treasure. [DS]
READ ALSO: Footpath Flowers by Jon Arno Lawson and Sydney Smith

BLEXBOLEX

THE HOLIDAYS
GECKO PRESS 2018 (HBK) 128PP £16.99 ISBN 9781776571932

A wordless picturebook or ‘silent’ book about missed opportunities and regret,
which rewards the careful viewer. Towards the end of the summer a young girl
is spending time at her grandfather’s house in the countryside. One day they
collect a small elephant from the train station and she does not like the fact that
everything changes. But is he really an elephant and has she missed the chance
to make a friend? Strong, stylish illustrations with a 1950s feel. An outstanding
book for older readers. [SW]
READ ALSO: Chalk Eagle by Nazli Tahvili

SARAH BOWIE

WE’RE GOING TO THE ZOO
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2018 (HBK) 32PP €12.99 ISBN 9781847179494

Fun and comical, We’re Going to the Zoo combines striking illustrations using
a subdued minimalist palette with an Irish-set story about a typical sibling
relationship, intertwined with the challenges modern technology presents. Two
sisters are off to Dublin Zoo in the Phoenix Park, and while one is busy with
selfies, the other is drawing – but whose pictures are best? The illustrations are
deceptively simple, but the clever use of colour powerfully communicates the
struggle between nature and technology. This is a positive book with a subtle
message. [AO’C]
READ ALSO: Lotta says ‘No!’ by Astrid Lindgren

KERSTIN BRICHZIN illustrated by IGOR KUPRIN

FELIX’S NEW SKIRT

MINEDITION 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9789888341580

Felix likes wearing skirts. He likes the way they feel and how he’s more
comfortable in them. Everything is easier when he wears them. But when he
starts school, he realises that not everyone feels the same and he must believe in
himself like never before. This is a wonderful picturebook about self-acceptance
and family love. Igor Kuprin’s illustrations have a timeless, dream-like feel, along
with a fluidity that especially draws the eye to the skirts and dresses. Highly
recommended. [HCo]
READ ALSO: Julian Is a Mermaid by Jessica Love
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VERONICA CARRATELLO

THE DIVER
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171614

Emma is determined to be the best diver she can be – her daily life revolves
around the sport. And with an important competition looming, Emma is
worried that her diving won’t be good enough for the judges’ high standards.
But little does she know that someone else understands how she’s feeling,
someone very unexpected. Veronica Carratello’s story is beautifully written and
gorgeously illustrated; a simple, heartwarming tale about the power of self-belief
and the importance of dreams. [BLo]
READ ALSO: Dogs Don’t Do Ballet by Anna Kemp and Sara Ogilvie

EOIN COLFER illustrated by KATY HALFORD

MARIELLA QUEEN OF THE SKIES
LITTLE GEMS 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781127704

‘Bedtime. No more!’ Such is inventor Mariella’s war cry in Eoin Colfer’s latest
contribution to the brilliant Little Gems collection. As all creatives know,
sleep often gets in the way of good inventing. So Mariella has decided to put
an end to it. Can she do it? Mariella is full of confidence and bright ideas and
never gives up when her hypotheses are invalidated. Whimsical, empowering
and packed with Colfer’s trademark humour, Mariella’s scientific adventure is
brilliantly brought to life by Halford’s eye for colour and pattern. [JS]
READ ALSO: Rosie Revere, Engineer by Andrea Beaty and David Roberts

PAUL CZAJAK illustrated by RASHIN KHEIRIYEH

THE BOOK TREE
BAREFOOT BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781782854050

The Book Tree tells the story of a town where the mayor has decided that
books are dangerous and he doesn’t trust them. Arlo, the hero of the story, is
determined to restore order. And so, he starts to write his own stories. From
this one act, a book tree flourishes. A timely allegory, an ode to activists and a
hymn to the power of story. Multi-award-winning illustrator Rashin Kheiriyeh
paints up a storm to bring this lovely tale to life. [PF]
READ ALSO: How to Live Forever by Colin Thompson

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by NICOLA KINNEAR

ARIKI AND THE GIANT SHARK
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 144PP £5.99 ISBN 9781406369793

When drought strikes Ariki’s island home, her adopted community blames the
arrival of a large shark. Ariki uses her deep connection with the ocean and its
creatures to get to the bottom of the mystery, trying to save both the island and
the shark. Ariki’s name, intuition and principled leadership root this charming
story in Maori tradition and fable. Davies has created a story full of activity,
perfectly complemented by Kinnear’s earthy illustrations. This timely book
challenges the reader to realise the importance of not jumping to conclusions.
[AO’C]
READ ALSO: The Secret of Black Rock by Joe Todd-Stanton
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NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by REBECCA COBB

THE DAY WAR CAME
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.00 ISBN 9781406376326

The day war came started like any other day, but nothing was ever the same
after that. Following a young child through terror, despair and exile, this pulls
no punches in showing the plight of unaccompanied children fleeing war.
Davies’s text is simple, stark and just as strong in what it doesn’t say. Cobb’s
powerful illustrations show the unsaid and hint at the unsayable. A tough and
important read that concludes with an appeal for empathy and a hopeful note,
in spite of everything. [JS]
READ ALSO: My Name Is Not Refugee by Kate Milner

MARION DEUCHARS

BOB’S BLUE PERIOD
LAURENCE KING PUBLISHING 2018 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781786270696

This tremendous book helps children explore their feelings and develop
emotional strength within the safety of a story. We follow Bob as he deals
with the emotions of loss and separation. The contrasting illustrations convey
the dramatic difference between being happy and sad. Bob’s friends help and
cleverly bring him to see the beauty of the world again in all its glorious colour.
The clear, uncomplicated drawings will appeal to adults as well as children,
making this a special book that many can appreciate and enjoy. [AMQ]
READ ALSO: Michael Rosen’s Sad Book by Michael Rosen and Quentin Blake

MALACHY DOYLE aistrithe ag MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON

MUIREANN AGUS AN FHARRAIGE FHIÁIN
AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR 2018 (CRUA) 36LCH £12.99 ISBN 9780993474950

Scéal simplí cumhachtach is ea Muireann agus an Fharraige Fhiáin a chuireann
teachtaireacht láidir in iúl: gur féidir linn cruatan an tsaoil a shárú má tá dóchas
againn. Leanann an scéal cailín beag, a bhfuil a hathair ina iascaire, nuair a
shéideann drochstoirm trasna na farraige agus a hathair ar bord. Éiríonn leis
an scéal grá an pháiste dá thuismitheoirí a chur in iúl go healaíonta mar aon leis
na léaráidí den scoth a chuireann go mór le taitneamh an scéil. Oiriúnach do
pháistí bunscoile. [CN]

THE FAN BROTHERS

OCEAN MEETS SKY
LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781786032058

Finn builds a boat to go and explore the magical places his late grandfather
had described. He takes the reader with him on a journey through dreams,
memories and imagination. The text is quite short and very poetic. The
illustrations truly are stunning; they live up to the magic evoked. Each page
will fill your eyes with wonder and suggest many more questions to explore.
Children and adults alike are sure to be charmed. [MR]
READ ALSO: Flotsam by David Wiesner
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JULIE FOGLIANO illustrated by LANE SMITH

A HOUSE THAT ONCE WAS
TWO HOOTS 2018 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781509880652

This gorgeous picturebook brings the reader along on the journey of a young
boy and girl as they explore an old, abandoned house – a house that once was,
but no longer is, someone’s home. The pictures of the woods, the garden and
inside the house are masterful, with speckled paintwork and spatters of muted
summer colours, echoing the wild nature of this abandoned place. Collage
is used to beautiful effect, with lettering, photographs and small drawings
seamlessly woven through the painted work. [GC]
READ ALSO: The Tin Forest by Helen Ward and Wayne Anderson

JULIAN GOUGH illustrated by JIM FIELD

RABBIT & BEAR: ATTACK OF THE SNACK
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 112PP £5.99 ISBN 9781444921724

When a small owl flies over their heads and crashes into a tree, Rabbit
immediately accuses the owl of being a six-foot-tall rabbit hunter, while Bear
is more accepting of this unexpected visitor. Together with these unlikely
best friends, we learn about admitting mistakes, saying we are sorry and why
blueberry poo makes the best wallpaper! Throughout the book, the illustrations
perfectly capture the facial expressions and body language of the extensive cast
of characters. Rabbit & Bear books are an absolute hoot! [VLu]
READ ALSO: The Nothing to See Here Hotel by Steven Butler and Steven Lenton

REBECCA GREEN

HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH A GHOST
ANDERSEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783446803

This book does not have a complicated plot; it does exactly what it says on the
cover and teaches the reader ‘how to make friends with a ghost’. The text offers
suggestions on identifying ghosts, cooking for them and activities they might
enjoy. While Green is a known illustrator, this is her debut picturebook and the
pictures are the book’s strength. They are gentle and executed in a sophisticated
autumnal palette. This would be a cute Hallowe’en read for ages 5–8. [MAS]
READ ALSO: Invisible Fred by Eoin Colfer and Oliver Jeffers

CHARLOTTE GUILLAIN aistrithe ag CAOIMHÍN Ó hICÍ
maisithe ag STEVE DORADO

AN SAOR CLOICHE MÍSHONA
AN GÚM 2018 (BOG) 24LCH €5.00 ISBN 9781857919424

Scéal béaloidis ón tSeapáin atá ann ach ina bhfuil macalla bhéaloideas na
hÉireann. Saor cloiche óg simplí darb ainm Haru is ea an príomhcharactar, fear
atá sona sásta go dtí go dtosaíonn sé ag santú na rudaí atá ag daoine eile. Insint
shimplí a fhaighimid ach tá foclóir saibhir ann. Cuireann na léaráidí beomhara
réalaíocha de chuid Steve Dorado go mór le forbairt an scéil. Tá ceacht breá
simplí le fáil ag deireadh an scéil: is cóir a bheith buíoch as an méid atá agat.
[BNíD]
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GURIDI translated by SAUL ENDOR

THE KING OF NOTHING
THE NEW YORK REVIEW CHILDREN’S COLLECTION OCT 2018 (HBK) 40PP £10.99
ISBN 9781681372907

In this touching story, Mimo the First is a brave and noble king, although he is
the king of Nothing. The ‘Nothing’-ness is depicted symbolically with dotted
lines. Once the small red ‘Something’ invades, the king becomes concerned
for the future of his kingdom. This beautiful book, translated from Spanish,
is sophisticated both visually and conceptually. The illustrations are a mix of
traditional media and computer graphics. It will spark conversations on change,
acceptance and what creates texture in the fabric of society. [MAS]
READ ALSO: The Wild Girl by Chris Wormell

SWAPNA HADDOW illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY

DAVE PIGEON (RACER!)
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 176PP £5.99 ISBN 9780571336906

There’s a new bird in town and he’s a baddy. Opprobrious Vastanavius the
Parrot has it in for Dave Pigeon and challenges him to a race to decide once and
for all who is best. Cliffhangers, dramatic revelations, jokes, silly asides and a
healthy dose of toilet humour mean there’s plenty to keep those pages turning.
With lots of room left for illustration and a playful layout overall, this should
work well for readers taking their first steps beyond chapter books and into
longer fiction. [JS]
READ ALSO: King Flashypants by Andy Riley

SHANNON and DEAN HALE illustrated by LEUYEN PHAM

THE PRINCESS IN BLACK TAKES A VACATION
CANDLEWICK PRESS 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9780763694517

The Princess in Black is back in the anticipated fourth instalment in the muchloved series. While defending goats from monsters is fun, Princess Magnolia is
tired and in need of a break! So when the Goat Avenger offers to mind the herd
while she takes a holiday, the princess is only too glad. But just as she begins
to rest and relax at the beach, disaster strikes! Topped with brilliant colour
illustrations, this humorous story will appeal to younger and reluctant readers
who love an action-packed chapter book. [MMcD]
READ ALSO: the rest of the Princess in Black series

EMILY HAWORTH-BOOTH

THE KING WHO BANNED THE DARK
PAVILION CHILDREN’S BOOKS OCT 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781843653974

There was a prince who was afraid of the dark, and when he becomes king, he
decides to do something. He bans the dark, spreading rumours about its evils
and enforcing ‘anti-dark’ laws. Everyone is happy with the constant light at first.
Then his people can’t sleep, the days seem to go on forever and no one can see
the celebration fireworks! Will the king face his fears and turn off the lights?
A timeless tale of courage, consequences and unexpected wonder with quirky,
lively illustrations. [MEJ]
READ ALSO: The Dark by Lemony Snicket and Jon Klassen
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ALISON HEALY illustrated by FINTAN TAITE

HOW BILLY BROWN SAVED THE QUEEN
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 112PP €8.00 ISBN 9781910411957

In this light-hearted story, a lonely queen (not Elizabeth) seeks companionship
with the Brown family after brainy Billy is the only subject in the kingdom able
to explain the division of fractions to her. Though the queen tries to disguise
her visit to the Brown’s as ‘necessary’, Gran, an ex-spy, figures out the mystery of
why the queen just won’t go home. The humour is ideal for early readers and the
chapters are punctuated by Taite’s inky black and white illustrations. [MAS]
READ ALSO: Black Dog by Levi Pinfold

SARAH JACOBY

FOREVER OR A DAY
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781452164632

This gorgeously illustrated, poetic picturebook deals with the concept of time
through the eyes of a child. What is it? Why can’t you hold on to it? Where
does it go to? Jacoby’s sensitive, atmospheric illustrations draw you in, exploring
these questions against a world of constantly changing beauty: vast night skies
peppered with stars, sunsets, dense forests, smoky cities, rushing crowds and
crowded train journeys. Is this what forever feels like? A stunning book full of
grace and originality. [VCh]
READ ALSO: There by Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick

ALAN MACDONALD illustrated by SARAH HORNE

ASK OSCAR
EGMONT BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 176PP £5.99 ISBN 9781405287227

Sam has wanted a pet for ages, so when Oscar turns up on his doorstep he
must convince his parents to let him keep this extraordinary dog. But Oscar
has a secret that can stop the threat to the town’s dogs – a plan involving a
Poopomatic machine, flying iced buns and the queen. The first in a new series
by the much-loved author of the Dirty Bertie books, this is a sure hit and will
leave young readers wanting more. [HMcC]
READ ALSO: My Brother’s Famous Bottom by Jeremy Strong

SHONA SHIRLEY MACDONALD

THE POOKA PARTY
THE O’BRIEN PRESS OCT 2018 (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9781788490009

The Pooka is a shape-shifter who can turn himself into any creature. He lives
in the mountains where he mends things, dances and sings all alone. One day,
the Pooka realises he feels sad and lonely. So he plans a big party with cakes
and music, inviting everyone he knows. What fun they have … until those pesky
goblins misbehave! The extraordinary, atmospheric illustrations are filled with
stunning detail, bringing life to the clear, imaginative text. A joyous, magical
tale – one to get lost in for hours. [MEJ]
READ ALSO: The Moon Spun Round by W.B. Yeats and Shona Shirley
MacDonald
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AOIS 5–8
LILY MURRAY illustrated by JARVIS

HELLO, HOT DOG!
LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781786032669

Hot Dog is taking a break on a piece of bread by a couple of chips, but he’s in for
a shock as a hungry human approaches. He really should do a runner but with no
time, no plan and no legs, escaping could be tricky. Despite the surreal premise,
you find yourself rooting for the hapless sausage, thanks to Jarvis’s dynamic and
expressive illustrations. Murray’s text, entirely in dialogue, plays up both the
drama and the craziness, eliciting much giggling from the audience. [JS]
READ ALSO: Sammy and the Skyscraper Sandwich by Lorraine Francis and Pieter
Gaudesaboos

MAURICIO NEGRO

COLOUR OF PEOPLE
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP €10.00 ISBN 9781912417070

Originally published in Brazil, this wordless picturebook explores race and
diversity through a series of paired images. Here are two children – one dark
skinned, one light skinned – and here they are again angry. The white child
is now red, and in the next image – where both are freezing cold – blue. We
work our way through the rainbow until returning to the original peach, with
our sense of ‘flesh coloured’ hopefully completely turned on its head. Playful
without being didactic, this is one every school library should have. [CH]
READ ALSO: The Arrival by Shaun Tan

SALLY NICHOLLS illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY

THE GREAT TELEPHONE MIX-UP
LITTLE GEMS 2018 (PBK) 94PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781127353

From the creators of Billy Button, Telegram Boy, comes this pacey, mixed-up
read. Designed by the dyslexia-friendly publisher Barrington Stoke, this book
is divided into short chapters with full-colour illustrations throughout and is
a great bridge from picturebooks to chapter books. A lonely elderly woman, a
naughty boy, the town busybody and a cat all get to know each other a little
better when, after a storm, the town’s phone lines are attached to the wrong
houses. [MAS]
READ ALSO: The Rats of Meadowsweet Farm by Dick King-Smith

SIBÉAL POUNDER illustrated by JASON COCKCROFT

BAD MERMAIDS ON THE ROCKS
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408877142

This magical underwater romp follows mermaids Beattie, Mimi and Zelda as
they journey on their ship to discover the legendary Crocodile Kingdom. On
land, their friend Paris, undercover gadget queen, has discovered her mother’s
evil plot to destroy the mermaid world. What will happen? Packed with mystery
and intrigue, this tale of friendship, fashion and talking seahorses will have
readers laughing out loud. The second instalment in the Bad Mermaid series
is charmingly illustrated by Jason Cockcroft and, boy, do these mermaids have
style! [J-AG]
READ ALSO: Witch Tricks by Sibéal Pounder
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CHRIS RIDDELL

ONCE UPON A WILD WOOD
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781509817061

Little Green Rain Cape is off to a party in Rapunzel’s tower and, with a
carefully packed bag full of useful items, she heads off through the wild wood.
Green’s interactions with a host of classic fairy-tale characters are told with
warmth and humour and children will enjoy spotting their favourite ones
getting into unusual situations. Riddell’s artwork is as lush and detailed as ever,
especially in this full-colour gift-edition hardback. A must for lovers of fairy tales
and happy endings! [LG]
READ ALSO: Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad Pig by Eugene Trivizas

FRANCESCA SANNA

ME AND MY FEAR
FLYING EYE BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911171539

A young girl has travelled to a new country with her little secret friend, Fear.
But since they’ve arrived, Fear isn’t so little anymore. She starts a new school
and Fear tells her to be alone and afraid. But then she meets a boy who also has
a secret friend. When they share their fears, the world doesn’t seem like such a
scary place; everyone has a secret fear. This heartwarming, hopeful story with its
bold, vibrant illustrations relays a message of friendship and courage. [MEJ]
READ ALSO: The Journey

BERTRAND SANTINI illustrated by LAURENT GAPAILLARD
translated by ANTONY SHUGAAR

THE YARK
GECKO PRESS 2018 (PBK) 80PP £6.99 ISBN 9781776571727

The Yark is a monstrous creature who savours eating children, but only wellbehaved ones. As there are fewer and fewer obedient children these days, the
Yark faces a food shortage until he meets Madeleine. The girl is perfect in
every way, but the problem is the Yark can’t bring himself to eat her. Will he
be able to fight his growing hunger? Or will poor, perfect Madeleine come to
an unfortunate end? A witty and clever tale, beautifully illustrated by Laurent
Gapaillard. [RbeB]
READ ALSO: The Selfish Giant by Oscar Wilde

CHITRA SOUNDAR illustrated by POONAM MISTRY

YOU’RE SAFE WITH ME
LANTANA PUBLISHING 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911373292

You’re Safe with Me is a gentle, reassuring book for small people who might
be afraid of the dark. We are brought to the forest and there we see a kindly
elephant soothe the worries of the baby animals. The wind, the thunder and
the lightning are explained away through story, and the babies are finally able
to settle down for the night. The illustrations are a triumph. With a dark and
opulent palette, they give an air of great mystery to this sumptuous book. [PF]
READ ALSO: You’re Snug with Me
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AOIS 5–8
JILLIAN TAMAKI

THEY SAY BLUE
ABRAMS BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 2018 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781419728518

A curious child looks at her world across a year, or maybe it’s only a day. Why do
they say water is blue, when it is clear when in your hand? A field of waving grass
looks like a golden ocean. What secrets do the crows keep behind their dark
eyes? Through charming illustrations and poetic language, she thoughtfully
views the vibrant colours and subtle differences in everything she encounters. A
gentle, joyful ode to imagination, observation and staying in the moment. One
to share! [MEJ]
READ ALSO: The Night Gardener by The Fan Brothers

SARAH TODD TAYLOR illustrated by NICOLA KINNEAR

MAX THE DETECTIVE CAT: THE DISAPPEARING DIVA
NOSY CROW 2018 (PBK) 208PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788000352

This funny and sweet book tells the story of Max, a pampered aristocat, who
experiences a reversal of fortune that sees him leave the luxurious environs of
the Countess Arlington’s home for the streets of London. A lucky encounter
sees him gain the title of chief mouse-catcher in the Theatre Royal. But when
an enigmatic opera singer, Madame Emerald, joins the troupe and mysterious
happenings take place, Max’s excellent detective skills come to the fore. An
enjoyable and clever read for children aged 5+. [RdeB]
READ ALSO: Mr Penguin and the Lost Treasure by Alex T. Smith

STEVE WEBB illustrated by CHRIS MOULD

SPANGLES MCNASTY AND THE DIAMOND SKULL
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 192PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783446384

Nothing catches the attention of troublesome pirates faster than something
sparkly, priceless and legendary! So when the Sparkly Diamond Skull is the
centrepiece of an exhibition in the Bitterly Museum, it draws the unwanted
attention of dastardly villains. Spangles McNasty and his trusty sidekick
Sausage-Face Pete will stop at nothing to get their hands on the priceless
legendary hat. But local boy Freddie Taylor has a clever plan up his sleeve.
Another romping, rollicking read, replete with hilarious illustrations, from the
entertaining Spangles McNasty series. [SQ]
READ ALSO: the rest of the Spangles McNasty series

KATHERINE WOODFINE illustrated by KATE PANKHURST

ROSE’S DRESS OF DREAMS
LITTLE GEMS 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781127681

Rose has always dreamed of creating the most beautiful dress of all time, one
woven of moonlight and starlight. She wants to make a dress to be worn at the
Royal Court. Following her heart, Rose runs off to Paris, where a lot of hard
work and a chance encounter with a princess offer her the chance to make all
her dreams come true! Filled with lively, colourful illustrations, this historical
story will appeal to bold girls and boys alike. Well-told, charming and inspiring!
[MEJ]
READ ALSO: Daisy and the Trouble with Life by Kes Gray and Nick Sharatt
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AOIS 9–11
SITA BRAHMACHARI illustrated by JANE RAY

COREY’S ROCK
OTTER-BARRY BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 96PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910959978

Isla’s family have just moved to the Orkney Islands. She knows she’s going
to like living here, with the sandy beaches and her friendly new neighbours,
but first she must come to terms with the tragic loss of her little brother. A
dreamy, lyrical meditation on death, family and finding comfort in nature.
The gorgeous, softly coloured illustrations firmly root Isla’s story in its coastal
landscape, and Brahmachari uses local folklore to explore how letting go is not
the same as saying goodbye. [RS]
READ ALSO: Town Is by the Sea by Joanne Schwartz and Sydney Smith

JESSIE BURTON illustrated by ANGELA BARRETT

THE RESTLESS GIRLS
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 160PP £14.99 ISBN 9781408886915

This first book for children from acclaimed novelist Jessie Burton is a witty and
engaging riff on the story of the twelve dancing princesses. Potent illustrations
by Angela Barrett hold equal sway with the narrative. Produced as a gift book
(complete with slip case) and with clear aspirations to classic status in its own
right, its ability to evoke feelings of nobility and recklessness in equal measure
make it a real candidate for a christening, communion, confirmation or even
graduation gift. [AP]
READ ALSO: Interstellar Cinderella by Deborah Underwood and Meg Hunt

CAROLINE BUSHER

THE GIRL WHO ATE THE STARS
CHILDREN’S POOLBEG 2018 (PBK) 370PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781998694

Lottie and Albert Hope are sent to relatives in rural Wexford to escape the
blitz in 1940s Manchester. Cruelly treated by their spiteful aunt, the pair seek
solace in the local woods and meet a young man, Blaise, who is shunned by the
local people. He tells them fantastical tales of a land of wolves and soon they
are caught up in a thrilling adventure. A lyrical blend of the historical and the
fantastical perfect for fans of E.R. Murray or Helena Duggan. [LR]
READ ALSO: The Girl Who Walked on Air by Emma Carroll

JESS BUTTERWORTH

WHEN THE MOUNTAINS ROARED
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 288PP £6.99 ISBN 9781510102118

Ruby is animal mad and dreams of being a wildlife photographer. The only
problem is, since tragedy struck her family, she’s afraid of everything and
wildlife photographers can’t be afraid of anything. Her life is suddenly turned
upside down with a move to the Himalayan foothills. Here she makes new
friends, both animal and human. When evil threatens the safety of the rare
leopards, Ruby must face all her fears to protect them. A riveting adventure tale
for all with a great heroine. [ET]
READ ALSO: The Secret Lake by Karen Inglis
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ANNA CAREY

MOLLIE ON THE MARCH
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 352PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788490085

Mollie on the March is the highly anticipated sequel to the brilliant The Making of
Mollie. This smart and funny historical novel sees fourteen-year-old suffragette
Mollie Carberry back on the campaign trail to secure votes for women. From
planning protests during Prime Minister Asquith’s state visit, to dealing with
her best friend Nora’s arch-nemesis, Grace, Mollie’s eventful summer makes
for a very entertaining read. This book conveys a sense of time and place
wonderfully and would be an enjoyable read for budding activists aged 9+.
[RdeB]
READ ALSO: Make More Noise by various authors

JOHN CHAMBERS

MUCKING ABOUT
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 129PP €10.00 ISBN 9781912417056

With a hint of old world magic and the daily threat of being sent to become a
monk, life is never dull in Machán’s village, especially with him falling into and
out of adventures and trouble on a daily basis. The stories are told almost entirely
from Manchán’s point of view, so things that happen to him are almost never his
fault, and are brought to life with beautiful illustrations throughout. This is a
lovely collection of stories that will keep any young reader engaged. [MBT]
READ ALSO: Conor’s Caveman by Alan Nolan

JUDI CURTIN

YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 240PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788490511

Molly and Beth are best friends who are now step-sisters. They also have a secret –
the ability to travel back in time, which can come in handy when trying to sort
out tricky problems. These best friends are enormous fun to spend time with.
They are both very thoughtful and empathetic girls, and the time travel aspect
of their adventure will really make readers think about all the things we now
take for granted. You’ve Got a Friend is a hugely entertaining read. [LO’H]
READ ALSO: Aurora and the Popcorn Dolphin by Sarah Webb

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by MAX LOW

BEE BOY AND THE MOONFLOWERS
GRAFFEG NOV 2018 (HBK) 40PP £8.99 ISBN 9781910862513

It is always a pleasure to see an obscure tale given new life through adaptation
and the latest offering in the Shadows and Light series is no exception. Azin,
the youngest in a family of nomadic beekeepers, undertakes an arduous journey
to save his family, accompanied only by his bees. It proves to be a journey
of self-discovery as Azin learns about trust and self-sacrifice. Low’s bold,
stark illustrations are a highlight, effectively conveying both the arid desert
environment and Azin’s isolation within it. [KH]
READ ALSO: The Eel Question by Nicola Davies and Beth Holland
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AOIS 9–11
HELENA DUGGAN

THE TROUBLE WITH PERFECT
USBORNE PUBLISHING SEPT 2018 (PBK) 350PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474949514

A follow-up to A Place Called Perfect, this sequel sees Violet and her friend Boy
discover that the town’s hard-won peace is not what it seems. Bit by bit, the
town’s strange secrets are revealed and no one, not even Violet’s best friend,
is who they seem. Before long, they are battling old demons and need to use
their smarts to outwit a familiar enemy. The Trouble with Perfect treads well-worn
ground and would appeal to fans of Doctor Who. [RdeB]
READ ALSO: The Matilda Effect by Ellie Irving

NATASHA FARRANT

THE CHILDREN OF CASTLE ROCK
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571323562

Alice is the quiet type, but she can erupt without notice too. Jesse is the sporty
type, but even his sportsmanship has its limits when victory is in the balance.
Fergus is the joking prankster, but with a very serious and decent core. When
the three meet in a delightfully anarchic boarding school in the wilds of
Scotland, friendship, betrayal and adventure come knocking. With a great cast
of characters, tons of humour, heaps of real danger and a strong emotional
heart, Farrant’s latest is a winner. [JS]
READ ALSO: The Explorer by Katherine Rundell

PATRICIA FORDE illustrated by ELINA BRASLINA

BUMPFIZZLE THE BEST ON PLANET EARTH
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 128PP €9.00 ISBN 9781912417032

It’s not easy being the middle child, especially if you’re an alien disguised as
a child sent to understand these silly human beings, but Bumpfizzle is Planet
Plonk’s bravest warrior. He deals with the baby (and its annoying traits),
survives a fearsome beast (the family cat) and almost enjoys the local cuisine (cat
food). But when the Great Master Hornswoggle suggests eating the humans,
Bumpfizzle has a dilemma. With hilariously disgusting illustrations from Elina
Braslina, Bumpfizzle is the story of a disgruntled alien that readers will adore.
[OH]
READ ALSO: Balaclava Boy by Jenny Robson

BRIAN GALLAGHER

SPIES
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 256PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847179807

Johnny Dunne is an orphan spying for the rebels in Dublin during Ireland’s
War of Independence. Concerned for his welfare, his friends Alice and Stella try
to contact him. This old-fashioned novel of intrigue, Tans and turmoil has some
exciting moments, especially in its tense cat-and-mouse third act. The author
knows his subject, a violent, pivotal time in Irish history when Ireland was a
place of secrets, deceptions and moral quandaries, in which Michael Collins
himself makes an appearance. [AlMur]
READ ALSO: City of Fate by Nicola Pierce
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VASHTI HARDY

BRIGHTSTORM: A SKY-SHIP ADVENTURE
SCHOLASTIC 2018 (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407181707

The shocking death of their ice-explorer father means Arthur and Maudie
Brightstorm are now orphans perilously close to the poorhouse. However, all
is not quite right in Lontown and they will have to travel via airship to South
Polaris themselves to learn the truth. A rollicking steampunk adventure that
will interest Philip Pullman fans, Brightstorm creates a mysterious world of
indelible characters, mysterious wolves and mechanical arms to get lost in. After
reading this, one hopes for further expeditions in the future. [CL]
READ ALSO: To the Edge of the World by Julia Green

A.F. HARROLD illustrated by EMILY GRAVETT

THE AFTERWARDS
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS NOV 2018 (HBK) 224PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408894316

When Happiness, December’s best friend in the world, dies, the grief is too
difficult to process, but when her uncle brings her to a place that is grey, she
meets Happiness again. Surely December can bring Happiness back to life;
that is what best friends do. But in the afterwards there is a complex trade-off
between things that live and those that do not that cannot be changed without
knock-on effects. A witty story that intimately explores loss from a child’s
perspective. [OH]
READ ALSO: The Road to Ever After by Moira Young

CHARLI HOWARD

SPLASH
NOSY CROW 2018 (PBK) 208PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788001700

This acutely observed novel astutely captures the complexity of pre-teen
relationships and the struggle with self-image. Twelve-year-old Molly must reach
a series of accommodations at home, in her social life and at school. Her entirely
credible two-steps-forward, one-step-back struggle is deftly caught in this page
turner by body-positivity ambassador Charli Howard. It’s a potential lifesaver
for pre-teen girls, or any of us agonising over who we might become or how we
might present, not least because it is gloriously and unusually free of self-pity.
[AP]
READ ALSO: Hundred Percent by Karen Romano Young

PÁDRAIG KENNY

TIN
CHICKEN HOUSE 2018 (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9781911077657

Christopher is an orphan who works for Mr Absalom, an engineer who
manufactures mechanical children. Christopher is happy being the only ‘real’
boy amongst his metal friends – until an accident reveals a hidden truth. In a
world populated by children made of tin who are struggling to find their place
and live meaningful lives, Christopher must discover who he really is. A highly
original, challenging story about friendship, solidarity and identity, Kenny’s
book is essential reading for fans of fantasy and sci-fi alike. [FK]
READ ALSO: The House with Chicken Legs by Sophie Anderson
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AOIS 9–11
GABRIELLE KENT
illustrated by REX CROWLE and LUKE NEWELL

KNIGHTS AND BIKES
KNIGHTS OF 2018 (PBK) 244PP £6.99 ISBN 9781999642501

From Nessa’s first crash into Demelza’s private retreat, this story accelerates with
all the energy of a mad bike race. In the sleepy peninsula of Penfurzy, the visible
world is underpinned by magical forces and in times of crisis – they crash. The
girls defeat knights, monsters and magic to find a legendary treasure and save
their home. On the way they forge a friendship built on trust, humour and
facing fears. Great to see girls in the lead with clearly lots more adventures to
come. [JW]
READ ALSO: A Chase in Time by Sally Nicholls and Brett Helquist

CELINE KIERNAN

BEGONE THE RAGGEDY WITCHES
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 288PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406366020

Mup is having a bad night. Her beloved aunty has died and a coven of witches
has nabbed her father. This means a suitably bizarre quest for Mup (and her
mam, baby brother and dog) to find him in an enchanted otherworld where
crows talk in rhyme and magic is banned. The headstrong Mup is a winsome
guide through the earthy, faintly pagan Witches Borough, and the prose holds a
potent spookiness that will enchant the reader beyond the last page. [CL]
READ ALSO: Twister by Juliette Forrest

SARAH LEAN

THE SAND DOG
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9780008165819

A gently executed examination of what constitutes belonging, The Sand Dog
follows orphan Azi’s physical and psychological quest for his lost grandfather
and for his own identity, in the company of a stray dog and a summer visitor
to his Greek island home. Elegiacally drawn characters in a potently symbolic
landscape enrich a deeply engaging account of a life-changing week in the life of
a lonely little boy searching for all kinds of truths. This is a beautiful little book
for thoughtful ten-year-olds. [AP]
READ ALSO: The Infinite Lives of Maisie Day by Christopher Edge

GILL LEWIS

RUN WILD
BARRINGTON STOKE 2018 (PBK) 112PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781128282

When Izzy and her friends are forced to look for somewhere else to skateboard,
the abandoned gasworks they find to practise their skills in turns out to be more
than just a derelict site – it’s a vibrant wilderness in the heart of a bustling city,
home to a wolf that they adopt as their own. When their fragile sanctuary is
threatened by developers, the group must band together to protect it. A short,
touching tale that celebrates the yearning we all have to be closer to nature. [JK]
READ ALSO: Wildwood by Colin Meloy and Carson Ellis
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SYLVIA V. LINSTEADT

THE WILD FOLK
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 416PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474934985

The land of Farallone is made of three distinct worlds – City, Country and
Olima, where the Wild Folk live. City boy Tin and Country girl Comfrey are
guided by two young hares to save the mystical Wild Folk. But the Wild Folk
don’t trust humans. Can the children save the land they love? With a rich,
fantastical world featuring talking hares, bobcat girls and grizzly ghosts, this
book will appeal to children with keen imaginations. [KM]
READ ALSO: Running on the Roof of the World by Jess Butterworth

MARK LOWERY

CHARLIE AND ME: 421 MILES FROM HOME
PICCADILLY PRESS 2018 (PBK) 272PP £5.99 ISBN 9781848126220

This is the heartwarming story of brothers Charlie and Martin. Martin, being
the best big brother in the world, takes his smaller counterpart, Charlie, on
an adventure to Cornwall to see the dolphin that visits the harbour there.
But Martin neglects to inform their parents of their exciting trip, and the two
brothers are in a race against time to reach their destination before they are
caught red-handed! By turns funny and sad, this is a wonderful story of loss and
hope. [CC]
READ ALSO: Boy 87 by Ele Fountain

CAOIMHÍN MAC A’BHAIRD maisithe ag CHRISTOPHER AMMENTORP

MICÍ S’AGAINNE
ÉABHLÓID 2018 (CRUA) 41LCH €10.00 ISBN 9780995611948

Greannán Gaeilge den scoth do pháistí ar bhreá leo eachtraíocht agus spraoi!
Breis is 40 scéal le héagsúlacht ábhar idir bhéaloideas agus ghnáthshaol
comhaimseartha. Fear mór eachtraíochta é Micí a mbíonn smaointe iontacha
aige… ach smaointe iad nach n-oibríonn amach mar a shamhlaíonn sé i gcónaí!
Tá an leabhar lán le spraoi agus cúiseanna gáire sna stiallghreannáin ildaite
iontacha. Scéalta gearra iad na scéalta go léir a d'oirfeadh do pháistí ar mhaith
leo léamh go gasta idir a gcuid eachtraí féin! Oiriúnach d'fhoghlaimeoirí fásta
freisin. [LNicanB]

PROINSIAS MAC A’BHAIRD maisithe ag CAOMHÁN Ó SCOLAÍ

OILEÁN NA nDRAOITHE
ÉABHLÓID 2017 (CRUA) 62LCH €10.00 ISBN 9780995611955

Tumtar an léitheoir sa scéal lán eachtraíochta seo. Tá sé ar intinn ag an
bpríomhcharachtar Colm, naomh beithíoch atá ag iarraidh clú agus cáil a
bhaint amach, teacht ar na draoithe olca ar Oileán na nDraoithe agus stad a
chur lena ngeáitsí. Cuirtear cúpla constaic ina bhealach, áfach. Léirítear miotas
na hÉireann agus greann nua-aimseartha i gceann a chéile sa scéal seo maille le
rian de stair na Críostaíochta in Éirinn. Faightear cúpla steiréitíopa inscne sa
leabhar ach bainfidh páistí an-sult as an scéal asarlaíochta seo. [CHy]
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BREN MACDIBBLE

HOW TO BEE
OLD BARN BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 208PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910646441

This dystopian novel posits a future when bees have become extinct and the
work of pollination is done manually by young children on fruit farms. Nineyear-old Peony’s ambition to become a bee is disrupted when her mother forcibly
moves her to the city to work as a servant. The opening chapters evoke episodes
of child exploitation in Western history, but the novel as a whole avoids directly
confronting the social and political issues it raises, opting instead for a more
optimistic and ultimately uplifting story. [KH]
READ ALSO: The Wordsmith by Patricia Forde

EITHNE MASSEY

TOMI: TOMI REICHENTAL’S HOLOCAUST STORY
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 176PP €9.99 ISBN 9781847179753

The Holocaust has been so well covered over the years that there’s always the
worry that a new book could amount to an exploitation of the theme. This
account, however, comes straight from the horse’s mouth, being a retelling of
Tomi Reichental’s wartime experiences. The third-person narrative delineates
Tomi’s young life in Slovakia amid the tightening noose of Nazism. Belsen
followed. Recounted straightforwardly but with telling detail, this is a book
that tells of unspeakable horrors, but is also a remarkable story of dignity and
survival. [AlMur]
READ ALSO: The Silver Sword by Ian Serraillier

ERIKA MCGANN illustrated by VINCE REID

DIARY DETECTIVES
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 192PP €7.99 ISBN 9781788490221

The Bubble Street Gang, Cass and her friends Lex and Nicholas, are amateur
sleuths. In this gentle adventure, not only do Cass and her pals have to navigate
new residents’ association rules outlawing games on the street but they also have
to discover the identity of the owner of an old diary. The characters in this book
are really nicely written; they are regular kids, into playing and helping one
another. Children and parents alike will have lots of fun reading this. [LO’H]
READ ALSO: Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse by Chris Riddell

HILARY MCKAY

THE SKYLARKS’ WAR
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 320PP £12.99 ISBN 9781509894949

Clarry feels stifled by her restricted life and limited education in early
twentieth-century England, while her brother Peter rails against being sent
to boarding school. They escape their emotionally distant father during their
idyllic skylark summers in Cornwall with their grandparents and adventurous,
fun-loving cousin Rupert. The First World War encroaches on their world
when Rupert enlists, and they begin to learn of the true horrors of warfare. A
gripping, poignant story of friendship, love and loss in wartime. [CNíL]
READ ALSO: Five Children on the Western Front by Kate Saunders
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AGE 9–11
KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGRAVE

THE WAY PAST WINTER
CHICKEN HOUSE OCT 2018 (HBK) 256PP £10.99 ISBN 9781911077930

Two sisters go in search of their brother, determined to prove he has been
kidnapped and has not abandoned them, and in doing so discover the truth
about their father’s disappearance years ago and the reason for the endless
winter that has gripped their country. This is a beautiful book, with gorgeous
descriptions and a compelling story of family, courage and grief. This is Kiran
Millgrave Harwood’s third book and she continues to prove that she’s a fantastic
voice in this age group. [HCo]
READ ALSO: Beyond the Bright Sea by Lauren Wolk

ROSS MONTGOMERY

MAX AND THE MILLIONS
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571333486

An inventive and funny adventure that’s also about learning to look beyond
our assumptions. Max, who is deaf, has special talents as well as needs that set
him apart at school, so he keeps company with the grumpy caretaker. When
he suddenly disappears, Max joins up with the coolest kid in school to save a
complex, tiny world they find literally beneath their feet. With great characters
and a subtle social message, this clever story reminds us all that small things
matter too. [JW]
READ ALSO: Perijee and Me by Ross Montgomery

PATRICIA MURPHY

HANDS ON HISTORY: LEO’S WAR
POOLBEG PRESS 2018 (PBK) 405PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781998151

Italy, 1943. Mussolini is Hitler’s puppet and the country is bitterly divided.
When Leo lets slip that his mother has a radio, she is arrested and Leo and
his vulnerable sister must flee to the Vatican. He joins the secret anti-Fascist
resistance, helping smuggle Nazi targets to safety. This is another excellent
addition to the Hands on History series and a stark demonstration of where
fascist ideology leads. Deeply researched, thrillingly exciting and a vivid window
into an under-explored corner of World War II history. [RS]
READ ALSO: I Am David by Anne Holm

E.R. MURRAY

THE BOOK OF REVENGE
MERCIER PRESS 2018 (PBK) 352PP €9.99 ISBN 9781781175767

Discovering that she is not, after all, an orphan, Ebony Smart resolves to go
back in time to save her parents and the world from Judge Ambrose and his
demonic army. This last book in the Nine Lives trilogy presents Ebony with
her greatest challenge against an enemy who tests the limits of her courage,
intelligence, loyalty and endurance. A gripping, complex adventure that will
absorb fans of fantasy and action, combining real Irish settings with vivid
characters – human, animal and other-worldly. [DT]
READ ALSO: Knights of the Borrowed Dark by Dave Rudden
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AOIS 9–11
CAOIMHE NIC LOCHLAINN maisithe ag OLIVIA GOLDEN

SCÉALTA LE hINSINT DON GHEALACH
COIS LIFE 2018 (BOG) 100LCH €12.00 ISBN 9781907494789

Scéalta ón mbéaloideas, á n-insint ar bhealach éadrom soiléir atá oiriúnach do
pháistí an lae inniu. Tá éagsúlacht ann, idir scéalta gearra greannmhara mar
‘Nuair a tháinig an tae go hÉirinn’, ag magadh faoi mhíthuiscintí, agus scéalta
fada draíochta, ‘Cóitín Luachra’ mar shampla. Tá an bheogacht agus an greann
céanna sna pictiúirí, agus tá focail neamhghnácha mínithe sa ghluais. Tá an
leabhar oiriúnach do léitheoirí in aoisghrúpa 10–12, ach is leabhar iontach é le
léamh os ard do pháistí ó chúig bliana d’aois ar aghaidh. [AC]

SINÉAD O’HART

THE EYE OF THE NORTH
STRIPES PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 384PP £6.99 ISBN 9781847159410

Emmeline is prepared for everything – except for her parents disappearing.
Fleeing for her life from the villainous Dr Siegfried Bauer, she catches a ship to
France and befriends a stowaway named Thing. The race is on to stop Dr Bauer
from summoning a mythical monster from the depths of the far north. O’Hart’s
novel is a fast-paced adventure, brimming with imaginative action. Emmeline is
a fabulous character, full of heart and fire. Original and eccentric, this is perfect
for anyone looking for an unusual read. [FK]
READ ALSO: Nevermoor by Jessica Townsend

LUÍZE PASTORE illustrated by REINIS PÉTERSONS

DOG TOWN
FIREFLY PRESS 2018 (PBK) 196PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910080726

Jacob is yearning and wishing for something exciting to happen in his town.
When something does happen, though, it isn’t the thrilling adventure he hopes
for; instead, he thinks he’s caused a mess. But things really do get exciting
when Jacob goes into Maskatchka and finds some talking dogs! This story has
a warmth and humour that make it a lovely read. What really makes this book
special, however, is the brilliant collection of illustrations in varying styles that
bring the story to life. [ET]
READ ALSO: Hari and His Electric Feet by Alexander McCall Smith

PAOLA PERETTI translated by DENISE MUIR

THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ME AND THE CHERRY TREE
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 208PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471407550

Mafalda is nine years old and slowly losing her sight. Terrified of what life will
be like when she is ‘in the dark’, she plans to run away and live in the cherry
tree near school. Translated from the Italian and based on the author’s own life,
this is a beautifully written, poignant tale of a little girl’s courageous struggle to
come to terms with a devastating illness and to discover what will matter most
when she can no longer see. [NMaca’B]
READ ALSO: The Hen Who Dreamed She Could Fly by Sun-mi Hwang
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NIGEL QUINLAN

THE CLOAK OF FEATHERS
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 240PP £6.99 ISBN 9781444014181

Every hundred years in the town of Knowmealldown, which just so happens
to be a magical town, the Good Folk join the villagers for a Great Festival. It’s
supposed to be a wonderful celebration. Except it never is when Brian Nolan
is organising it. And this year it’s even worse – because the Folk Princess has
been stolen. Quinlan’s novel flies along like a faerie reel, full of exhilaration and
colour with wonderful characters and a genuinely gripping plot. [FK]
READ ALSO: The Girl Who Drank the Moon by Kelly Barnhill

ONJALI Q. RAUF

THE BOY AT THE BACK OF THE CLASS
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781510105010

When Ahmet joins their class, Alexa and best friends Josie, Tom and Michael
set out to befriend him and try to understand why his life seems different from
theirs. When they learn he is a refugee and his parents were not allowed to
come to the UK with him, they decide to help their new friend find his parents
with the Greatest Idea in the World! This is a glorious book celebrating diversity
and encouraging empathy. An uplifting story of friendship and helping others.
[NG]
READ ALSO: A Dangerous Crossing by Jane Mitchell

DAVE RUDDEN

THE ENDLESS KING
PUFFIN 2018 (PBK) 416PP £6.99 ISBN 9780141356624

You’d think a fortress would be safe, especially one for training knights. But hot
on the heels of Denizen Hardwick’s arrival at Daybreak, home of the Order of
the Borrowed Dark, comes another visitor who threatens his immediate – and
therefore the whole – world. The last book in Rudden’s award-winning trilogy
will set pulses racing, spines chilling and wordsmiths delighting in the glittering
prose that lodges under the skin like the ‘penetrating slyness of Irish rain’. [DT]
READ ALSO: Darkmouth: Hero Rising by Shane Hegarty

KATE SCOTT

JUST JACK
PICCADILLY PRESS 2018 (PBK) 208PP £5.99 ISBN 9781848126244

After several moves, Jack’s figured out how to fit in at each new school, even if
that means disguising his true feelings. Now he’s met Tyler – wacky, inventive
and definitely not afraid to stand out – he feels like he might have a true friend,
but isn’t it easier just to hide the real Jack? After all, maybe if he was easier to be
around, his dad wouldn’t have left … Humour, warmth and an ear for authentic
kids’ dialogue make this an absolute joy to read. [CH]
READ ALSO: Wonder by R.J. Palacio
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EMMA SHEVAH

WHAT LEXIE DID
CHICKEN HOUSE 2018 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910655467

This is a cheerful, appealing and thoughtful account of what happens when a
much-loved grandmother’s secret bequest to her ten-year-old granddaughters sets
them at odds with each other and the senior members of their rambunctious
Greek Cypriot families. The novel captures the complexities around truthtelling and tact with a lightness of touch that is deeply sympathetic to the young
protagonists. Its doodle-and-list-filled pages and traditional recipes popped in
for good measure add to its accessibility and attractiveness. Perfect for ten-yearold worriers! [AP]
READ ALSO: Dara Palmer's Major Drama

GERARD SIGGINS

ATLANTIS UNITED
THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 208PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788490528

Having caught the eye of a mysterious scout, Joe finds himself on a remote
island, teamed up with Kim, Craig, Ajit and Jess in what turns out to be the
world’s greatest sports academy. But the academy’s secrets are in high demand.
An interesting and fresh take on the sports-book genre, Joe’s adventure with
Atlantis United is fast-paced and dynamic. A mystery thriller that also happens
to be about football, this is a great read for anyone with even a passing interest
in sport. [FK]
READ ALSO: The Mighty Dynamo by Kieran Crowley

STEVE TASANE

CHILD I
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 192PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571337835

Child I is ten and ready to take charge in whatever limited way he can. In the
refugee camp where all children are known only by their letters and their ‘Life
Books’ – passports – have been lost, he creates tiny puppets for his friends
and invents stories and games. But even imagination can’t completely guard
against the dehumanising conditions, the fear and the hunger these children
experience. My heart broke reading this beautifully written book – for these
characters and for their far too numerous real-life counterparts. [CH]
READ ALSO: Illegal by Eoin Colfer, Andrew Donkin and Giovanni Rigano

DEBBIE THOMAS

MY SECRET DRAGON
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 224PP €10.00 ISBN 9781912417063

All Aidan wants is to go to school and maybe make some friends to invite over,
just like everyone else. But Aidan has a secret – one he’s been living with his
whole life. The problem is it’s not just his secret, but in order to protect his
mum, he must keep the fact that she’s a dragon to himself. A fun-filled mystery
adventure, with mythical creatures and a near death experience, that will make
you laugh and cry right to the very end. [MBT]
READ ALSO: The Wizards of Once by Cressida Cowell
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NICKI THORNTON

THE LAST CHANCE HOTEL
CHICKEN HOUSE 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781911077671

Seth is a down-and-out kitchen boy at the Last Chance Hotel, owned by the
horrible Bunn family. When an unusual group of guests arrives at the hotel for
a secretive convention, there is a major shock: Dr Thallomius dies after eating
a dessert Seth made especially for him. As the investigation begins, all fingers
point to Seth as the culprit. This is a very enjoyable, classic whodunnit-style
story filled with magic, mystery and murder. [DM]
READ ALSO: The Secret of the Night Train by Sylvia Bishop

MIKE VAN WAES

PEEVES
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9780008249120

Slim thinks life can’t get any more stressful, between his parents’ divorce, a
new school and panic attacks. That is until his pet hates or ‘peeves’ actually
transform into contagious little monsters that take over his home town. A
witty, action-packed adventure on the surface, this book is much more than
that, as the author raises pertinent questions about the rush to medicate for the
symptoms of anxiety instead of a more balanced approach that takes account of
the feelings of the individual. [JK]
READ ALSO: The Best Medicine by Christine Hamill

VOICE OF FUTURE GENERATIONS MOVEMENT

VOICES OF THE FUTURE:
STORIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
BLOOMSBURY EDUCATION 2018 (HBK) 144PP £14.99 ISBN 9781472949431

This collection of stories written by young people from across the globe is
part of an initiative that empowers children under the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child. They celebrate the power of imagination to overcome
problems that threaten the future of our planet. From time-travellers saving
endangered animals to invisible girls finding their voices by speaking out about
gender equality, there is a clear message that the creativity of youth can be a
powerful antidote to the cynicism of today’s world leaders. [JK]
READ ALSO: Girls, Goddesses and Giants: Tales of Heroines from Around the World
by Lari Don

DAVID WALLIAMS
aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ MHÁRTA maisithe ag QUENTIN BLAKE

MR LOFA
FUTA FATA 2017 (BOG) 272LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945346

Taitneoidh Mr Lofa go mór le páistí óga de bharr an ghrinn ainrialaigh, na
gcarachtar samhlaíoch agus na léaráidí gléigeala. Is cailín uaigneach í Chloe sula
mbuaileann sí le Mr Lofa. Tá boladh bréan uaidh ach léiríonn sé cineáltas di
agus cuireann Chloe é i bhfolach i seid an ghairdín. Téann an léitheoir ar thuras
speisialta le Chloe agus foghlaimíonn Chloe go leor maidir le rúin agus mar
gheall ar shaol Mr Lofa. Éiríonn le Máirín Ní Mhárta an greann a neartú san
aistriúchán seo. [MNicanB]
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AOIS 9–11
ROSS WELFORD

THE 1,000-YEAR-OLD BOY
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £6.99 ISBN 9780008256944

Alfie is a thousand years old and will live forever. He can remember the last
Viking invasion of England. But when he loses everything he knows and loves
in a fire, Alfie can no longer ignore the modern world and swears that he will
find a way to live a normal life – this means he’ll eventually die. But is this truly
the right thing to do? This is a heartfelt novel about learning to embrace life,
whether you can live forever or not. [HCo]
READ ALSO: The Bubble Boy by Stewart Foster

YULIA YAKOVLEVA translated by RUTH AHMEDZAI KEMP

THE RAVEN’S CHILDREN
PUFFIN SEPT 2018 PBK 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9780241330777

In Stalinist Russia, everyone knows things are equal and fair. Only enemies
of the state are taken away, and they deserve to be. So when Shura’s parents
disappear, he is sure there must be a mistake. Yet as he encounters others who
have lost family, he wonders how there can be so many spies. This powerful
coming-of-age novel, translated from the original Russian, already has the feel of
a classic; real history and magical realism are knitted together to create a story
you won’t forget. [CH]
READ ALSO: Where the World Ends by Geraldine McCaughrean

AGE 12–14
DAVID ALMOND

THE COLOUR OF THE SUN
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 240PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444919554

In Almond’s unique, lyrical style, the story of Davie and his day’s wanderings
in the hills above his northern England town is secondary to all else in this
rich and entrancing book. Rather, it is a celebration of life, freedom, endless
summer and fragile youth. Drenched with sights and smells and colour, it opens
with two deaths – Davie’s father, a few weeks earlier, and the body of a dead
boy. Almond weaves slightly fantastical elements into the story, which add to its
dreamy, magical feel. [JM]
READ ALSO: Skellig and Clay

M.T. ANDERSON illustrated by EUGENE YELCHIN

THE ASSASSINATION OF BRANGWAIN SPURGE
CANDLEWICK PRESS 2018 (HBK) 544PP £16.99 ISBN 9780763698225

In a bid to restore good relations, Brangwain Spurge is sent on a peace mission
to the kingdom of the goblins. Officially bearing a priceless gift, the elf
historian has been tasked to spy on the goblins. What could possibly go wrong?
This glittering satire on international diplomacy going belly-up is recounted
alternately in wild illustrations and witty prose, which do not always tell quite
the same story. It will delight teen (and adult) fans of fantasy, graphic novels,
current affairs and quiet, sharp hilarity. [DT]
READ ALSO: The Odyssey by Gareth Hinds

ADAM BARON

BOY UNDERWATER
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) £6.99 256PP ISBN 9780008267018

After his inability to swim and his bum are exposed to his entire year,
Cymbeline Igloo thinks his life is over. Then Mum starts acting odd and ends
up in hospital, leaving Cymbeline gluing the pieces of his past together. What’s
up with Mum? Why won’t she talk about Dad? Why was Cymbeline never
taught to swim? Emotional and humorous, this story doesn’t shy away from
dealing with tough issues like mental health, growing up and how relationships
with friends and family aren’t always simple. [RC]
READ ALSO: The Weight of Water by Sarah Crossan

EDMOND BAUDOIN translated by MATT MADDEN

PIERO
NEW YORK REVIEW COMICS NOV 2018 (PBK) 136PP £11.99 ISBN 9781681372969

The first English translation of the work of Edmond Baudoin, a popular
French graphic novelist, Piero is a touching look at his relationship with his
brother from the time they were kids up to adulthood. Drawn in a scratchy
pen style, the panels capture the often hazy, dreamy nostalgia of childhood and
the wonderful imagination of the age, and every page hints at the bittersweet
knowledge of time passing. This is an unusual book that would be a welcome
gift for the more adventurous reader. [CL]
READ ALSO: The Arrival by Shaun Tan
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AOIS 12–14
BRIDGET BLANKLEY

THE GHOSTS & JAMAL
HOPEROAD 2018 (PBK) 222PP £8.99 ISBN 9781908446633

Jamal was born with epilepsy and that marks him out as ‘the bringer of bad
spirits’ in his Nigerian community – that’s why he’s been banished to live on
the edge of the village. But when Jamal survives a terrorist attack, everything
changes. Jamal is a wonderful central character that the reader immediately
cares about. With an ending that will take your breath away, The Ghosts & Jamal
is a beautifully written book about survival, bravery and finding your place in
the world. [BLo]
READ ALSO: The Nearest Faraway Place by Hayley Long

SOPHIE CAMERON

OUT OF THE BLUE
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781509853168

Angels are crashing into the earth. Obsessed, Jaya’s father moves his family to
Edinburgh in a desperate attempt to capture a live one. Still reeling from her
mother’s death and the disappearance of her best friend, Jaya has no interest
until an angel lands in front of her needing protection and changing everything.
Strong, complex characters populate a tight narrative dealing with friendship
and bereavement. Out of the Blue keeps you turning the pages, wondering how it
will all turn out. [LJS]
READ ALSO: Gold by Geraldine Mills

EMMA CARROLL

SECRETS OF A SUN KING
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571328499

When her grandfather’s friend Professor Hanawati dies under mysterious
circumstances, Lil is not expecting to receive an ancient Egyptian artifact
sent from the professor himself. Discovering a curse has been placed on her
grandfather, Lil must race against time to break it and solve an ancient riddle
before disaster strikes again. Helped by her friends Tulip and Oz, Lil embarks
on the ultimate adventure – to the Valley of the Kings. Set on the eve of the
discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb, this is a true page turner! [RC]
READ ALSO: Letters from the Lighthouse by Emma Carroll

CHLOE COLES

BOOKSHOP GIRL
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) £6.99 240PP ISBN 9781471407116

The much-loved book shop where the marvellously named Paige Turner
works is under threat of closure. Can Paige, her friend Holly and their coworkers prevent the closure from happening? Paige narrates her own story in
a conversational style that allows the author to introduce topics like feminism,
activism, creativity and the slow death of the high street in a very accessible way.
Paige is a well-rounded character you really want to get to know better. Bookshop
Girl is an absolute joy. [LO’H]
READ ALSO: Looking Glass Girl by Cathy Cassidy
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AGE 12–14
CHLOE DAYKIN

THE BOY WHO HIT PLAY
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571326785

Twelve years after he was found wrapped in a newspaper as a baby, YouTuber Elvis
sets off on a quest with his dad and friend to discover where he comes from. The
journey takes on a darker edge when it becomes clear that someone is determined
to force them to turn back. Filled with eccentric characters, this book reminds us
to be ourselves no matter what others think and handles the subject of a person
finding their birth parents in a caring and sensitive manner. [JK]
READ ALSO: Dustbin Baby by Jacqueline Wilson

LINDSAY EAGAR

RACE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406377392

Budding marine biologist and inventor Fidelia Quail’s world is turned upside
down when her scientist parents are drowned by the treacherous Undertow,
in a submarine that she herself designed. Left in the care of her librarian aunt,
Fidelia sets out on an adventure that exceeds her wildest imaginings. Race to the
Bottom of the Sea is a hybrid of Blue Planet, The Wild Thornberrys and Pirates of the
Caribbean. This is a marvellous tale of love, loss and life in the ocean. Highly
recommended. [AB]
READ ALSO: Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson

ANNALIE GRAINGER

IN YOUR LIGHT
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2018 (PBK) 336PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471122941

Lil is heartbroken when her older sister Mella goes missing, in spite of her
ruining so many family occasions. When a desperate runaway from a strange
cult stumbles into Lil’s life, she might just hold the key to Mella’s disappearance.
Told from Lil and Mella’s perspectives, the story includes a prosaic love interest,
a few too many coincidences and a predictably happy ending, which will
probably appeal to many teenagers looking for a light read. There are also rich
visual descriptions of the Welsh countryside. [JM]
READ ALSO: Captive

ANNA HEUSSAFF

SÁRÚ
CLÓ IAR-CHONNACHT 2017 (BOG) 135LCH €8.00 ISBN 9781784441746

Leanann an leabhar seo eachtraí roinnt carachtar ar bhuaileamar leo i leabhar
eile de chuid Heussaff: Evan, Rio agus Síofra. Arís ní mór do na carachtair óga
dul i ngleic le fadhbanna teicneolaíochta agus timpeallachta atá ag bagairt ar an
saol comhaimseartha. De bhua na scéalaíochta agus roghnú téamaí téagartha
tráthúla atá ábhar léitheoireachta saibhir sa scéal seo. Sárú ar chontúirtí
teicneolaíochta agus sárú ar cheisteanna atá ag déanamh dochair agus tinnis
don timpeallacht: níl a shárú ar fáil mar lón machnaimh don duine óg. [CMD]
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AOIS 12–14
ROWENA HOUSE

THE GOOSE ROAD
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406371673

It’s 1916 and France is ravaged by war. Fourteen-year-old Angélique Lacroix is
fighting to save her family farm, La Mordue, in the absence of the menfolk,
against all the odds. Her intense struggle and determination will grip the
imaginations and emotions of young readers. Following on from the success of
her debut, War Girls, Rowena House’s latest historical novel will also stimulate a
fascination with the period of the First World War and the culture. [MEB-K]
READ ALSO: War Girls by various authors

DEREK LANDY

SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT: MIDNIGHT
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 432PP £12.99 ISBN 9780008284572

When a serial killer abducts Valkyrie Cain’s seven-year-old sister Alice, her
deepest fear comes true and her two worlds are shattered. With the help of
fourteen-year-old Omen Darkly and Skulduggery, Valkyrie goes on a quest to
get her sister back. Set after Derek Landy’s previous book, Resurrection, book
eleven continues the Skulduggery Pleasant series with a fantastically thrilling
story – in my opinion, one of his best. Midnight is an exceptional novel. With a
dramatic storyline and exciting plot twist, Skulduggery Pleasant fans won’t be
disappointed! [DB]
READ ALSO: the rest of the Skulduggery Pleasant series

RACHAEL LUCAS

MY BOX-SHAPED HEART
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9781509839575

In a small Scottish town where nothing much happens, sixteen-year-old Holly
strives to be invisible. The last thing she wants is anyone scrutinising her – or
her depressed mother – too closely. But when posh, charming Ed enters her life
with baggage of his own, her world begins to expand. Although this second teen
novel from Lucas tackles some difficult issues – mental health, domestic abuse,
precarious economic situations – it’s ultimately a wholesome and uplifting read
about one of those precious adolescent summers that changes everything. [CH]
READ ALSO: The State of Grace

NAT LUURTSEMA

LOU OUT OF LUCK
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406366563

Lou P. Brown has heaps to worry about. Her parents are out of work, meaning
stress at home and increasingly boring lunches. Her boyfriend is spending
all his time with the debating club, someone has entered her sister into a
modelling competition, her BFF has joined the prom committee from hell and
her new friend has roped her into an improv performance class. Her diary is a
hoot as she writes about her bad luck at home and in school. An amusing and
entertaining contemporary tale. [JD]
READ ALSO: Prim Improper by Deirdre Sullivan
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JUMAN MALOUF

THE TRILOGY OF TWO
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781782692041

A rollercoaster fantasy adventure, in which twins Sonja and Charlotte set out
to recover their stolen talents and, along the way, uncover both the secret of
their past and a hint of what their future holds. A combination of Harry Potter,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, His Dark Materials and more, this novel is sure to
leave you breathless. The Trilogy of Two also features charming black and white
illustrations by the author. [AB]
READ ALSO: Satellite by Nick Lake

PAUL MAGRS

THE HEART OF MARS
FIREFLY PRESS 2018 (PPK) 284PP £7.99 ISBN 9781910080580

A sci-fi futuristic thriller, this is book three in the Lora Trilogy but works too as
a standalone. It’s a fast-moving story, full of twists and turns, as Lora, Peter and
Toaster (a robot who is so much more) complete their quest to find her mother
and sister and reunite her family. As such, it is a traditional story, but nothing
on their journey is quite what it seems in this vivid and imaginatively created
world in which courage and friendship ultimately win out. [LJS]
READ ALSO: Lost on Mars and The Martian Girl

JULIE MAYHEW

THE ELECTRICAL VENUS
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471407048

Raised in a travelling circus in Georgian England, Mim and Alex plan to strike
out on their own as a double act. But Dr Fox and his ‘magickal electrickery’
derails their plan: Mim becomes his Electrical Venus, with men queuing to
feel the shock of love in her kiss. Can Mim and Alex recognise true love when
they find it? This unique story is told from two perspectives and enlivened by
contemporary playbills and posters that bring the eighteenth century vividly to
life in all its colour and harshness. [HCa]
READ ALSO: The Wonderling by Mira Bartók

KELLY MCCAUGHRAIN

FLYING TIPS FOR FLIGHTLESS BIRDS
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406375657

This is a multi-layered tale, both funny and moving, set against the backdrop
of a struggling circus school run by Birdie and Finch Franconi’s family. The big
issues of acceptance, friendship and family are all explored with clarity, humour
and a whole of lot of heart beneath Franconi’s exhilarating Big Top. Fans of
contemporary fiction with a focus on family and friendship (with a dash of
romance) will love this story about being yourself and learning to let people into
your life. A soaring debut! [AMun]
READ ALSO: Madame Tussaud’s Apprentice by Kathleen Benner Duble
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AMY MCCULLOCH

JINXED
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2018 (PBK) 336PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471169960

This fast-paced story of STEM and artificial intelligence is set in a world
where everyone owns ‘baku’ – hi-tech companion ‘pets’ that also function as
smartphones. Self-styled nerd Lacey is devastated when she doesn’t get into the
elite tech school she’s dreamed of, but everything changes when she encounters
Jinx, a baku who seems more sentient than any other … Amy McCulloch’s
latest novel, and the start of her new series, is a page turner, with strong, driven
characters, science-whizz girls, believable friendships and an intriguing premise.
[HCa]
READ ALSO: the Potion Diaries series by Amy Alward

ANDY MIENTUS illustrated by RIAN SYGH

THE BACKSTAGERS AND THE GHOST LIGHT
AMULET BOOKS BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 208PP £10.99 ISBN 9781419731204

Ghosts! Mysterious worlds! Musical theatre! Everything is a-go for the
Backstagers as they try to solve the mystery of who is attempting to foil their
production of Phantasm. Based on a popular comic-book series, this is the first
novel featuring the backstage crew of a high school theatre where every day is
one-half teen pressures, one-half supernatural horrors. This interesting mix of
the mundane and magical combined with an LGBT+ friendly focus means that
this production will find a loyal audience. [CL]
READ ALSO: Better Nate than Never by Tim Federle

BIRDIE MILANO

BOY MEETS HAMSTER
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781509848652

This hilarious debut examines a teenage boy’s holiday with his family at a
caravan park. Dylan’s relationship with his best friend Kayla, who has come
with him, is under pressure as both teens face identity issues and face up to
bullying. Kayla has a birthmark on her face and is overweight; Dylan is gay but
hasn’t come out to his parents. This is a charming novel that embraces diversity.
Relationships and identities, bullying and inner strength are core themes
evaluated here, albeit with a light-hearted touch. [PNicI]
READ ALSO: The Goldfish Boy by Lisa Thompson

MICHAEL MORPURGO illustrated by BARROUX

IN THE MOUTH OF THE WOLF
EGMONT BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 160PP £12.99 ISBN 9781405285261

An incredibly moving story based on the life of Francis Cammaerts, a secret
agent who worked with the French resistance in World War II and is the
author’s uncle. This vivid narrative is told in the voice of Francis as he lies in
bed on his ninetieth birthday, thinking back on his life and his experience of
the war. Barroux’s distinctive and evocative illustrations bring the characters to
life in a story that shows all the hope and the horror of a world at war. [LG]
READ ALSO: Line of Fire: Diary of an Unknown Soldier (August–September 1914)
by Barroux
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MEADHBH NÍ EADHRA

FAYE
LeabhairCOMHAR 2017 (BOG) 69LCH €8.00 ISBN 9780993494680

Tá Faye ag streachailt. Tá cónaí uirthi faoi chúram an stáit. Bíonn sí i dtrioblóid
sa bhaile agus ar scoil go minic agus bíonn an tromluí uafásach céanna aici gach
oíche. Is ar an bpáirc peile amháin a fheicimid a talann agus sonas inti. Ach,
nuair a bhuaileann sí le Liam, tosaíonn gach rud ag athrú. Fásann Faye aníos,
téann sí i ngleic le tragóid phearsanta agus tugann sí aghaidh ar an todhchaí.
Scéal cumhachtach soiléite é seo agus bheadh aon duine óg an-tógtha leis. [SDe]

SUSIN NIELSEN

MY MESSED-UP LIFE
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 224PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783445523

Violet is smart, funny and keenly observant. She is also furious with her father
for having an affair and divorcing her mother. She shamelessly uses every
weapon in her armoury to sabotage his sunny new life in Los Angeles. Violet
is determined to find a suitable boyfriend for her mother, with the help of best
friend Phoebe and little sister Rosie. This hilarious book is fast-paced and witty,
but beneath the laughs, Violet is a pre-teen struggling with the complexities of
her parents’ relationships. [JM]
READ ALSO: The List of Real Things by Sarah Moore Fitzgerald

SUSIN NIELSEN

NO FIXED ADDRESS
ANDERSEN PRESS OCT 2018 (PBK) 288pp £10.99 ISBN 9781783447442

Felix Knutsson is not an unusual kid. He has a gerbil, he loves trivia and
has friends, including a possible romantic interest. He does have one secret,
though. He and his mother live in a van. This heartbreaking, funny and soulful
novel explores the trials of being one of the ‘hidden homeless’ with deftness.
Depicting a realistically tense but loving relationship between a difficult mum
and her accommodating son, No Fixed Address is a humane call to remember
those who live on the precipice. [CL]
READ ALSO: We Are All Made of Molecules

JEWELL PARKER RHODES

GHOST BOYS
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9781510104396

Jerome is a twelve-year-old ghost, killed by a white cop while playing with a
toy gun in his Chicago neighbourhood. His spirit is trapped, watching his
community mourn and unable to comprehend such profound injustice, until
another young ghost named Emmet Till reaches out. Jerome is a wonderfully
complex character, simultaneously a sensitive child and mature before his time,
and his relationships both before and after death are beautifully developed.
A necessarily tough and disturbing read that is also generous and hopeful. [RS]
READ ALSO: The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo
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EMMA QUIGLEY

BANK
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 224PP €10.00 ISBN 9781910411971

Finn Fitzpatrick is a mover and shaker in St Patrick’s Community College,
a secondary school in rural Ireland. He ropes his gang into his latest moneymaking venture – a bank that will lend to schoolmates at interest rates that start
at 10 per cent then, as greed builds, climb to 25 per cent. The business partners
end up eating their words – ‘stay small’ – as things spiral out of control. A cast
of vivid nicknamed characters and spot-on banter between the teens add up to a
great read for this age. [SMcK]
READ ALSO: Wonderboy by Nicole Burstein

LEILA SALES

IF YOU DON’T HAVE ANYTHING NICE TO SAY
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 336PP £7.99 ISBN 9781447291770

Seventeen-year-old Winter finds herself at the heart of an online scandal when a
thoughtless post goes viral. For this ‘good girl’, a former spelling-bee champion
on track for a prestigious college, it’s the first time she’s ever been in trouble –
and now she’s receiving death threats from strangers. With her plans for the
future completely derailed, she sets out to reinvent herself – but can she ever be
redeemed? This is a thought-provoking and timely look at public shaming and
the desire to be ‘liked’. [CH]
READ ALSO: The Way Back Home by Allan Stratton

FIONA SHAW

OUTWALKERS
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 424PP £10.99 ISBN 9781788450003

In a near-future England that has isolated itself from the world and monitors
its population through implanted microchips, life is pretty grim. But getting to
Scotland offers hope and a new life with freedom, and Jake is determined to get
himself and his dog, Jet, there. Outwalkers is an intense read of a grim future
that echoes current, unsteady political events, but it also shows the lengths
people will go to regain freedom for themselves and their loved ones. [HCa]
READ ALSO: The Bombs that Brought Us Together by Brian Conaghan

KIM SLATER

THE BOY WHO LIED
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 288PP £9.99 ISBN 9781509842308

Ed Clayton, the biggest liar in his school, has to find his younger brother Sam
after he suddenly goes missing one day in the park. However, Ed has one big
problem – he can’t remember what happened and nobody will believe him. His
mother and police officers put him under pressure to remember the incident but
with no success until Ed and his neighbour Fallon discover a shocking secret
regarding Sam. A gripping narrative that entices the reader to keep turning the
pages. [BB]
READ ALSO: Smart
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TERI TERRY

DECEPTION: DARK MATTER, BOOK 2
ORCHARD BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 448PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408341742

Deception picks up directly where the first book in the series left off. The pace
is fast and the reader has two plotlines and three narrative points of view to
contend with. An epidemic continues to sweep the country. The hunt is on for
the survivors, whom authorities are keen to round up. The middle of a series
trilogy is often the weakest volume, but this won’t disappoint. The characters
featured in book one, Contagion, are fleshed out and more insight is given into
the crumbling society around them. [EG]
READ ALSO: Contagion

EMILY THOMAS

MUD
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783446896

It’s 1979, two years since her mother’s death, and Lydia’s father has just
announced that their home is to be sold, he is to remarry and both sets of
children are to move into an old Thames sailing barge. Written in diary format,
Mud conjures an authentic, engaging voice to chronicle the joys and challenges
of family, adolescence and life on the barge, from the trivial to the meaningful.
Exploring issues of bereavement, family breakdown and mental illness, Mud is
moving, funny and acutely observed. [ED]
READ ALSO: Plain Jane by Kim Hood

ALEXANDER UTKIN translated by LAD MOROZOVA

THE KING OF BIRDS (GAMAYUN TALES BOOK 1)
NOBROW 2018 (HBK) 72PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620380

This is the first in what promises to be an exciting new series of comic books
based on Russian folk tales by Alexander Utkin. Splendidly illustrated pages
tell interweaving stories rich in mythic tropes and full of colour and dynamic
action. The main story follows the King of Birds and the merchant who nursed
him back to health after a great battle with the King of Animals as they embark
on an adventure to gain the ultimate reward for the man’s kindness. Stylish and
action packed. [LG]
READ ALSO: The Monstrous Child by Frances Simon and Olivia Lomenech Gill

JESS VALLANCE

YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781848126602

When Grace Dart’s so-called brush with death gives her a new lease of life,
she is horrified by her past disregard for the present moment. Why was she so
focused on the future, exams, college and careers? Grace sets out on a path to
seize the day and live life to the full. Grace’s narrative voice is at once blunt,
dramatic, hilarious and refreshing. Laugh out loud at Grace’s inadvertently
hilarious adventures but be warned there is genuine heart at the centre of this
book. [EBr]
READ ALSO: Caramel Hearts by E.R. Murray
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ELIZABETH WEIN

FIREBIRD
BARRINGTON STOKE 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781128312

In this fast-paced adventure we discover how Nastia, the heroine and narrator,
became a Soviet pilot during World War II. As the tension builds, we follow
Nastia as she ends up behind enemy lines. ‘Nastia is not the name of a traitor,’
she says. ‘Judge for yourselves.’ Reluctant readers will be pulled into Wein’s
expertly drawn story, absorbing important elements of political history along
the way. Vibrant characterisation and a gripping plot, with a very bold heroine,
mean that Firebird will have broad appeal. [PNicI]
READ ALSO: The Pearl Thief

LUCY WORSLEY

LADY MARY
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408869444

Lady Mary tells the story of how Mary Tudor’s life is forever changed when her
father, King Henry VIII, remarries. Mary is exiled from court and separated
from her mother and friends. This is a story about remaining strong in dark
times and finding hope in dangerous situations. Readers can sympathise with
Mary’s grief and will be intrigued by the many betrayals and dangerous plots.
Lady Mary is a wonderful novel for young readers with an interest in history and
who enjoy reading historical fiction. [NG]
READ ALSO: My Name Is Victoria and Eliza Rose

Whatever happens …
you’ve got a friend!
‘Ireland’s answer to Jacqueline Wilson’
Irish Independent

IRISH BOOK AWARD WINNER

More time-travelling
adventures with Molly & Beth

New from Irish Book Award
winner Judi Curtin

YOUNG ADULT
TOMI ADEYEMI

CHILDREN OF BLOOD AND BONE
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 544PP £7.99 ISBN 9781509871353

Zélie remembers when magic was alive and her mother, a Reaper, could
harness the power between the living and the dead. But magic is dead and so
is her mother, and Zélie’s people are controlled and downtrodden by the royal
family and the non-magical ruling class. But with the help of a rogue princess,
Zélie and her brother could bring magic back and change the world. The West
African inspired world-building is lush and elaborate and brings something new
to YA fantasy. [HCo]
READ ALSO: The Smoke Thieves by Sally Green

BECKY ALBERTALLI

LEAH ON THE OFFBEAT
PENGUIN BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 368PP £7.99 ISBN 9780241331057

Fans of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda finally have a sequel, though this time
Leah, Simon’s best friend, is narrating. Set a little over a year after Simon’s story,
the gang find themselves facing not only graduation, but also the potential for
their group to splinter apart. Leah’s voice is as breezy and effortless seeming
as Simon’s, while the conflicts and problems are a little bit darker this time,
tackling not only romance, but also class and the worry of impending change.
[HCo]
READ ALSO: Noah Could Never by Simon James Green

M.T. ANDERSON

LANDSCAPE WITH INVISIBLE HAND
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 176PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406379006

A darkly comic and biting critique of advanced capitalism through the
allegorical prism of Earth’s colonisation by an alien race, the Vuvv.
Most of Earth’s population live in a polluted and hopeless landscape, contorting
themselves mentally and physically to win approval from Earth’s new elite.
Adam is a teenage boy and aspiring artist trying to keep his family afloat. When
he gets a chance to drastically change his fate, he must decide just how much of
himself he is willing to sacrifice to survive. [MC]
READ ALSO: Neverworld Wake by Marisha Pessl

ELANA K. ARNOLD

WHAT GIRLS ARE MADE OF
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 192PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783447718

Nina is prepared to do anything to secure Seth’s love, even things that are
harmful to her. But it’s only when Seth breaks up with her that Nina begins to
realise who she really is. This is a startlingly honest account of one girl’s efforts
to find herself and her struggles with sex, self-esteem and love. Suitable only for
older readers, this is a powerful, visceral and unflinching exploration of teenage
experience, sexuality and relationships. Hard to put down and impossible to
ignore. [BLo]
READ ALSO: I Stop Somehwere by T.E. Carter
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DAOINE ÓGA FÁSTA
SARA BARNARD

GOODBYE, PERFECT
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 320PP £7.99 ISBN 9781509852864

Eden and Bonnie have been best friends forever, but their relationship is
pushed to its limits when Bonnie runs away with a young teacher from their
school. Eden decides to keep Bonnie’s secret but for how long? Barnard depicts
young love, familial bonds and female friendship perfectly. This novel teaches
important lessons about the balance between loyalty to friends and doing what
is right, yet doesn’t speak down to its readers. A masterclass in how teen realism
should be written. [AD]
READ ALSO: In Search of Us by Ava Dellaira

M.A. BENNETT

THE ISLAND
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 304PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471407536

Seven privileged teenagers, all fitting certain archetypes (the nerd, the
emo, the jock), crash-land on a deserted island. Narrator Link (the nerd),
who’s been bullied mercilessly by the others for years, sees this as his chance to
establish dominance over the group – his skills may be worthless for rugby but
will keep them alive. Chock-full of literary and pop culture references, this is a
gripping look at social status, power and adolescent psychology that thankfully
never becomes as utterly bleak as Lord of the Flies. [CH]
READ ALSO: Outside by Sarah Ann Juckes

ROBIN BENWAY

FAR FROM THE TREE
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471164330

When sixteen-year-old Grace gives up her baby for adoption, she decides to
search for her biological mother – a search that leads her to two half-siblings
she never knew existed. The newly acquainted siblings bond as they help each
other through some difficult personal and family issues. Although the book
covers heavy issues such as teen pregnancy, alcoholism, adoption and fostering,
Benway’s story is heartwarming, emotional and sometimes quite funny.
[MR-McG]
READ ALSO: The Wonder of Us by Kim Culbertson

HOLLY BLACK

THE CRUEL PRINCE
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471407277

Skulduggery, machinations, ruthless political manoeuvring – this is what you
need from a book set in the Faerie Courts, and The Cruel Prince delivers in
spades! Featuring love, betrayal, desire and divided loyalties, all the characters
are rounded, complex creations that feel vivid and real. The plotting is twisty
and slippery and springs surprises that the reader doesn’t see coming. A
wonderful subversion of the changeling trope and the author’s best book so far.
[KC]
READ ALSO: The Boneless Mercies by April Genevieve Tucholke
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HOLLY BOURNE

ARE WE ALL LEMMINGS AND SNOWFLAKES?
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781474933612

All of the noise and the people surrounding Olive are too much. She struggles
to live a ‘normal’ life as she comes to terms with her fluctuating mental health.
When Olive is given the opportunity to visit Camp Reset, a new state of the
art mental-health facility, she hopes this could be her ‘magic pill’. The themes
of mental health and self-kindness are expertly handled and balanced by a
lightness and humour that make this not only an important read but also
an enjoyable one. [LLo]
READ ALSO: The Exact Opposite of Okay by Laura Steven

AKEMI DAWN BOWMAN

STARFISH
INK ROAD 2018 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9781785301612

Starfish follows Kiko Hiruma, a Japanese American teen who dreams of going to
Prism art school but struggles to show her emotionally abusive mother this is a
worthy journey. The subject matter of this book is tough and often hard to read,
but it bases itself around family, identity and finding hope in a world that often
makes it difficult. Kiko’s outstanding development and beautiful strength are
the pinnacle of this book. This is definitely a story that will stay with you.
[CMcG]
READ ALSO: The Astonishing Colour of After by Emily X.R. Pan

MELVIN BURGESS

THE LOST WITCH
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (HBK) 336PP £12.99 ISBN 9781783446902

Melvin Burgess returns with a tale of witchcraft, brainwashing, family and
reclaiming your power. The magic system draws on myth and lore, lending it
a welcome resonance. This, combined with the strong characterisation and
assured prose style we expect from Burgess, compels the reader to keep turning
the pages as surely as any charm. [DS]
READ ALSO: How to Hang a Witch by Adriana Mather

PAULINE BURGESS

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
POOLBEG PRESS OCT 2018 (PBK) 169PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781998113

Magda is having a tough time since moving to Belfast from her beloved
Poland and the ‘foreigners out’ graffiti, stone throwing and nasty attitudes of
her classmates have made her lonely and cynical. She’s amazed when the new
girl, Sophie, wants to be her best friend. But how pure are her motives, and
can Magda really be herself in this new country while holding on to her Polish
heritage? A well-written and engaging read that covers topics such as racism,
bullying and grief in a realistic way. [JL]
READ ALSO: The Weight of Water by Sarah Crossan
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DAOINE ÓGA FÁSTA
BRIAN CONAGHAN

THE WEIGHT OF A THOUSAND FEATHERS
BLOOMSBURY YA 2018 (HBK) 368PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408871539

Bobby is seventeen years old and cares for his mother, who has motor neurone
disease, and his brother Danny while trying to keep up with his school work and
figure out who he really is. A powerful love story about this unique family of
three, as Bobby grieves for the family he had while hanging on to the bond they
share through music and humour. This beautiful novel deals sensitively with the
topics of illness, love, sexuality, dignified death and friendship. [JL]
READ ALSO: Notes on My Family by Emma Critchley

KIM CURRAN

SLAY
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474932318

Slay is no reindeer ride but exactly as its name suggests: a sword-brandishing,
demon-hunting, rollercoaster of a book. A compelling page tuner, this actionpacked novel will whisk you from tour bus to rock music’s underbelly in the
blink of an eye, without having to leave the comfort of your couch. Some very
dark subject matter is expertly tackled with skill and humour, and the plethora
of characters makes for a very entertaining read. [SC]
READ ALSO: The Fandom by Anna Day

MEL DARBON

ROSIE LOVES JACK
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9781474937832

Rose loves Jack but her parents don’t approve; Jack has anger issues due to a
brain injury and Rose has Down syndrome. When Rose runs away to find Jack,
it’s scary – she might be capable of being independent but she’s also vulnerable.
Her journey draws her into the world of other vulnerable individuals, reminding
us that none of us are islands. This is a thought-provoking read with a wellearned happy ending and an unusual narrator who will stay with you. [CH]
READ ALSO: Sunflowers in February by Phyllida Shrimpton

JUNO DAWSON

CLEAN
QUERCUS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781786540362

Lexi Volkov is an ‘it’ girl and an addict. When she finds herself checked
into rehab by her brother, she begins to realise that her socialite lifestyle could
be causing her more harm than good. Though the average reader may not share
Lexi’s wealth or privilege, the honest account of her internal struggle as she
discovers who she really is will resonate with many. This book is compulsively
readable with a cast of characters that will leave readers gasping for spin-offs left,
right and centre. [LLo]
READ ALSO: The Definition of Us by Sarah Harris
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LAURA DOCKRILL

BIG BONES
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471406928

Bluebelle, aka BB, aka Big Bones, knows what she wants and who she is. But
instead of enjoying her summer, she’s having to keep a food diary. When her
sister has an accident, BB is forced to reassess her lifestyle and starts questioning
herself. A joyful book with complex female characters at its heart. Bluebelle
knows and loves herself – she’s funny, whip smart and inspiring. This book is as
much a love letter to teenage girls as it is to food – just don’t read it when you’re
hungry! [KM]
READ ALSO: Nobody Real by Steve Camden

GAYLE FORMAN

I HAVE LOST MY WAY
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S 2018 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471173721

Sometimes all you need is true friendship and understanding to help reset
your internal compass when you feel cast adrift and lost at sea. Freya, Harun
and Nathaniel are in a state of crisis with no one to turn to. When an unusual
accident draws these three strangers together, their lives are irrevocably changed
for the better. I Have Lost My Way is a poignant tale of love, loss and loneliness,
and finding your people when you feel at your lowest. Highly recommended.
[SQ]
READ ALSO: Nowhere Else But Here by Rachel Cotton

MICHAEL GRANT

VILLAIN
ELECTRIC MONKEY 2018 (PBK) 480PP £7.99 ISBN 9781405284844

The latest in Grant’s Gone series, this apocalyptic story continues to evolve a
world where a fourth-dimensional alien race toy with humanity, giving some
superpowers that often prove to be a curse as much as a blessing. There are
no capes or emblems here, just human nature laid bare. Distinctive, dynamic
young characters, each with supernatural abilities, prove to be reluctant heroes
as Grant does what he does best. Fast-paced, violent and horrific in places, this
is first-class storytelling but not for the faint-hearted. [OMcG]
READ ALSO: Final 7 by Kerry Drewery

JULIA GRAY

LITTLE LIAR
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783446919

Seventeen-year-old Nora is a liar. She knows this about herself and now she is
ready to tell the truth. About what happened with her art teacher. About how
her father really died. And about her dramatic friendship with the privileged Bel
that has left her isolated and scarred, with little to do but recount her twisted
tale. Julia Gray’s second novel is a superb psychological thriller with a distinctive
voice, a clever blend of contemporary realism and classic noir. I couldn’t stop
turning the pages. [CH]
READ ALSO: Two Can Keep a Secret by Karen McManus
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DAOINE ÓGA FÁSTA
SARAH MARIA GRIFFIN

SPARE AND FOUND PARTS
TITAN BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 416PP £8.99 ISBN 9781785657054

A post-apocalyptic Dublin is deftly conjured by the hands of Sarah Maria
Griffin in this inspired YA-take on the Frankenstein narrative. Teenaged Nell
is struggling to find purpose and inspiration in her life, overshadowed by the
genius of her inventor father and artistic mother, whose death still haunts the
Crane household. Finding a spare mannequin hand on the beach, Nell decides
on a drastic and dangerous project that could alienate her from her family,
friends and community. Lyrical, moving and beautifully written. [LG]
READ ALSO: Restore Me by Tahereh Mafi

MIRIAM HALAHMY

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
FIREFLY PRESS 2018 (PBK) 304PP £7.99 ISBN 9781910080788

Behind Closed Doors follows Tasha and Josie, two teenaged neighbours who
come to depend on each other when faced with upheaval in their very different
home lives. Told through narrative extracts and transcribed vlog entries, this
is a quiet, unassuming novel in which the characters and the situations they
find themselves in speak volumes. Halahmy chooses to raise many social
issues including poverty, abuse and mental illness with teenage voices that feel
authentic and true. A timely and ultimately uplifting story. [IF]
READ ALSO: A Thousand Perfect Notes by C.G. Drews

SAVITA KALHAN

THE GIRL IN THE BROKEN MIRROR
TROIKA BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9781909991637

Jay is an independent, modern fifteen-year old girl who moves in with distant
relatives after she and her mother fall on hard times. However, Jay struggles to
conform to the conservative Indian customs and traditions her aunt enforces.
This is the harrowing story of Jay’s rape and struggle to rebuild her life and
friendships, and Kalhan is unflinching in her depiction of male privilege and
women’s lack of freedom. The themes of abuse, culture, friendship and mother–
daughter relationships are explored in an emotional and powerful manner.
[MR-McG]
READ ALSO: Piecing Me Together by Renee Watson

MUHAMMAD KHAN

I AM THUNDER
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 320PP £7.99 ISBN 9781509874057

Muzna Saleem dreams of being a writer, yet her controlling parents want her
to be a doctor and have strict rules about her behaviour. When her friend
Salma is shamed, she realises the cost of mistakes in her community. At
her new school, Muzna falls for the charismatic Arif, who encourages her
to explore her religion and deepen her faith. But his brother’s views worry
her, and Muzna finds herself placed in an impossible position. A powerful
debut about racism and the power of speaking out. [JD]
READ ALSO: Love and Other Filters by Samira Ahmed
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MATT KILLEEN

ORPHAN, MONSTER, SPY
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781474942386

A gripping thriller set in 1939 Germany where increasing persecution of the
Jewish population forces Sarah to flee her home. Helped by the mysterious
‘Captain’, Sarah is led to play the role of her life, posing as his niece in an elite
Nazi school, where her skills as a gymnast prove surprisingly useful in her
fledgling spy career. The heart-stopping pace of this debut makes an enjoyable
read, but flashbacks remind us how dark things are and how crucial it is that
Sarah remains undetected. [AG]
READ ALSO: The Key to Flambards by Linda Newbery

ELIZABETH KLEHFOTH

ALL THESE BEAUTIFUL STRANGERS
PENGUIN BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 512PP £7.99 ISBN 9780241329498

Charlie Calloway comes from a privileged Upper East Side family and attends
an elite boarding school, but that doesn’t mean things are simple. She has
friendships to navigate, a family mystery to solve and a secret society to enter.
This intriguing tale spans two decades and it’s in the past that the secrets and
lies untangle. How far is Charlie willing to go to find the answers she thinks she
wants? Gossip Girl meets Pretty Little Liars in this mature young adult story. [ZF]
READ ALSO: The Truth and Lies of Ella Black by Emily Barr

CETHAN LEAHY

TUESDAYS ARE JUST AS BAD
MERCIER PRESS 2018 (PBK) 256PP €12.99 ISBN 9781781175644

Cork teenager Adam Murphy wakes after an unsuccessful suicide attempt to
find himself with an unnamed grumpy spirit companion that only he can see.
As Adam recovers, he and his new sidekick must grapple with friendships,
dating, school, mental health and each other. The teen characters are warm,
eccentric and charmingly drawn, and the real treat of this book is the voice –
the non-corporeal narrator brings an arch, wry perspective to a story that
handles serious issues responsibly and without recourse to easy answers. [ElB]
READ ALSO: Things I’m Seeing Without You by Peter Bognanni

TRACEY MATHIAS

NIGHT OF THE PARTY
SCHOLASTIC 2018 (PBK) 448PP £7.99 ISBN 9781407188003

The tragic death of a girl at a party throws two young people together amidst
the turmoil of post-Brexit Britain. ‘The Party’ governs Britain now and has
removed the rights of anyone not ‘British Born’. Haunted by the death of his
sister Sophie, Ash tries to get on with life – until he meets Zara. Zara knows
something about what happened at the party, but she is an ‘illegal’. Can she
risk telling her secrets? A mystery, love story and political thriller with pace and
heart. [MC]
READ ALSO: The Territory by Sarah Govett
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MARISSA MEYER

RENEGADES
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 576PP £7.99 ISBN 9781509876433

Bestselling author Marissa Meyer’s Renegades is an action-packed twist on the
superhero formula. The novel centres on Nova, a self-described ‘Anarchist’,
and her emerging relationship with ‘Renegade’ Adrian. Both human prodigies
and sworn enemies, a common cause forces them to work together. From its
shocking prologue to its surprise ending, this book questions how we choose
heroes and who gets to decide what is morally right or wrong. A thrilling
read with fleshed-out characters and plot developments that will keep readers
hooked. [IF]
READ ALSO: Bright We Burn by Kiersten White

ROBERT MUCHAMORE

KILLER T
HOT KEY BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 480PP £12.99 ISBN 9781471407178

Set in Las Vegas, would-be photojournalist Harry and convicted (but not guilty)
school bomber and science geek Charlie struggle to seek truth, pursue their
dreams and ultimately stay alive in a dystopian world of gene-editing technology,
biological terror and global pandemics. With elements of post-apocalyptic
bleakness, especially towards the end, this pacey and compelling thriller features
smart, capable protagonists and a premise, at times, frighteningly believable.
The young characters’ early forays into their dream careers are well-drawn and
contrast with the later darkness. [ElB]
READ ALSO: Warcross by Marie Lu

JO O’DONOGHUE

TAITHÍ OIBRE
COIS LIFE MEÁN FÓMHAIR 2018 (BOG) 82LCH €10.00 ISBN 9781907494796

Faightear scéal corraitheach anseo a leanann taithí oibre triúr déagóirí; Jeaic
a fuair deis iontach oibre in ‘Apple’ i Nua-Eabhrac, Ciara atá ag canadh i gcór,
agus Eoin atá ag cabhrú i salón gruagaire, rud nach bhfuil a athair róshásta
leis! Cheapfá go mbeadh saol an mhadra bháin acu ach ní mar a shíltear a
bítear. Faightear blaiseadh réalaíoch de shaol an déagóra sa lá atá inniu ann
agus fanann scéal na gcarachtar leat tamall i ndiaidh duit an leabhar a léamh.
[RNicanB]

PEADAR Ó GUILÍN

THE INVASION
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 364PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910989630

This, the sequel to The Call, picks up where the first book left off, in an
Ireland not too dissimilar to ours, except in one major way – the Sidhe are
back and looking for revenge. Paranoia and suspicion begin to surface here
as Nessa is imprisoned as a traitor; meanwhile the Sidhe continue their
murderous calls. O’Guilin’s work is always awesome in every sense of the
word: dark, twisted, deftly woven fiction, an exciting and brilliant read. Highly
recommended. [PNicI]
READ ALSO: To Kill a Kingdom by Alexandra Christo
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LOUISE O’NEILL

THE SURFACE BREAKS
SCHOLASTIC 2018 (PBK) 320PP £12.99 ISBN 9781407185538

On her fifteenth birthday, mermaid Gaia is allowed to see the human world
for the first time, saving the life of a human boy and falling in love with
him. Motivated by this, Gaia visits Ceto, the sea witch, who makes her human –
but at a painful cost. Is Oliver’s love truly worth these sacrifices? O’Neill’s
retelling focuses on the pressures placed on women to conform to ideals of
beauty and behaviour. The highlight is the fierce sea witch and the strong
feminist ending. [JD]
READ ALSO: Hero at the Fall by Alwyn Hamilton

ALICE OSEMAN

I WAS BORN FOR THIS
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9780008244095

A warm and funny take on friendship, fandom and family, with points-of-view
alternating between Jimmy, frontman of The Ark, and Angel, their biggest fan.
Over the course of a memorable week they meet, change and challenge one
another in unexpected ways. Anxiety, the desire for meaning and the pressure
to conform are tackled in a warm-hearted manner that only occasionally veers
into preachiness, and balances the themes of faith, inclusivity and LGBT+ in a
beautifully understated way. [KC]
READ ALSO: A Secret Beat by Rebecca Denton

MAL PEET illustrated by EMMA SHOARD

THE FAMILY TREE
BARRINGTON STOKE 2018 (PBK) 96PP £7.99 ISBN9781781128053

A young man returns to his old family home where, seeing the crumbling treehouse, he recalls a painful time in his childhood. This sensitively told story
sees the companionship between father and son slowly eroded as depression
and the disintegration of the family take over. The simplicity and sparseness of
the text are in direct contrast to the complexity of the story, making it all the
more powerful. The watercolour illustrations add to the overall beauty of this
stunning and super-readable book. [BLa]
READ ALSO: Kerb Stain Boys by Alex Wheatle

TOM POLLOCK

WHITE RABBIT RED WOLF
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406378177

Pete Blankman is a brilliant teenage mathematician perpetually suffering from
panic attacks, making him especially ill-prepared when his mother is stabbed
and his twin sister goes missing. A labyrinth of spy games and unpredictable
twists, this is a thrilling read with a compelling main character who finds
strength in his considerable deduction skills and uses his paranoia to his
advantage in a world where everyone really is out to get him. This is one for the
future John le Carré fans out there. [CL]
READ ALSO: Defy the Worlds by Claudia Gray
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DAOINE ÓGA FÁSTA
NON PRATT

GIANT DAYS
AMULET BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781419734885

Daisy, Esther and Susan are rather unlikely friends thrown together in their
first year at university. Their student life is full of possibility but that can also
seem overwhelming, and each friend has their own insecurity to overcome. Non
Pratt writes brilliantly of the challenges of their new lives at university and how
the everyday seems like it could lead to big adventures. This is a novel about the
importance of friends and the security of having people who will always support
you. [LO’H]
READ ALSO: The Summer of Us by Cecilia Vinesse

JASON REYNOLDS illustrated by CHRIS PRIESTLEY

LONG WAY DOWN
FABER & FABER 2018 (HBK) 336PP £7.99 ISBN 9780571335121

This powerful verse novel takes a compelling look at gun violence in the
US through the story of Will, whose older brother has just been shot and
killed. There are rules surrounding a shooting – no crying, no snitching, get
revenge – and it’s time for Will to act out rule three. In a dream-like sequence,
Will meets the ghosts of victims of gun violence and must decide if he will
continue this cycle. This novel will attract teenagers who don’t consider
themselves ‘readers’. [GC]
READ ALSO: Moonrise by Sarah Crossan

MELINDA SALISBURY

STATE OF SORROW
SCHOLASTIC 2018 (PBK) 464PP £7.99 ISBN 9781407180274

Shadows and gloom are forever present in Sorrow’s world, not knowing colour,
smiles, music or art, as her country has been forced to grieve for eighteen years.
But Sorrow must try to shape a new future, even against those who want to see
her fail. A book of cunning, lies and courage in which one young woman must
rise for the benefit of her country. Salisbury seamlessly writes about power plays
and the intricate workings of a mistrusted court in her stunning new novel.
[MMcD]
READ ALSO: Ash Princess by Laura Sebastian

CEYLAN SCOTT

ON A SCALE OF ONE TO TEN
CHICKEN HOUSE 2018 (PBK) 256PP £7.99 ISBN 9781911077244

Tamar is admitted to Lime Grove, a psychiatric hospital for teenagers, where
doctors try to help her come to terms with the trauma that haunts her. From the
depths of her emotional pain Tamar struggles to find herself again and in doing
so tells a story that will resonate universally. Suitable only for older, mature
readers, this is a searingly honest account of a journey back into mental health,
full of emotional power and told in a voice that demands to be listened to. [BLo]
READ ALSO: Tender by Eve Ainsworth
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HAMISH STEELE

DEADENDIA: THE WATCHER’S TEST
NOBROW 2018 (PBK) 220PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620472

Reluctant readers rejoice! Deadendia is a graphic novel with a superb storyline,
exploding with inventive illustrations. Barney, the protagonist, works alongside
his friend and his dog to overcome evil forces wreaking havoc on an amusement
park – which happens to contain the gateway to hell. This text is suitable
for anyone who likes to read fast-paced, eventful, all-inclusive stories, and
may be appealing for young adults who identify as transgender or who feel
unrepresented by the mainstream media. A requirement for all comprehensive
libraries! [SM]
READ ALSO: The Chaos of Now by Erin Lange

RUTENDO TAVENGERWEI

HOPE IS OUR ONLY WING
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471406867

In a Zimbabwe teetering on the brink of financial collapse, Shamiso and
Tanyaradzwa are two teenage girls who are struggling with their own problems,
including homesickness, serious illness and a dead father. Brought together by
a new school, their burgeoning friendship is well realised, depicting both the
good times they share and the occasional animosity. Hope Is Our Only Wing is a
striking novel that explores the necessity of hope at times when good news is in
short supply. [CL]
READ ALSO: The Hurting by Lucy Van Smit

NAHOKO UEHASHI translated by CATHY HIRANO

THE BEAST PLAYER
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 512PP £8.99 ISBN 9781782691679

This beautiful tale follows the story of Elin, who has a passion for animals and
beasts unlike anyone else around her and can forge incredible relationships
with these creatures. This gift proves perilous, throwing Elin into the middle
of wars, power plays and conflicts. Translated from the original Japanese, this
epic fantasy is a must for any reader interested in complex imaginary worlds.
Uehashi creates worlds on a par with Tolkien’s in terms of attention to the most
minuscule of details. [ET]
READ ALSO: the Tales of the Otori series by Lian Hearn

MARY WATSON

THE WREN HUNT
BLOOMSBURY YA 2018 (PBK) 399PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408884935

Watson’s thrilling tale carefully intertwines the old and the new, mixing pagan
traditions with modern life. The protagonist of the tale, Wren, takes on an
espionage-style mission behind enemy lines, only to find romance blossoming in
the walled gardens of Harkness House. Watson utilises Irish, interspersing the
language throughout the novel in a truly natural way, enriching the authenticity
of this carefully crafted story, which is not for the faint-hearted. Wren endures
betrayal, unrequited love and harassment and ultimately negotiates her
problems alone. [SM]
READ ALSO: Scythe by Neal Schusterman
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DAOINE ÓGA FÁSTA
KATHERINE WEBBER

ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406369052

There are many versions of Reiko Smith-Mori – but which one is truly her?
When she finds Seth in the desert one night, she begins to think she is most
herself when she is with him. But as their relationship blossoms Seth’s true
colours show, making her feel worthless when a partner is supposed to build you
up. The many threads of the novel are blended seamlessly together resulting in
a sophisticated, heartfelt examination of self, grief, unhealthy relationships and
love. A must-read for teenagers. [AD]
READ ALSO: Skylarks by Karen Gregory

LAURA WEYMOUTH

THE LIGHT BETWEEN WORLDS
CHICKEN HOUSE NOV 2018 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781911490036

During the Blitz, Evelyn wished herself and her older siblings away to a magical
land, but five years later she struggles to cope and her time in the Great Wood
is alluded to in flashbacks that underscore Evelyn’s longing to return. When
Evelyn vanishes, her older sister Philippa is left to face her own difficulties.
This novel unsentimentally punctures the happily-ever-after escapism inherent
in fantasy tropes. A shrewd, often bleak, study of mental-health issues that may
cause disillusionment with some beloved childhood classics. [HP]
READ ALSO: The Hazel Wood by Melissa Albert

S.M. WILSON

THE EXTINCTION TRIALS
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781474927345

Billed as the Hunger Games meets Jurassic Park, Wilson’s debut YA novel doesn’t
fail to live up to the hype. Set in an over-populated dystopian Earth-like world
where an ideal continent, Piloria, is inhabited by dinosaurs, annual trials
see a hundred people sent to Piloria to scavenge for crops for cultivation, but
most don’t return. The story is narrated from the dual perspectives of Lincoln
and Stormchaser, an effective technique allowing for suspense and intrigue.
Highly recommended for fans of dystopian literature. [PNicI]
READ ALSO: The Extinction Trials: Exile

LAURA WOOD

A SKY PAINTED GOLD
SCHOLASTIC 2018 (PBK) 356PP £7.99 ISBN 9781407180205

It is 1929, and seventeen-year-old Lou has been sneaking into a seemingly
abandoned mansion off the coast of her Cornwall home, dreaming of the
glamour and excitement of the lives of its owners. Her horizons begin to expand
when she meets the wealthy Cardew siblings and enters their world of luxury,
parties and secrets. An exquisitely detailed romance and coming-of-age story
about family, friendship and choosing one’s destiny. [AMcBH]
READ ALSO: Storm-Wake by Lucy Christopher
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WILLIAM BEE

WILLIAM BEE’S WONDERFUL WORLD OF TRACTORS
AND FARM MACHINES
PAVILION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781843653547

The third instalment in this series dedicated to vehicles features William Bee’s
exploration of the farming world and its history: from the first steam-powered
tractors to today’s ploughs, the role of each machine is explained in a clear and
comprehensive style. Quite literally a return to the roots, this brightly illustrated
album will make sure that its readers understand where the food on their plates
comes from. The (fake) advertisements concluding the book are a delightfully
humorous touch! (Age 0–4, 5–8) [VLe]
READ ALSO: Cars and Trucks and Things That Go by Richard Scarry

FELICITY BROOKS illustrated by MAR FERRERO

ALL ABOUT FAMILIES
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9781474949071

The words and illustrations in All About Families combine to give as broad a
definition and image of families as possible. Everyone, from grandparents to
pets, is part of the family. Readers are encouraged to explore their own version
of family and to create a simple family tree. Thanks to excellent illustrations
and text that ranges from quite simple labelling to detailed definitions of family
relationships, this book could be used interactively with pre-schoolers and also
challenge a developing reader. (Age 0–4, 5–8) [DV]
READ ALSO: Welcome to Our World: A Celebration of Children Everywhere! by
Moira Butterfield and Harriet Lynas

OLE KÖNNECKE translated by MONIKA SMITH

SPORTS ARE FANTASTIC FUN!
GECKO PRESS 2018 (HBK) 56PP £12.99 ISBN 9781776572014

From rugby to figure skating, surfing to caber tossing, nothing is left out in this
encyclopaedic low-down of sport. A cast of lively animals engage in different
sports on every page, each one illustrated with wonderful character and subtle
humour. The language is crisp yet witty (‘sad but true: sometimes ice hockey
players fight’), but in the main it’s very informative. Little ones will pore over
each page again and again, spotting something different every time as they
search for their new favourite sport. (Age 0–4, 5–8) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Look Inside Sports by Rob Lloyd Jones and Stefano Tognetti

MONTE SHIN

MIRROR PLAY
MINEDITION 2018 (BOARD) 26PP £9.99 ISBN 9789888342693

There is fun to be had with this book before the first page has even been
turned. Little ones are invited to rotate a series of abstract shapes against a
fold-up mirror until a familiar yet surprising image appears before them. The
designs are stylish and clever in equal measure, with some unusual objects
and characters making an appearance on the sturdy pages. Children will
delight in this interactive play and, perhaps without realising it, be building an
understanding of shape and symmetry along the way. (Age 0–4, 5–8) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Opposite Surprise by Agnese Baruzzi
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NEAMHFHICSEAN
ALISON LIMENTANI

HOW TALL WAS A T. REX?
BOXER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781910716373

This book will appeal to all budding palaeontologists with its excitingly
illustrated facts and figures about the T. Rex. It graphically demonstrates scale
and the massive size of the T. Rex through its bold and sometimes slightly
menacing illustrations. Seeing its eyes ‘as big as baseballs’ and its teeth ‘as big as
bananas’ depicted in prints that cover the page are just scary enough to delight
and excite young readers who want to feel a little bit grown up. Be warned, it
may also begin an obsession with dinosaurs. (Age 3–6) [BLa]
READ ALSO: How Much Does a Ladybird Weigh? by Alison Limentani

KATIE DAYNES illustrated by CHRISTINE PYM

HOW DO ANIMALS TALK?
USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (BOARD) 12PP £9.99 ISBN 9781474940085

A chunky lift-the-flap board book depicting a range of animal behaviours, from
how they attract a mate to how they ward off danger. This will interest young
children who are beginning to get curious about the natural world and who like
learning new things. There are lots of interesting facts to discover under each
flap and the sturdy nature of the book will stand a lot of handling. However,
at times, the language and the format seem to be aimed at different age groups.
(Age 4–6) [BLa]
READ ALSO: We Build Our Homes: Small Stories of Incredible Animal Architects by
Laura Knowles and Chris Madden

LINDA BAILEY illustrated by JÚLIA SARDÁ

MARY AND FRANKENSTEIN
ANDERSEN PRESS OCT 2018 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781783446797

The handsome cover has a dark and moody look, but this book is for children
of all ages. In this wonderful tale of Mary Shelley, information is conveyed
with a fittingly melodramatic touch and a visual style that borders on that of a
graphic novel. The reader will learn of Mary becoming a ‘Big Problem’ to her
father, running away with her future husband and befriending Lord Byron.
‘Such is the power of a scary story’ – this is perfect reading for a gloomy autumn
night. (Age 5–8) [MAS]
READ ALSO: Usborne Young Reading: Frankenstein retold by Rosie Dickins

CHARLOTTE GULLAIN illustrated by YUVAL ZOMMER

THE SKIES ABOVE MY EYES
WORDS & PICTURES 2018 (HBK) 20PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910277683

Opening in the infinite possibility of outer space, this book gradually zooms
down past the Karam Line, past the stratosphere, past the tree line and down
to earth – encountering weather satellites, parachuting spiders, Rϋpell’s
griffons, cirrus clouds and more, before meeting the earth through the eyes of
a young brown girl and heading back up again. A staggering sense of scale is
evoked, alongside a vast amount of scientific information. Illustrations by Yuval
Zommer are highly detailed and imaginative, bringing cohesion to this intensely
informative book. (Age 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: The Street Beneath My Feet by Charlotte Guillain & Yuval Zommer
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KATE MESSNER illustrated by MATTHEW FORSYTHE

THE BRILLIANT DEEP:
REBUILDING THE WORLD'S CORAL REEFS
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781452133508

This beautiful and informative picturebook weaves fact and story, sharing the
life of Ken Nedimyer and his efforts to save coral reefs through the creation of
the Coral Restoration Foundation. The text is easy to understand and, along
with bold two-page-spread illustrations, brings the ocean and coral reefs to
life. This book could be used in many ways including for story-time sessions or
lessons dealing with environmental issues and conservation. Useful information
details further reading suggestions and coral reef vocabulary. (Age 5–8) [VCh]
READ ALSO: the Nature Storybooks series by Walker Books

BRITTA TECKENTRUP

BIRDS AND THEIR FEATHERS
PRESTEL 2018 (HBK) 96PP £11.99 ISBN 9783791373355

Birds might be our feathered friends, but why do they have feathers, how many
do they have, how did they get them, why do they come in so many shapes
and how have humans used feathers for fashion? This book answers questions
children may have already, from how birds escape predators to how they
build their nests, and will raise lots of interesting new thoughts as well. This
fascinating book will intrigue children with the breadth of its trivia and beauty
of its illustrations of the feathered world. (Age 5–8) [AR]
READ ALSO: World of Birds by Robert Hunter

ALI WINTER illustrated by MICKAËL EL FATHI

PEACE AND ME
LANTANA PUBLISHING SEPT 2018 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911373650

What is peace? Can it mean different things to different people? What are the
necessary conditions for peace to flourish? This inspirational book recounts the
contributions that select Nobel Peace Prize laureates, from Jean Henry Dunant,
founder of the Red Cross, to education activist Malala Yousafzai, have made to
humanity. A great way to spark discussion at home and in the classroom, with
breath-taking illustrations that use colour, pattern and texture to reflect and
elevate the themes of diversity and collaboration. (Age 5–8) [RS]
READ ALSO: People of Peace by Sandrine Mirza and Le Duo

YUVAL ZOMMER

THE BIG BOOK OF THE BLUE
THAMES & HUDSON 2018 (HBK) 65PP £12.95 ISBN 9780500651193

Beautiful illustrations of marine life accompany interesting, well-researched
information in this stunning aquatic fact book. Zommer gives readers fully
realised ocean scenes that go beyond merely illustrating what the various
sea creatures look like. I-spy-type challenges are interspersed throughout,
encouraging the reader to pay close attention to detail and notice things they
may otherwise have overlooked. A perfect accompaniment to a visit to the
aquarium, this is a book that demands to be read over and over, yielding new
surprises each time. (Age 5–8) [KH]
READ ALSO: A First Book of the Sea by Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton
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NEAMHFHICSEAN
JUANITA BROWNE aistrithe ag FIDELMA NÍ GHALLCHOBHAIR
maisithe ag AOIFE QUINN

AINMHITHE NA hÉIREANN

COIS LIFE 2018 (BOG) 66LCH €12.00 ISBN 9781907494758

Leabhar faisnéise gleoite é seo a thugann eolas dúinn ar ár n-ainmhithe
dúchasacha, idir an Luch Fhéir bheag bhídeach agus an Míol Mór Gorm mór
millteach. Insítear dúinn cá bhfuil cónaí orthu, an méid a itheann siad, agus
cé chomh mór is atá siad i gcomparáid le duine. Tá léaráidí agus grianghraif
ghalánta ar gach leathanach, a spreagfaidh spéis an léitheora. Ag an deireadh, tá
gluais chuimsitheach agus leideanna le heolas faoin bhfiadhúlra. Oiriúnach do
theach, scoil nó leabharlann ar bith. Thar barr! (Aois 5–8, 9–11) [SMcN]

GILLES CLÉMENT
illustrated by VINCENT GRAVÉ translated by PAUL KELLY

A BIG GARDEN

PRESTEL 2018 (HBK) 32PP £19.99 ISBN 9783791373324

Originally published in French, this intricate oversized book is begging to be
investigated. The remarkable illustrations show the glories of the natural world
as animals, seeds, insects, blossoms, gardeners and mystery creatures all join
the landscape. The book is divided into months, with the text describing the
state of the garden through the year. While presenting information, the dreamy
and poetic text tells of the visual, aural and olfactory pleasures that await. A Big
Garden is a work of art and should be savoured. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [MAS]
READ ALSO: Outside: A Guide to Discovering Nature by Maria Ana Peixe Dias,
Inês Teixeira do Rosário and Bernardo P. Carvalho

CRUSCHIFORM

COLORAMA: FROM FUCHSIA TO MIDNIGHT BLUE
PRESTEL 2018 (HBK) 280PP £17.99 ISBN 9783791373287

Beginning with variations of the colour white, Colorama uses a single page
to explore a kaleidoscope of colours and their various hues. Each colour is
described using scientific facts, histories, nature or geography. This book is not
only for art lovers but also for children (and adults) with inquisitive minds. A
clever thematic index and colour palette allow easy flicking between pages. This
book is one you can pick up for reference at any time and is a perfect addition to
any book collection. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [KL]
READ ALSO: The Colour Book by Sophie Benini Pietromarchi

NICOLA EDWARDS illustrated by LUISA URIBE

WHAT A WONDERFUL WORD: A COLLECTION OF
UNTRANSLATABLE WORDS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
360 DEGREES 2018 (HBK) 64PP £12.99 ISBN 9781848576452

If you’ve ever looked out on a beautiful day only to go outside and find that it’s
too cold, then you’ve experienced gluggavedur (from Iceland), or if you’ve felt
drowsy after a big meal, then you’ll know what abbiocco (from Italy) is like. This
gloriously illustrated title presents words that can’t be translated into English
but capture an emotion or an aspect of the world. A beautiful directory of
unusual words and everyday experiences, which will captivate young and old
alike! (Age 5–8, 9–11) [AR]
READ ALSO: Hello World! by Jonathan Litton and L’Atelier Cartographik
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JENNIFER FARLEY

ISLAND OF ADVENTURES: FUN THINGS TO DO ALL AROUND IRELAND
THE O’BRIEN PRESS OCT 2018 (HBK) 48PP £16.99 ISBN 9781847179715

Ireland is full of adventures! From deer spotting in Dublin to surfing in the
Atlantic Ocean, dancing at the Fleadh Cheoil to visiting a haunted house,
many of the sights, sounds and excitements of Ireland are presented in an easyreading, informative and eye-catching way. The range of activities is varied
and well chosen, highlighting interesting and often free places to visit. Vividly
coloured illustrations add character and wit to a book that will surely be
referenced throughout the year by all in search of a little adventure.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [BF]
READ ALSO: Let’s Colour Ireland by Alan Nolan

CLIVE GIFFORD illustrated by TIM BRADFORD

RAISE THE FLAG: TERRIFIC FLAG FACTS, STORIES & TRIVIA!
QED PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 96PP £10.99 ISBN 9781784932152

An informative read about the meanings, inventors and etiquettes behind
standards, coats of arms, ensigns and other flags. Spanning continents, history,
sports and more, this book is not only an entertaining history and geography
lesson but is also full of fun facts. The bright illustrations guarantee an
engaging reading experience, while the addition of a flag quiz and a prompt to
create your own flag will make an honorary vexillologist of any reader – that is,
a fan and student of the science of flags! (Age 5–8, 9–11) [VLe]
READ ALSO: Alpha, Bravo, Charlie: The Complete List of Nautical Codes by Sara Gillingham

CLIVE GIFFORD illustrated by MARC-ÉTIENNE PEINTRE

THE COLOURS OF HISTORY:
HOW COLOURS SHAPED THE WORLD
QED PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 64PP £10.99 ISBN 9781784939670

Did you know that in Europe the colour orange used to be known as simply
‘yellow-red’? Or that Shakespeare coined the phrase ‘green-eyed monster’ to
describe jealousy in his play Othello? Packed full of fascinating facts and with
easily digestible information on history, science and art, this book is perfect for
classroom, library or solo browsing. The artwork is as colourful as the subject, and
each of the twenty-four shades gets a well-designed double-page spread. Open this
brilliant book and become an instant colour nerd! (Age 5–8, 9–11) [AG]
READ ALSO: What's the Difference? 40+ Pairs of the Seemingly Similar by Emma
Strack and Guillaume Plantevin

CHAE STRATHIE illustrated by MARISA MOREA

SO YOU THINK YOU’VE GOT IT BAD? A KID’S LIFE IN ANCIENT EGYPT
NOSY CROW 2018 (HBK) 64PP £12.99 ISBN 9781788001359

So You Think You’ve Got It Bad? is a charming and accessible history of the daily
lives of people in Ancient Egypt. Strathie compares contemporary children’s
everyday moans, about such things as tidying their room, to the harsh lives of
the Ancient Egyptians in a light-hearted and hilarious way. The illustrations
are colourful and play on Ancient Egyptian art, with simple colours and starkly
straight lines. The slight fuzziness of the illustrations is cave-like and adds
immensely to the style of the book. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [KL]
READ ALSO: Egypt Magnified by David Long and Harry Bloom
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NEAMHFHICSEAN
PATRICIA VALDEZ illustrated by FELICITA SALA

JOAN PROCTER, DRAGON DOCTOR
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783447411

Meet the trailblazing Joan Procter whose childhood passion for reptiles led to
a career in herpetology (the study of amphibians and reptiles) at the National
History Museum and later at London Zoo. Tasked with designing the zoo’s reptile
house, ‘taming’ some Komodo dragons and taking daily walks through London
with two such creatures, Joan’s unique story is sure to amaze young readers. An
inspirational story accompanied by warm, beautifully textured and whimsical
illustrations make this a fascinating read. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [AM]
READ ALSO: Really Remarkable Reptiles by Jake Williams

STEVE MARTIN illustrated by HANNAH BONE

CHEF ACADEMY
IVY KIDS 2018 (PBK) 64PP £9.99 ISBN 9781782405948

Healthy eating is a hot topic and giving kids the knowledge and skills to plan
and cook meals is a gift that will keep on giving. Young cooks will learn about
nutrition, storing and preparing food safely, menu planning and cooking
techniques. Attractively designed, this book works as an activity book with
stickers for tasks completed, certificates of achievement for skills learnt and, for
younger chefs, a pop-out board game to keep the fun going. (Age 6–8, 8–10) [SuM]

ROB MAGUIRE illustrated by AGA GRANDOWICZ

DR HIBERNICA FINCH’S COMPELLING COMPENDIUM OF
IRISH ANIMALS
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS OCT 2018 (HBK) 64PP €20.00 ISBN 9781910411940

This large-format information book profiles Irish animals of the land, sea
and air. Readers are guided by narrator Professor Hibernica Finch, a slightly
eccentric zoologist who has travelled the length and breadth of Ireland studying
its animal inhabitants. Spreads are presented in the style of her notebooks and
fieldnotes, complete with jokes, facts and sketches. Debut author Rob Maguire
offers light-hearted and accessible prose, while Aga Grandowicz’s illustrations
are both vivid and zoologically precise. Amusing and informative, this
compendium is perfect for families, schools and libraries. (Age 7+) [ED]
READ ALSO: The Great Big Book of Irish Wildlife: Through the Seasons by Juanita
Brown and Barry Reynolds

ADAM SKINNER illustrated by MARK LONG

SPORTOPEDIA: AN ILLUSTRATED INTRODUCTION TO
THE WORLD OF SPORT
WIDE EYED EDITIONS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 112PP £14.99 ISBN 9781786030849

Sportopedia is packed full of inspiration for kids to think and talk about sport.
Divided into themed sections, the special features, required equipment, tactics
and statistics of each sport are discussed and displayed visually, making for
easy reading. The illustrations, reminiscent of Nick Sharratt’s art, are funny,
engaging and full of movement, and it is easy to imagine younger children
jumping up to copy them. Great fun and ideal for journeys or rainy days when
opportunities for movement are limited. (Age 7+) [SuM]
READ ALSO: Sport in 30 Seconds by John Brewer and Tom Woolley
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CLIVE GIFFORD illustrated by PAUL BOSTON

THE BOOK OF COMPARISONS

IVY KIDS 2018 (HBK) 96PP £14.99 ISBN 9781782405580

Did you know that a racing pigeon is faster than a cheetah? Or that five
African elephants weigh the same as one humpback whale? Again and again,
we returned to The Book of Comparisons to compare examples from the outside
world to the scales inside. This fact- and number-filled book gives a unique
sense of perspective and is sure to be a favourite among information book fans.
Informative illustrations and graphs provide a fantastic introduction to the
world of statistics. A definite winner! (Age 7–9) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Atlas of Everything by Jon Richards and Ed Simkins

IRIS VOLANT illustrated by CYNTHIA ALONSO

UNDER THE CANOPY: TREES AROUND THE WORLD
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 56PP £14.99 ISBN 9781911171423

Blending science, mythology, history and art, this is a dazzling jewel of a book.
Volant guides us through seventeen species and four forests, considering trees
as cultural objects. This is not a statistic-dense tome: its focus is on story.
Accordingly, the illustrations by Alonso are highly engaging and artistic –
emphasising cultural context rather than anatomical clarity. The outcome
of this is truly joyful, vibrant images filled with narrative interest. A jubilant
celebration of our relationship with nature through the ages that’s perfect for
poetic young souls. (Age 7–9) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Rivers by Peter Goes

GUY CAMPBELL illustrated by SIMON ECOB

SURVIVAL: HOW TO SURVIVE ANYTHING, ANYWHERE
BUSTER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 128PP £9.99 ISBN 9781780555096

Part of the Buster Know-How series, this non-fiction survival book has quirky
doodle illustrations in various colours throughout, making it bright and easy
to follow. Readers will learn everything from basic survival techniques in
the wilderness to skills needed when confronted by dangerous, bloodthirsty
animals. Kids will have hours of fun using this book’s many ideas to ignite their
imagination into a series of wonderful adventures. There is even a certificate at
the end to become a Buster Know-How expert. (Age 8–10, 10–12) [ER]
READ ALSO: Time Travel, Explore and Spycraft in the Buster Know-How series

MIKE BARFIELD illustrated by LAUREN HUMPHREY

THE ELEMENT IN THE ROOM: INVESTIGATING THE
ATOMIC INGREDIENTS THAT MAKE UP YOUR HOME

LAURENCE KING PUBLISHING SEPT 2018 (HBK) 64PP £14.99 ISBN 9781786271778

Whether you’re a budding chemist or you don’t know your neutrons from your
compounds, this colourful guide is sure to educate and entertain. It breaks
down the basic concepts of chemistry and gives an accessible introduction
to each of the elements that make up our universe. The comic strips about
chemists throughout history are a treat and the suggested experiments are
creative and (mostly) easy to recreate. A great classroom resource with more to
offer older readers than the illustration style might suggest. (Age 9–11) [RS]
READ ALSO: A Time Traveller’s Guide to Life, the Universe and Everything by Ian
Flitcroft and Britt Spencer
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ANDREA BEATY illustrated by DAVID ROBERTS

ADA TWIST’S BIG PROJECT BOOK FOR STELLAR SCIENTISTS
ABRAMS BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 2018 (PBK) 93PP £10.99 ISBN 9781419730245

A companion to the bestselling Ada Twist Scientist, this colourful project book
features more than forty things to discover, draw and make. Illustrations
throughout are filled with movement and action. Kids will learn where to find
scientists’ treasure, how to stop and observe and to track the constellations and
stars all in an open, accessible way. The recap of Ada’s story means kids can
pick this up without having read the original picturebook, making it the perfect
activity book for any budding scientist! (Age 9–11) [KM]
READ ALSO: Mr Shaha’s Recipes for Wonder: Adventures in Science around the
Kitchen Table by Alom Shaha and Emily Robertson

DESMOND DOYLE illustrated by DERRY DILLON

DEAD FAMOUS: PEER INTO HISTORY IN GLASNEVIN
CEMETERY
POOLBEG PRESS 2018 (PBK) 46PP €4.99 ISBN 9781781998144

Doyle’s work is a carefully compiled historical glimpse inside the walls of
Glasnevin Cemetery, enriched with fine illustrations. Over the course of the
book, clear print has been used along with thoughtfully placed ‘Did you know?’
boxes, which allow for ease of reading and skimming and scanning. An array
of different people populate the pages, such as Maud Gonne, John Dillon and
Countess Markiewicz. Irish history, and in particular Éirí Amach na Cásca, is
a common feature throughout the history of the people mentioned. (Age 9–11)
[SM]
READ ALSO: the In a Nutshell: Heroes series

KRIS HIRSCHMANN illustrated by ELISA PAGANELLI

100 SCREEN-FREE WAYS TO BEAT BOREDOM!
QED PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 96PP £9.99 ISBN 9781784932640

The answer to many parents’ wishes, 100 Screen-Free Ways to Beat Boredom offers
a compendium of ideas designed to make your square-eyed screen lover pack
up their smartphones, tablets and consoles and find new ways to have fun.
Packed with activities, crafts and games that seldom require more than simple
household items and a bit of imagination, this is a book that will be taken down
from the shelf time and time again when looking for entertainment without a
computer screen in sight! (Age 9–11) [BF]
READ ALSO: Forest School Adventure by Naomi Walmsley and Dan Westall

VANESSA KING with VAL PAYNE and PETER HARPER
illustrated by CELESTE AIRES

50 WAYS TO FEEL HAPPY

QED PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 64PP £9.99 ISBN 9781784930851

We are living in anxious times and we could all do with some tools to make us
feel happier. This book is exactly what everyone needs. An excellent workbook,
it is full of practical activities designed to promote happiness, resilience and
dealing with challenges. The book is really well laid out in bite-sized chunks
with activities that could be done by children alone or in groups. The activities
range from arts and crafts to exercise and diet – all tools to make us happier.
(Age 9–11) [LO’H]
READ ALSO: Mindfully Me by Louise Shanagher and Rose Finerty
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LILY MURRAY illustrated by ANA ALBERO

THE PEOPLE AWARDS

LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 80PP £12.99 ISBN 9781786030634

An inspirational, quirky and beautifully illustrated book celebrating fifty people who have
made significant contributions to science, art, literature, sport or music, this book is a
lovely way to introduce children to biographies. It highlights a selection of men and women
(some of whom are famous and others who are not so well known) who have displayed
great courage, strength and resilience to overcome obstacles in their quest to pursue their
passions. Children, parents and teachers will enjoy exploring this book for many years to
come. (Age 9–11) [JN]
READ ALSO: Nelson Mandela (Little Guides to Great Lives) by Isabel Thomas and Hannah
Warren

OWEN O’DOHERTY

BRIGHT SPARKS: AMAZING DISCOVERIES,
INVENTIONS AND DESIGNS BY WOMEN

THE O’BRIEN PRESS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 48PP £14.99 ISBN 9781788490542

Bright Sparks is a comprehensive list of ideas developed, invented or created by women.
From paper bags to pedal bins, from disposable nappies to DNA, our lives have been
enhanced and made safer because of the work of these women. A refreshing approach to
showing everyday items in the context of how they came to be created, such as computers
or hospital treatments. Sure to satisfy your budding scientist, inventor or engineer, this
book also provides a guide to inventing and innovation. (Age 9–11) [OH]
READ ALSO: Firsts for Irish Women by Olive Collins

SARAH WEBB illustrated by LAUREN O’NEILL

BLAZING A TRAIL: IRISH WOMEN WHO
CHANGED THE WORLD
THE O’BRIEN PRESS OCT 2018 (HBK) 64PP €16.99 ISBN 9781788490047

Another entry in the now-busy field of female biography collections, this beautiful,
accessible book more than holds its own. Each woman’s remarkable achievements are
celebrated in Webb’s succinct but readable prose. O’Neill’s accompanying portraits are
stunning, with her takes on Doctor James Barry and designer Eileen Gray as particular
standouts. Aimed at slightly younger readers than Siobhán Parkinson’s excellent Rocking the
System, this book offers less historical context but fits in more entries, including many Irish
emigrants and modern wave-makers like activist Sinéad Burke. (Age 9–11) [RS]
READ ALSO: I Am a Wonder Woman by Ellen Bailey and Sophie Beer

LULA BRIDGEPORT illustrated by FEDERICA FRENNA, ISABEL MUÑOZ and
JULIANNA SWANEY

YOUNG HEROES: INSPIRATIONAL CHILDREN
FROM AROUND THE WORLD
STRIPES PUBLISHING OCT 2018 (HBK) 96PP £12.99 ISBN 9781847159557

From first page to last, this collection of inspirational young páistí is packed with masterful
illustrations that encourage reading and enhance the reading experience. A range of interest
areas are present, such as STEM, film, music, the environment, sport, business, literature
and the arts, politics and activism. The book closes with ‘ways to be amazing every day’,
encouraging the reader to bring the text into their life. This encyclopaedia of awesomeness
is a necessity for all young people keen to make a mark on the world. (Age 9–11, 12+) [SM]
READ ALSO: Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different by Ben Brooks and Quinton Winter
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JOANNA DONNELLY illustrated by FUCHSIA MACAREE

THE GREAT IRISH WEATHER BOOK

GILL BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 96PP €24.99 ISBN 9780717180936

In Ireland, a tiny country with lots of weather, that’s exactly what we like to talk
about – the weather. So it would make sense for us to learn more about it. From
cold fronts to climate changes, anti-cyclones to isobars, this book has everything
you need to understand the weather that affects our everyday lives. Joanna
Donnelly’s engaging and informative text is accessible and interesting and
beautifully complemented by Fuchsia MacAree’s gorgeous illustrations, which
elevate this information book beyond the realms of a geography textbook.
(Age 9–11, 12+) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Destination: Planet Earth by Jo Nelson and Tom Clohosy Cole

JAMES OLSTEIN

ODD SCIENCE – AMAZING INVENTIONS

PAVILION CHILDREN’S BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 80PP £9.99 ISBN 9781843653738

Some inventions may have changed the world but inventing has never been
easy. As even the most casual reader will learn by opening this book, the biggest
obstacle to creating self-driving cars is teaching them to understand what
leaves are! James Olstein’s book is full of amazing facts like this and his quirky
illustrations complement them perfectly. An ideal book for those of us who are
already information geeks – and for those of us who still have to discover that
inner geek! (Age 9–11, 12+) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Impossible Inventions by Małgorzata Mycielska, and Aleksandra
and Daniel Mizielinski

CHIDERA EGGERUE illustrated by MANJIT THAPP

SCRIBBLE YOURSELF FEMINIST

PENGUIN BOOKS SEPT 2018 (HBK) 128PP £7.99 ISBN 9780241347737

How do you know if you are a feminist? Award-winning blogger and body
positivist Eggerue speaks directly to the reader using empowering language
to challenge stereotypes. Crammed with recognisable contemporary feminist
role models, as well as figures from history, this activity book asks questions
and offers space for readers to develop their own feminist identity. Thapp’s
line illustrations are both realistic and simplified, peppered with fun fonts and
doodles. A coming of age book that educates and emboldens young feminists
about their bodies and rights. (Age 10–12, 12–14) [OH]
READ ALSO: HerStory: 50 Women and Girls Who Shook the World by Katherine
Halligan and Sarah Walsh

PETER FRANKOPAN illustrated by NEIL PACKER
THE SILK ROADS: A NEW HISTORY OF THE WORLD
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS OCT 2018 (HBK) 128PP £16.99 ISBN 9781408889930

Historian Frankopan gives a fascinating account of the role of the Silk Roads.
Four thousand years of moving trade, but more importantly of moving
civilisations and ideas, are outlined, retracing the rise and fall of empires, wars
and even the politics of today. From bloodthirsty kings to innovative traders,
The Silk Roads is a story from all people in society. Packer’s evocative illustrations
carry the story beautifully, reflecting the maps and people of bygone eras.
An extraordinarily vivid book on an often-neglected corner of history.
(Age 10–12, 12–14) [OH]
READ ALSO: Cook’s Cook by Gavin Bishop
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ALEX FRITH, ROSIE HORE and LOUIE STOWELL
illustrated by KELLAN STOVER

POLITICS FOR BEGINNERS

USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (HBK) 128PP £9.99 ISBN 9781474922524

With simple and clear explanations of the big issues and key debates in politics
and systems of government, this colourful and engaging book helps young
readers to identify the skills they need to participate actively in local community
and wider society, while encouraging them to think critically and ask more
questions. Guaranteed to provide opportunity for conversation and discussion
at home or in the classroom, this is a fantastic introduction to an essential
subject, one for everyone over the age of 10. (Age 10–12, 12–14) [SuM]
READ ALSO: Who’s in Charge? by Andrew Marr

CHRISTOPHER LLOYD illustrated by ANDY FORSHAW

ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING! A HISTORY OF EARTH,
DINOSAURS, RULERS, ROBOTS AND OTHER THINGS
TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

WHAT ON EARTH PUBLISHING OCT 2018 (HBK) 352PP £16.99 ISBN 9781999802820

What happened to the dinosaurs? Why does climate change affect us all? This
entertaining and informative book takes the reader on an amazing journey
through time to learn about the age of dinosaurs, the rise of humans, wars and
the shaping of the world we know. The numerous high-quality illustrations and
photographs help bring the text to life. A mini timeline at the beginning of each
chapter highlights key moments and the book also contains a useful glossary,
index and reference materials. Highly recommended. (Age 10–12, 12–14) [VCh]
READ ALSO: 100 Things to Know about History by various authors and Federico
Mariani and Parko Polo

DAVID ROBERTS

SUFFRAGETTE: THE BATTLE FOR EQUALITY
TWO HOOTS 2018 (HBK) 128PP £18.99 ISBN 9781509839674

Marking the centenary of the first women winning the vote in the UK,
Suffragette charts the history of the women’s suffrage movement through
meticulously researched pictures and prose. Roberts offers fascinating insights
into the complex history of the movement and covers the whole range of male
and female suffragist experiences, from the aristocratic to the middle and
working class. Roberts’s gorgeous illustrations are rendered in his distinctive
style, replete with period detail, while the text is comprehensive yet accessible
and captivating. Highly produced and exquisitely executed. (Age 11+) [ED]
READ ALSO: Rebel Voices by Louise Kay Stewart and Eve Lloyd Knight

DAVID LONG illustrated by KERRY HYNDMAN

HEROES: INCREDIBLE TRUE STORIES OF COURAGEOUS
ANIMALS
FABER & FABER OCT 2018 (HBK) 192PP £18.99 ISBN 9780571342105

Long crafts gripping stories of peril and danger that are sure to draw any reader
in – especially in tandem with Hyndman’s high quality, vivid illustrations.
Heroes will be a hit with readers who enjoy action, especially on the topic of war.
Various animals make appearances throughout the book, such as cats, dogs,
pigeons, a donkey and even a bear. Long’s Anglocentric accounts of animal
heroism create space for further exploration into the heroic exploits of animals
from other cultures and within other paradigms. (Age 12–14) [SM]
READ ALSO: Survivors: Extraordinary Tales from the Wild and Beyond
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SIOBHÁN PARKINSON illustrated by BREN LUKE

ROCKING THE SYSTEM: FEARLESS AND AMAZING IRISH
WOMEN WHO MADE HISTORY
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 208PP €15.00 ISBN 9781910411964

Marking the centenary of women’s suffrage in Ireland, this book celebrates
twenty determined Irish women, historical and contemporary, who made
a difference in Irish society and refused to be accepted as less capable or
less important than their male counterparts. The illustrated essays tell
the remarkable stories of not only political activists like Hannah Sheehy
Skeffington, but also poets, designers, athletes and even the formidable
prehistoric Queen Medhbh. A must read for all, especially young girls who
aspire to be ‘their own woman’. (Age 12–14) [AM]
READ ALSO: Skyward, the Story of Female Pilots in WW2 by Sally Deng

JOHN HENDRIX

THE FAITHFUL SPY: DIETRICH BONHOEFFER AND THE
PLOT TO KILL HITLER
ABRAMS BOOKS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781419732652

This is a graphic biography of a truly remarkable and inspirational person.
Bonhoeffer was a German pastor whose Christian faith moved him to stand
up on behalf of ‘the other’ and act against the Nazi persecution of the Jews.
Accompanying the handwritten text is superb artwork that draws the reader
in, illustrating the horror of the times and the bravery of those who resisted. A
beautiful book for fans of history or art, or anyone who is moved by stories of
faith, sacrifice and courage. (Age 12–14, YA) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Symphony for the City of the Dead by M. T. Anderson

ALICE JAMES and LOUIE STOWELL illustrated by NANCY
LESCHNIKOFF and FREYA HARRISON

LOOKING AFTER YOUR MENTAL HEALTH

USBORNE PUBLISHING 2018 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9781474937290

Using short chunks of well-written text, striking graphics and illustrations,
and humour, this excellent book discusses mental health in an accessible
and straightforward way. There is plenty of useful, reassuring information
and practical advice on topics such as body image, family, bullying, sexuality,
consent, social media, self-esteem, sleep and relaxation techniques. At the end is
a brief outline of common mental-health problems such as depression, anxiety
and eating disorders, with an emphasis on the importance of getting help. An
enjoyable and very worthwhile read. (Age 12–14, YA) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: The Teenage Guide to Life Online by Nicola Morgan

DR CHRIS YUILL and DR CHRISTOPHER THORPE

HEADS UP SOCIOLOGY

DK 2018 (HBK) 160PP £9.99 ISBN 9780241296936

Covering topics such as identity, class, race, wealth, inequality, crime, health,
culture, mass media and many more, this book explains how sociology
investigates these issues and raises fascinating questions about how individuals
are influenced by the society they belong to. There are profiles of influential
sociologists and examples of research projects and real-life scenarios. The design
is superb, with striking illustrations and eye-catching quotes and statistics
to break up the text. Encouraging critical thinking, this is an ideal book for
curious minds. (Age 12–14, YA) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Made on Earth by Wolfgang Korn
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LIZ BROWNLEE, SUE HARDY-DAWSON and ROGER STEVENS
illustrated by LORNA SCOBIE

APES TO ZEBRAS: AN A–Z OF SHAPE POEMS

BLOOMSBURY EDUCATION 2018 (HBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 9781472929525

Poems, alphabets, shapes and animals – what’s not to love! This vibrantly
illustrated A–Z of shape poetry about animals is great fun. A variety of poems
have been shaped and there’s a lot to see on every page. This is a book that will
grow with children, from learning the alphabet to learning to play with words;
even grownups might learn some new animals. A beautiful book that will
probably hang around the bookshelves in your house forever! (Age 2–4, 5–8)
[TO’B]
READ ALSO: A First Book of the Sea by Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton

ZARO WEIL illustrated by JO RIDDELL

FIRECRACKERS: AN EXPLOSION OF FANTASTICAL
POEMS, RAPS, HAIKUS, FAIRY TALES (AND MORE) TO
SPARK IMAGINATION
TROIKA BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 240PP £15.99 ISBN 9781909991781

Firecrackers is packed full of treats, perfect for bedtime reading or story
corner. Young readers and listeners of up to about seven years will delight in
the rollicking rhythms and rhymes, poems, playlets and stories that offer a
delightful introduction to the world of poetry and words. Themes will appeal
to younger children who will enjoy the adventures of little creatures of the wild,
elements of nature and routines of their own daily life, all beautifully depicted,
page by page, in pretty, engaging illustrations. (Age 3–7) [EMcS]
READ ALSO: The Book of Clouds by Juris Kronbergs, Anete Melece, Mara
Rozite and Richard O’Brien

ELOISE GREENFIELD illustrated by EHSAN ABDOLLAHI

THINKER: MY PUPPY POET AND ME

TINY OWL 2018 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9781910328330

Follow best friends Thinker and Jace as they frolic through life quoting verse
and rhyme. Their immense warmth, love and humour are visible on every page.
Rich, beautiful and striking illustrations lead you through the joyful verses. The
themes of love, friendship, belonging and inclusion converge on Pets’ Day when
Thinker gets to join Jace at school – a dream come true! Thinker: My Puppy Poet
and Me is an ideal read, especially before starting back at big school after the
long holidays. (Age 6–8) [SQ]
READ ALSO: Dog Poems by Dave Crawley and Tamara Petrosino

JOSHUA SEIGAL and NEAL ZETTER
illustrated by SCOULAR ANDERSON

YUCK AND YUM: A FEAST OF FUNNY FOOD POEMS
TROIKA BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 96PP £7.99 ISBN 9781909991453

Cuisine for kids – Yuck and Yum is a hilarious and absurd book of poetry
detailing the dos and don’ts (and already dids) of different foods. Seigal and
Zetter serve up interesting ingredients and savoury sonnets, such as how many
rotten eggs do you have to feed to a herd of buffalo to recreate the smell of a
durian? Also, the surprising love of cauliflower, or simply ‘Don’t Eat Out the
Bin’. Anderson’s vibrant illustrations bring life to the silly tastes and humorous
dodgy food facts. (Age 7–9) [CM]
READ ALSO: I Bet I Can Make You Laugh: Poems by Joshua Seigal and Friends
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FILÍOCHT
ALAN MURPHY

ALL GUMS BLAZING
AVANTCARD PUBLICATIONS 2018 (PBK) 71PP €11.00 ISBN 9780956173430

If you’re shopping for a reader who’s wary of poetry, this just might be
the collection to reel them in! Murphy’s poems bounce right off the page,
accompanied by illustrations that span the surreal to the arcane and back
to traditional black-and-white photography. His subject matter jumps from
Mexican wrestling and nature to Irish mythology and the poetic form itself.
Each poem stands alone and there really is something for every age group – and
wherever the reader stops, they won’t be bored! (Age 5–8, 9–11) [LH]
READ ALSO: Happy Poems chosen by Roger McGough

FIONA WATERS illustrated by FRANN PRESTON-GANNON

NATIONAL TRUST: I AM THE SEED THAT GREW
THE TREE – A POEM FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
NOSY CROW SEPT 2018 (HBK) 336PP £25.00 ISBN 9780857637703

This ambitious poetry collection contains a nature poem for every day of the
year. Spanning four hundred years, it introduces children to the world of poetry
from classic to contemporary, including poets as diverse as Emily Dickinson
and Benjamin Zephaniah. This book will grow with children, allowing them to
engage with poems at different levels, first listening and later exploring alone.
The bold, colourful illustrations enhance the words and will appeal to young
readers along with their adults. (Age 5–8, 9–11) [BLa]
READ ALSO: Dark Sky Park: Poems from the Edge of Nature by Philip Gross and
Jesse Hodgson

SALLY M. WALKER illustrated by WILLIAM GRILL

EARTH VERSE:
EXPLORE OUR PLANET THROUGH POETRY AND ART
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 48PP £15.00 ISBN 9781406376494

Walker explores the wonders of geology, weather and earth science and
encapsulates the terrifying power of tsunamis and volcanoes in a series of
atmospheric haiku. The poems are beautifully illustrated by the established
master of earth tones and nature stories, William Grill (Shackleton’s Journey,
The Wolves of Currumpaw), whose familiar dark terracotta, red and blue palette
are a perfect match for the subject matter. The book finishes with ten pages
of detailed descriptions of the phenomena for those who want more than
seventeen-syllable bites of the science. (Age 7–10) [CAC]
READ ALSO: Wild World by Angela McAllister and Hvass & Hannibal

RACHEL ROONEY illustrated by CHRIS RIDDELL

A KID IN MY CLASS

OTTER-BARRY BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 88PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910959879

Rooney grapples with themes from bullying to boredom in her poetic
snapshots of pupils from the new boy to the nerd. There’s a roll-call of teachers
too, including the teaching assistant and the petrified substitute. Riddell’s
atmospheric drawings, filled in with shades of inky blue, play with perspective –
the back view of the scrawny substitute’s neck as he faces a class of monster
pupils, the close-up of the hamster as he boasts about his knowledge of history.
A winning combination of poems and portraits. (Age 7–10) [CAC]
READ ALSO: School Report: Very Funny Poems about School by Brian Moses
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CHRISTOPHER REID illustrated by ELLIOT ELAM

OLD TOFFER’S BOOK OF CONSEQUENTIAL DOGS
FABER & FABER SEPT 2018 (HBK) 128PP £14.99 ISBN 9780571334094

This book of dog poems begins with a charming rhyming explanatory poem,
crediting inspiration for the collection to T.S. Eliot’s Old Possum’s Book of Practical
Cats, before moving through different characters of dogs, from strays to lapdogs
and greyhounds. An impressive vocabulary is reminiscent of Beatrix Potter’s style,
and some of the poems display an excellent rhythm that begs to be read aloud.
The print-style illustrations match well with the poems. (Age 7–11) [HD]
READ ALSO: The Waggiest Tails: Poems Written by Dogs by Brian Moses and
Roger Stevens

LIZ BROWNLEE, MATT GOODFELLOW and ROGER STEVENS

THE SAME INSIDE

MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 96PP £5.99 ISBN 9781509854509

‘Judge me as an equal – call me by my name, judge me when you realize: inside
we are the same.’ The Same Inside is a collection of poems about empathy,
friendship, compassion and awareness, including Internet safety. This gentle
and thoughtful anthology outlines a myriad of universal emotions and offers
many opportunities for class discussion, especially for readers on the threshold
of becoming teens. The range of emotions is deftly dealt with by three poets: Liz
Brownlee, Matt Goodfellow and Roger Stevens. (Age 9–11) [SQ]
READ ALSO: Hopscotch in the Sky by Lucinda Jacob and Lauren O’Neill

NATIONAL POETRY DAY AMBASSADORS AND OTHER POETS
illustrated by CHIE HOSAKA

POETRY FOR A CHANGE: A NATIONAL POETRY DAY
ANTHOLOGY
OTTER-BARRY BOOKS SEPT 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910959503

This anthology to celebrate National Poetry Day in the UK is an illustrated
collection of old and new poems focusing on the theme of change. Poets
contribute a poem of their own and explain why they’ve chosen it, and they
then share a favourite poem by a different author who has inspired them,
creating a diverse collection of styles. This extensive collection has something
for everyone and would be a great resource book for group discussions on the
topic of change. (Age 8–12) [TO’B]
READ ALSO: Something Beginning with P: New Poems from Irish Poets edited by
Seamus Cashman

KWAME ALEXANDER illustrated by DAWUD ANYABWILE

REBOUND

ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783447206

Charlie is a twelve-year-old struggling to cope with a huge loss in this coming-ofage novel in verse by award-winning author Kwame Alexander. The sad, funny
poems, dialogues and beautiful snatches of comic-strip illustrations will make
readers laugh and cry, sometimes at the same time. Although life will never be
the same, with the help of his family and friends Charlie learns that he can still
feel joy and that change can be good. (Age 9–11, 12–14) [EMcS]
READ ALSO: The Crossover and Booked
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LEABHAIR DO PHÁISTÍ A FOILSÍODH IN ÉIRINN 2018
One of CBI’s strategic aims is to celebrate Irish authors, Irish illustrators and the children’s book community in
Ireland, and we are very proud to support Irish publishers. The following is a comprehensive listing of every book
published in Ireland in 2018, from picturebooks to young adult fiction.
AN GÚM
CHARLOTTE GUILLAIN
Aistrithe ag CAOIMHÍN Ó hICÍ
Maisithe ag STEVE DORADO
AN SAOR CLOICHE MÍSHONA
€5.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781857919424
BAIRBRE NÍ CHUANAIGH
Maisithe ag SHEENA DEMPSEY
BLÁITHÍN AR AN bPOTA
€7.50 (CRUA) ISBN 9781857919417
BAIRBRE NÍ CHUANAIGH
Maisithe ag SHEENA DEMPSEY
OISÍN AR AN bPOTA
€7.50 (CRUA) ISBN 9781857919394
AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR
MALACHY DOYLE
Aistrithe ag MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON
MUIREANN AGUS AN FHARRAIGE FHIÁIN
£7.99 (BOG) ISBN 9780993474583
MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON
RITA AGUS AN DRAGÚN
£9.99 (CRUA) ISBN 9780993474576
MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON
RITA AGUS AN CHAILLEACH
£9.99 (CRUA) ISBN TBA
COIS LIFE
JUANITA BROWNE
Aistrithe ag FIDELMA NÍ GHALLCHOBHAIR
Maisithe ag AOIFE QUINN
AINMHITHE NA hÉIREANN
€12.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781907494758
ANN-MARIE IRELAND, FIONNUALA CLOKE
Maisithe ag OLIVIA GOLDEN
TABHAIR AIRE DUIT FÉIN
€12.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781907494727
CAOIMHE NIC LOCHLAINN
Maisithe ag OLIVIA GOLDEN
SCÉALTA LE hINSINT DON GHEALACH
€12.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781907494789
JO O’DONOGHUE
TAITHÍ OIBRE
€10.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781907494796
ÉABHLÓID
CAOIMHIN MAC A’BHAIRD
Maisithe ag CHRISTOPHER AMMENTORP
MICÍ S’AGAINNE
€10.00 (CRUA) ISBN 9780995611948
FUTA FATA
GEMMA BREATHNACH
Maisithe ag TARSILA KRÜSE
PERCY PÉACÓG
€9.50 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945414
SADHBH DEVLIN
Maisithe ag RÓISÍN HAHESSY
BEAG BÍDEACH
€9.50 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945407
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JULIA DONALDSON
Aistrithe ag TADHG MAC DHONNAGÁIN
Maisithe ag AXEL SCHEFFLER
MO THEACHÍN GAN CHUMA GAN CHAOI
€9.95 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945377

LeabhairCOMHAR
RICHIE CONROY
Maisithe ag DON CONROY
DIALANN EMILY PORTER: AN JAILTACHT
€12.00 (BOG) ISBN 9781999802950

OLIVER JEFFERS
Aistrithe ag MÁIRE ZEPF
Maisithe ag OLIVER JEFFERS
ANSEO ATÁ MUID
€16.95 (CRUA) ISBN 9781910945391

MARIE WHELTON
Maisithe ag FRANK ENDERSBY
GIOLCAIREACHT SA GHAIRDÍN
€12.00 (CRUA) ISBN 9781999802943

JEFF KINNEY
Aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NIC CON IOMAIRE
Maisithe ag JEFF KINNEY
DIALANN DÚRADÁIN: LEADAÍ NA LEISCE
€9.95 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945353
TADHG MAC DHONNAGÁIN
Maisithe ag CARTOON SALOON
PEIGÍN LEITIR MÓIR
€16.95 (Leabhar + CD)
ISBN 9781910945438
ANNE PARADIS
Aistrithe ag TADHG MAC DHONNAGÁIN
Maisithe ag KARY
CATHAL: AM DUL A LUÍ
€7.95 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945360
DAVID WALLIAMS
Aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN NÍ MHÁRTA
Maisithe ag QUENTIN BLAKE
MR LOFA
€9.95 (BOG) ISBN 9781910945346
MÁIRE ZEPF
Illustrated by TARSILA KRÜSE
DON'T GO TO SCHOOL
€7.95 (PBK) ISBN 9781910945384
GILL BOOKS
NIALL BRESLIN
Illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY
THE MAGIC MOMENT
€16.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717181339
JOHN BURKE
Illustrated by FATTI BURKE
GRANUAILE
€12.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717183500
JOANNA DONNELLY
Illustrated by FUCHSIA MACAREE
THE GREAT IRISH WEATHER BOOK
€24.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717180936
PETER DONNELLY
THE PRESIDENT’S CAT
€14.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717175413
BRENDAN O’DONOGHUE
Illustrated by PAULA MCGLOIN
ADVENTURES IN PHILOSOPHY
€19.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717179398

LILLIPUT PRESS
LOUISE SHANAGHER
Illustrated by ROSE FINERTY
MINDFULLY ME SERIES
€24.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781843517382
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS
JOHN CHAMBERS
MUCKING ABOUT
€10.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781912417056
PATRICIA FORDE
Illustrated by ELINA BRASLINA
BUMPFIZZLE THE BEST ON PLANET EARTH
€9.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781912417032
ALISON HEALY
Illustrated by FINTAN TAITE
HOW BILLY BROWN SAVED THE QUEEN
€8.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781910411957
ROB MAGUIRE
Illustrated by AGA GRANDOWICZ
DR HIBERNICA FINCH’S COMPELLING
COMPENDIUM OF IRISH ANIMALS
€20.00 (HBK) ISBN 9781910411940
MAURICIO NEGRO
COLOUR OF PEOPLE
€10.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781912417070
SIOBHÁN PARKINSON
Illustrated by BREN LUKE
ROCKING THE SYSTEM
€15.00 (HBK) ISBN 9781910411964
EMMA QUIGLEY
BANK
€10.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781910411971
DEBBIE THOMAS
MY SECRET DRAGON
€10.00 (PBK) ISBN 9781912417063
MERCIER PRESS
CETHAN LEAHY
TUESDAYS ARE JUST AS BAD
€12.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781175644
E.R. MURRAY
THE BOOK OF REVENGE: NINE LIVES
TRILOGY 3
€9.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781175767

KATHLEEN WATKINS
Illustrated by MARGARET ANNE SUGGS
HAPPY CHRISTMAS, PIGÍN!
€14.99 (HBK) ISBN 9780717183807
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IRISH-PUBLISHED CHILDREN’S BOOKS
POETRY
2018
Tá sé ar cheann d’aidhmeanna straitéiseacha CBI ceiliúradh a dhéanamh ar údair, maisitheoirí agus pobal leabhair
pháistí na hÉireann, agus táimid an-bhródúil as an tacaíocht a thugaimid d’fhoilsitheoirí Éireannacha. Tugaimid
liosta cuimsitheach anseo a leanas de gach leabhar a foilsíodh in Éirinn in 2018, ó phictiúrleabhair go ficsean do
dhaoine óga fásta.
POOLBEG
PAULINE BURGESS
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998113
CAROLINE BUSHER
THE GIRL WHO ATE THE STARS
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998694
CAROLINE BUSHER
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
THE IRISH WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE
MOVEMENT
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998175
TINA CALLAGHAN
DARK WOOD DARK WATER
€9.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781997802
TINA CALLAGHAN
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
TEN SCARY IRISH CREATURES
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781997826
TINA CALLAGHAN
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
W.B. YEATS: POET AND PATRIOT
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781997888
ANN CARROLL
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
AMELIA EARHART: ADVENTURER AND
AVIATOR
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998427
ANN CARROLL
Maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
CLANN LIR
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781997833
ANN CARROLL
Maisithe ag DERRY DILLON
MAR A FUAIR CÚCHULAINN A AINM
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781997840
OLIVE COLLINS
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
FIRSTS FOR IRISH WOMEN
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998182
BRIAN DOYLE
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
POPE FRANCIS
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998519
BRIAN DOYLE
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
WORLD RELIGION
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998335
DESMOND DOYLE
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
DEAD FAMOUS
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998144
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PATRICIA MURPHY
LEO’S WAR
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998151

JUDI CURTIN
YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND
€12.99 (PBK) 9781788490511

ANDREW O’CONNOR
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
KILMAINHAM JAIL: IF WALLS COULD
SPEAK
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781997895

JENNIFER FARLEY
ISLAND OF ADVENTURES: FUN THINGS TO
DO ALL AROUND IRELAND
€16.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781847179715

ANDREW O’CONNOR
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR: CIVIL RIGHTS HERO
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998984
GAYE SHORTLAND
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
SIR WALTER RALEIGH: STAR OF THE
ELIZABETHAN AGE
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998465

BRIAN GALLAGHER
SPIES: IRELAND’S WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179807
GILLY
THE DAY HENRY MET … A DOG
€8.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781847179999
SHONA SHIRLEY MACDONALD
THE POOKA PARTY
€14.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781788490009

ROD SMITH
OLIVER CROMWELL: THE MOST HATED
MAN IN IRELAND
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998489

Retold by EITHNE MASSEY
TOMI: TOMI REICHENTAL'S
HOLOCAUST STORY
€9.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179753

ROD SMITH
Illustrated by DERRY DILLON
SAINT COLMCILLE
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781781998434

ERIKA MCGANN
Illustrated by VINCE REID
DIARY DETECTIVES
€7.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490221

THE O’BRIEN PRESS
PHILIP BARRETT
WHERE’S LARRY? THE COLOURING BOOK
€7.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490078

OISÍN MCGANN
MAD GRANDAD AND THE KLEPTOES
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490467

SARAH BOWIE
WE’RE GOING TO THE ZOO!
€12.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781847179494
BRIANÓG BRADY DAWSON
Illustrated by MICHAEL CONNOR
Coloured by ALAN NOLAN
DANNY BROWN AND THE BIG SURPRISE
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490108
BRIANÓG BRADY DAWSON
Illustrated by MICHAEL CONNOR
Coloured by ALAN NOLAN
DANNY BROWN AND HIS DAFT DOG
€6.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490115
JUANITA BROWNE
Illustrated by BARRY REYNOLDS
THE GREAT BIG BOOK OF IRISH WILDLIFE:
THROUGH THE SEASONS
€19.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781847179159
Photography by JOE BUTLER
MY FIRST BOOK OF GAA
€8.99 (HBK) 9781788490634

ALAN NOLAN
LET’S COLOUR IRELAND
€4.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490054
OWEN O’DOHERTY
BRIGHT SPARKS: AMAZING DISCOVERIES,
INVENTIONS AND DESIGNS BY WOMEN
€14.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781788490542
GERARD SIGGINS
RUGBY HEROES: GHOSTLY GROUND,
DEADLY DANGER
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781847179975
GERARD SIGGINS
ATLANTIS UNITED:
SPORTS ACADEMY BOOK 1
€12.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490528
SARAH WEBB
Illustrated by LAUREN O’NEILL
BLAZING A TRAIL: IRISH WOMEN
WHO CHANGED THE WORLD
€16.99 (HBK) ISBN 9781788490047

ANNA CAREY
MOLLIE ON THE MARCH
€8.99 (PBK) ISBN 9781788490085
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A book for everyone who dreams
of changing the world

Discover trailblazers and
game-changers. A world of bravery
and brilliance awaits you
From award-winning author and illustrator
Sarah Webb and Lauren O’Neill
www.obrien.ie

